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1. IL&FS CRISIS 

News: Government has intervened in the IL&FS crisis.

What is IL&FS? 

The Mumbai-based Infrastructure Leasing & Financial Services (IL&FS) is a 'shadow bank' or a 
non-banking financial company (NBFC) that provides servi
banks. 

What is the issue? 

➢ IL&FS defaulted on a few payments and failed to service its commercial papers (CP) on due 
date—which means the company has run out of cash or it is facing a liquidity crunch.

➢ The companies piled up too much debt to be paid back in the short
from its assets were skewed towards the longer term.

➢ Disputes over contracts have locked about 90 billion rupees of payments due from the 
government. 

➢ IL&FS Financial Services has about $
months. Its debts total about $12.6 billion.

Current status 

➢ The government intervened in the IL&FS crisis superseding its board and appointing new 
members, with banker Uday Kotak as chairman.

➢ A probe by the Serious Fraud Investigation Office has also been ordered into IL&FS and its 
Subsidiaries following complaints. 
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Government has intervened in the IL&FS crisis. 

based Infrastructure Leasing & Financial Services (IL&FS) is a 'shadow bank' or a 
banking financial company (NBFC) that provides services similar to traditional commercial 

IL&FS defaulted on a few payments and failed to service its commercial papers (CP) on due 
which means the company has run out of cash or it is facing a liquidity crunch.

ed up too much debt to be paid back in the short
from its assets were skewed towards the longer term. 
Disputes over contracts have locked about 90 billion rupees of payments due from the 

IL&FS Financial Services has about $500 million of repayment obligations over the next six 
months. Its debts total about $12.6 billion. 

The government intervened in the IL&FS crisis superseding its board and appointing new 
members, with banker Uday Kotak as chairman. 

y the Serious Fraud Investigation Office has also been ordered into IL&FS and its 
following complaints.  
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2. ONLINE INCORPORATION

News 

➢ Ministry of Corporate Affairs has launched made incorporation of Limited Liability 
Partnership (LLP) through a complete online system.

➢ It will be done through a web service titled “RUN
Liability Partnership)”. 

➢ It will also cut time, cost and procedures.

What are LLPs? 

➢ A Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) is a partne
limited liability. The liability is limited to the equity invested by the partners. It therefore 
exhibits elements of partnerships and corporations. 

➢ An LLP is governed by the provisions of the Limited Liability Par
➢ The Limited Liability Partnership format is an alternative corporate business vehicle that 

provides the benefits of limited liability of a company but allows its members the flexibility 
of organizing their internal management on the basi
the case in a partnership firm. 

➢ LLPs can buy and own property, produce revenue, and remit earnings outside of India.
➢ The LLP can continue its existence irrespective of changes in partners. It is capable of 

entering into contracts and holding property in its own name.
➢ The LLP is a separate legal entity, is liable to the full extent of its assets but liability of the 

partners is limited to their agreed contribution in the LLP.
➢ Further, no partner is liable on account 

partners, thus, individual partners are shielded from joint liability created by another 
partner’s wrongful business decisions or misconduct.

➢ Mutual rights and duties of the partners within an LLP are go
between the partners or between the partners and the LLP as the case may be. The LLP, 
however, is not relieved of the liability for its other obligations as a separate entity.

➢ Since LLP contains elements of both ‘a corporate structur
structure’ LLP is called a hybrid between a company and a partnership

What new changes have been brought about?

Earlier, it took 14 days to register a name for an LLP. Now, an LLP can be incorporated within 2 
days. 

Benefits 

➢ LLP form is a form of business model which:
✓ is organized and operates on the basis of an agreement.
✓ provides flexibility without imposing detailed legal and procedural requirements
✓ enables professional/technical expertise and initiative to combine with 

taking capacity in an innovative and efficient manner
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ONLINE INCORPORATION OF LLP 

Ministry of Corporate Affairs has launched made incorporation of Limited Liability 
LP) through a complete online system. 

It will be done through a web service titled “RUN-LLP (Reserve Unique Name 

It will also cut time, cost and procedures. 

A Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) is a partnership in which some or all partners have 
limited liability. The liability is limited to the equity invested by the partners. It therefore 
exhibits elements of partnerships and corporations.  
An LLP is governed by the provisions of the Limited Liability Partnership Act 2008.
The Limited Liability Partnership format is an alternative corporate business vehicle that 
provides the benefits of limited liability of a company but allows its members the flexibility 
of organizing their internal management on the basis of a mutually arrived agreement, as is 
the case in a partnership firm.  
LLPs can buy and own property, produce revenue, and remit earnings outside of India.
The LLP can continue its existence irrespective of changes in partners. It is capable of 

into contracts and holding property in its own name. 
The LLP is a separate legal entity, is liable to the full extent of its assets but liability of the 
partners is limited to their agreed contribution in the LLP. 
Further, no partner is liable on account of the independent or un-authorized actions of other 
partners, thus, individual partners are shielded from joint liability created by another 
partner’s wrongful business decisions or misconduct. 
Mutual rights and duties of the partners within an LLP are governed by an agreement 
between the partners or between the partners and the LLP as the case may be. The LLP, 
however, is not relieved of the liability for its other obligations as a separate entity.
Since LLP contains elements of both ‘a corporate structure’ as well as ‘a partnership firm 

LLP is called a hybrid between a company and a partnership

What new changes have been brought about? 

Earlier, it took 14 days to register a name for an LLP. Now, an LLP can be incorporated within 2 

LLP form is a form of business model which: 
is organized and operates on the basis of an agreement. 
provides flexibility without imposing detailed legal and procedural requirements
enables professional/technical expertise and initiative to combine with 
taking capacity in an innovative and efficient manner 
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➢ Unlike a company, an LLP can be started by only 2 people.
➢ In an LLP, one partner is not responsible or liable for another partner's misconduct or 

negligence.  
➢ The partners are only liable
➢ The online process will encourage youngsters to initiate startups without having to undergo 

the cumbersome offline procedures.
➢ The cost of forming an LLP is low.
➢ No requirement of minimum ca
➢ It will encourage the culture of entrepreneurship and innovation in India.
➢ It will create employment opportunities.
➢ It will help in increasing India’s rank in Ease of doing Business of the World Bank.
➢ It is also easier to dissolve an LL

 

3. GLOBAL ELECTRICIT

News: PM pitched for a global electricity grid while inaugurating the first general assembly of 
the International Solar Alliance.

➢ Stressing that India would generate 40% of energy from non
called for connecting solar energy supply across the borders giving the mantra “One world, 
One Sun, One Grid”. 

➢ He prososes121-country International Solar Alliance (ISA) as a future OPEC for meeting the 
energy needs of the world.

The PM said: 

● Oil cartel, OPEC led by Saudi Arabia currently meets nearly half of the world’s oil needs.
● Solar power will play the same role that oil wells have played over the past few decades in 

meeting global energy needs.
● India would add as much as 40 GW of non

marching on the way to achieving 175 GW of renewable energy by 2022.

International Solar Alliance

➢ It is an alliance of 121 solar resource rich countries. 
➢ It was jointly launched by the PM of India and then P
➢ It has a vision and mission to provide a dedicated platform for cooperation among the global 

stakeholders. 
➢ It includes bilateral and multilateral organizations, corporates and industries.
➢ Also, ISA will be amended to in

organization. 
➢ ISA hopes to make a positive contribution to assist and help achieve the common goals of 

increasing the use of solar energy.
➢ In addition to meeting the energy needs of the prospective ISA member co

affordable, convenient, equitable and sustainable manner.
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Unlike a company, an LLP can be started by only 2 people. 
In an LLP, one partner is not responsible or liable for another partner's misconduct or 

The partners are only liable for their individual taxes based on the profits accrued to them.
The online process will encourage youngsters to initiate startups without having to undergo 
the cumbersome offline procedures. 
The cost of forming an LLP is low. 
No requirement of minimum capital contribution. 
It will encourage the culture of entrepreneurship and innovation in India.
It will create employment opportunities. 
It will help in increasing India’s rank in Ease of doing Business of the World Bank.
It is also easier to dissolve an LLP if partners want to do so 

3. GLOBAL ELECTRICITY GRID 

PM pitched for a global electricity grid while inaugurating the first general assembly of 
the International Solar Alliance. 

Stressing that India would generate 40% of energy from non-fossil fuel
called for connecting solar energy supply across the borders giving the mantra “One world, 

country International Solar Alliance (ISA) as a future OPEC for meeting the 
energy needs of the world. 

Oil cartel, OPEC led by Saudi Arabia currently meets nearly half of the world’s oil needs.
Solar power will play the same role that oil wells have played over the past few decades in 
meeting global energy needs. 
India would add as much as 40 GW of non-renewable energy to existing 72 GW successfully 
marching on the way to achieving 175 GW of renewable energy by 2022.

International Solar Alliance 

It is an alliance of 121 solar resource rich countries.  
It was jointly launched by the PM of India and then President of France in 2015 in Paris.
It has a vision and mission to provide a dedicated platform for cooperation among the global 

It includes bilateral and multilateral organizations, corporates and industries.
Also, ISA will be amended to incorporate any UN member as the member of the 

ISA hopes to make a positive contribution to assist and help achieve the common goals of 
increasing the use of solar energy. 
In addition to meeting the energy needs of the prospective ISA member co
affordable, convenient, equitable and sustainable manner. 
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In an LLP, one partner is not responsible or liable for another partner's misconduct or 

for their individual taxes based on the profits accrued to them. 
The online process will encourage youngsters to initiate startups without having to undergo 

It will encourage the culture of entrepreneurship and innovation in India. 

It will help in increasing India’s rank in Ease of doing Business of the World Bank. 

PM pitched for a global electricity grid while inaugurating the first general assembly of 

fossil fuels by 2030, the PM 
called for connecting solar energy supply across the borders giving the mantra “One world, 

country International Solar Alliance (ISA) as a future OPEC for meeting the 

Oil cartel, OPEC led by Saudi Arabia currently meets nearly half of the world’s oil needs. 
Solar power will play the same role that oil wells have played over the past few decades in 

renewable energy to existing 72 GW successfully 
marching on the way to achieving 175 GW of renewable energy by 2022. 

resident of France in 2015 in Paris. 
It has a vision and mission to provide a dedicated platform for cooperation among the global 

It includes bilateral and multilateral organizations, corporates and industries. 
corporate any UN member as the member of the 

ISA hopes to make a positive contribution to assist and help achieve the common goals of 

In addition to meeting the energy needs of the prospective ISA member countries in a safe, 
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➢ ISA became the first full-
headquartered in India in 2017.

➢ Through this initiative, the country shared the collec
✓ To address obstacles that stand in the way of rapid and massive scalar of solar energy.
✓ To undertake the innovative and concerted efforts for reducing the cost of finance and the 

cost of technology for immediate deployment of competitive sol
✓ To mobililse more than 1000 billion USD of investment by 2030.

Significance 

➢ It is a major foreign policy statement made by the PM of India. 
➢ If ISA is widened to cover the globe, it will become an international body like the UN.
➢ India is using solar energy as a foreign policy tool to bring countries on a common platform.
➢ As India has been on the global frontier with a more integrated grid than most countries of 

the world, it can guide countries to achieve an integrated grid globally.
➢ It is an initiative where economy, ecology and energy are integrated.

Benefits 

➢ Group Identity: ISA will provide a group identity that will be dynamic, situation responsive 
and will protect against monopolistic international groups and behaviors.

➢ Long term and low-cost finance
developing innovative financial packages to bring down the cost of capital which will be 
lower than local interest rates for loans in prospective member countries. ISA will facilitate 
the conducive conditions for credit flow on concessional terms in prospective member 
countries. This will create demand and create a buyers' market for solar applications. ISA 
will explore possibilities of arranging long term and low
agencies, bilateral agencies and other financial institutions for the prospective member 
country. 

➢ ODA for solar energy development and deployment
provide overseas development assistance (ODA) to explore possibilitie
identified solar programmes by these countries under the ODA.

➢ ISA will work with multilateral and bilateral agencies to strive for
 A global mechanism to reduce the cost of hedging and to create innovative financial 

mechanism (credit risk g
etc.); 

 Raising loans and green bonds in local currency for solar projects; and
 Earmark at least 15% of credit for the solar sector and give a five

➢ Identifying technological solutions
selecting procurement and aggregating technologies so that the cost of procurement and 
terms and conditions of procurement are friendly.

➢ Capacity Building: ISA will facilitate in building o
trainings will be planned to promote local entrepreneurship and local assembly of solar home 
lighting systems and fans. 

➢ Productive solar applications in agriculture for increasing farmers’ income
facilitate information – exchange among policy makers in data
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-fledged treaty based international inter-governmental organization 
headquartered in India in 2017. 
Through this initiative, the country shared the collective ambition. 

address obstacles that stand in the way of rapid and massive scalar of solar energy.
undertake the innovative and concerted efforts for reducing the cost of finance and the 

cost of technology for immediate deployment of competitive solar generation.
mobililse more than 1000 billion USD of investment by 2030. 

It is a major foreign policy statement made by the PM of India.  
If ISA is widened to cover the globe, it will become an international body like the UN.

ng solar energy as a foreign policy tool to bring countries on a common platform.
As India has been on the global frontier with a more integrated grid than most countries of 
the world, it can guide countries to achieve an integrated grid globally. 

initiative where economy, ecology and energy are integrated. 

: ISA will provide a group identity that will be dynamic, situation responsive 
and will protect against monopolistic international groups and behaviors.

cost finance: ISA will facilitate the prospective member countries in 
developing innovative financial packages to bring down the cost of capital which will be 
lower than local interest rates for loans in prospective member countries. ISA will facilitate 

e conducive conditions for credit flow on concessional terms in prospective member 
countries. This will create demand and create a buyers' market for solar applications. ISA 
will explore possibilities of arranging long term and low-cost finance from multil
agencies, bilateral agencies and other financial institutions for the prospective member 

ODA for solar energy development and deployment: ISA will work with countries who 
provide overseas development assistance (ODA) to explore possibilitie
identified solar programmes by these countries under the ODA. 
ISA will work with multilateral and bilateral agencies to strive for:

A global mechanism to reduce the cost of hedging and to create innovative financial 
mechanism (credit risk guarantee fund, first loss facility, security payment mechanism, 

Raising loans and green bonds in local currency for solar projects; and
15% of credit for the solar sector and give a five-year credit roadmap.

l solutions: ISA will facilitate the prospective member country in 
selecting procurement and aggregating technologies so that the cost of procurement and 
terms and conditions of procurement are friendly. 

: ISA will facilitate in building of local technicians, entrepreneurs etc. and 
trainings will be planned to promote local entrepreneurship and local assembly of solar home 

 
Productive solar applications in agriculture for increasing farmers’ income

exchange among policy makers in data-mining and analytics to find 
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agencies, bilateral agencies and other financial institutions for the prospective member 
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provide overseas development assistance (ODA) to explore possibilities for assisting 
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A global mechanism to reduce the cost of hedging and to create innovative financial 

uarantee fund, first loss facility, security payment mechanism, 

Raising loans and green bonds in local currency for solar projects; and 
year credit roadmap. 

: ISA will facilitate the prospective member country in 
selecting procurement and aggregating technologies so that the cost of procurement and 

f local technicians, entrepreneurs etc. and 
trainings will be planned to promote local entrepreneurship and local assembly of solar home 

Productive solar applications in agriculture for increasing farmers’ income: ISA will 
mining and analytics to find 
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out the best financial and social lessons and how solar can double income of farmers and 
other low-income groups in five years through solar applications in agriculture an
sector. 

➢ Universal solar lighting:  ISA will partner with the prospective member countries and the 
UN agencies present in those prospective member countries to synergize activities in 
promoting universal energy access.

➢ Knowledge access to 24x7 n
have access to the 24x7 solar networking center which will connect all prospective member 
countries in an interactive mode. The center will have a solar library of 1000 best practices 
from various countries corporations.

➢ In West Indies, solar energy is referred to as oil in the air. OPEC deals with oil underground 
while ISA deals with ‘oil in the air’ which is indefinitely available.

➢ Critical quality control standards of solar equipment in generation a
which will be facilitated by ISA.

➢ ISA will make solar energy affordable by its envisaged investment of 1000 billion USD by 
2030. 

➢ Rates for solar energy have already been drastically reduced making it within the reach of the 
common people. 

➢ It will create employment. 
➢ It will reduce carbon footprint of the economy.
➢ It will reduce the dependence on fossil fuel energy.
➢ It will help in keeping global warming below 2° Celsius.
➢ It will ensure renewable energy to areas where solar energy gen

topography and climate. 
➢ India has growing energy needs with its developing needs and its population set to be the 

largest by 2050. Solar energy is a good source of renewable energy which can be used to 
meet India’s needs. 

Challenges 

➢ Dependence on Technology
technology. 

➢ Inefficient batteries: The batteries used today for storing solar energy, 
result of which solar power cannot be provided as e

➢ China’s foothold: Also, most of the mineral resources that contribute to making battery 
technology are cornered by China.

➢ Erratic Climatic Condition
from the sun. The transition of feedstock into a green and clean energy, its equal distribution 
among the needy people, 
already facing the effects of climate change remains a challenge.

➢ Other problems include 
support and translating the Paris objectives into reality by bringing all countries on a 
common platform. 

➢ Research & Development
cost and affordability of solar energy
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out the best financial and social lessons and how solar can double income of farmers and 
income groups in five years through solar applications in agriculture an

:  ISA will partner with the prospective member countries and the 
UN agencies present in those prospective member countries to synergize activities in 
promoting universal energy access. 
Knowledge access to 24x7 networking center: Prospective ISA member countries will 
have access to the 24x7 solar networking center which will connect all prospective member 
countries in an interactive mode. The center will have a solar library of 1000 best practices 

ntries corporations. 
In West Indies, solar energy is referred to as oil in the air. OPEC deals with oil underground 
while ISA deals with ‘oil in the air’ which is indefinitely available. 
Critical quality control standards of solar equipment in generation and storage are required 
which will be facilitated by ISA. 
ISA will make solar energy affordable by its envisaged investment of 1000 billion USD by 

Rates for solar energy have already been drastically reduced making it within the reach of the 

It will create employment.  
It will reduce carbon footprint of the economy. 
It will reduce the dependence on fossil fuel energy. 
It will help in keeping global warming below 2° Celsius. 
It will ensure renewable energy to areas where solar energy generation is not possible due to 

India has growing energy needs with its developing needs and its population set to be the 
largest by 2050. Solar energy is a good source of renewable energy which can be used to 

Dependence on Technology: The efficient use of solar energy is dependent on the storage 

The batteries used today for storing solar energy, 
result of which solar power cannot be provided as efficiently as thermal power. 

Also, most of the mineral resources that contribute to making battery 
are cornered by China. 

Erratic Climatic Condition: Oil is available underground while solar energy is harnessed 
he transition of feedstock into a green and clean energy, its equal distribution 

among the needy people, and its distribution to least developed poor countries and islands 
already facing the effects of climate change remains a challenge. 

 translation of ISA’s vision into reality, mobilization of political 
support and translating the Paris objectives into reality by bringing all countries on a 

Research & Development: The R&D in the field of solar energy will decide the redu
cost and affordability of solar energy, i.e. in France, solar panels with both sides of the panels 
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eration is not possible due to 

India has growing energy needs with its developing needs and its population set to be the 
largest by 2050. Solar energy is a good source of renewable energy which can be used to 

The efficient use of solar energy is dependent on the storage 

The batteries used today for storing solar energy, are not efficient as a 
fficiently as thermal power.  

Also, most of the mineral resources that contribute to making battery 

Oil is available underground while solar energy is harnessed 
he transition of feedstock into a green and clean energy, its equal distribution 

distribution to least developed poor countries and islands 

translation of ISA’s vision into reality, mobilization of political 
support and translating the Paris objectives into reality by bringing all countries on a 

The R&D in the field of solar energy will decide the reduction of 
in France, solar panels with both sides of the panels 
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generating solar energy have been created; in Australia, 3D printing of solar panels have 
been done etc. 

➢ Economy policy imperative of Make in India 
acquiring 40% of the energy share by 2022 is running in conflict with each other.

➢ The translation of solar energy into income for farmers is also another challenge.
➢ The cost of solar hardware is an issue.
➢ The lower cost of solar energy may question the viability of the programme.

Way forward 

➢ The consumption in terms of energy of the population should move towards electricity 
instead of fossil fuels which in turn can increase the share of solar energy.

➢ Deserts are good sources of solar energy. These uninhabitable areas of the world can be used 
to generate solar energy which can then be distributed worldwide.

➢ Wastelands, hilly regions and other such geographically unusable land can be used for the 
generation of solar power.

➢ An alternative for storage of solar energy using batteries is ‘solar thermal’ where solar energy 
is focused using mirrors and stored in molten salt which in turn can be used to generate 
energy as done by steam. 

➢ In Bangladesh, solar pumps are given
the farmers, whose rate is charged according to the crops they grow. These models can be 
experimented in other countries.

➢ Germany has also been a model in generating renewable energy. Germany does not g
sunshine but Germany generated so much renewable energy during the days of good weather 
that it had to pay people to consume electricity.  

➢ India has six lakh villages. If solar panels are provided to each village to generate at least 1 
MW of solar energy, it would amount to 6 lakh MW or 600 GW of energy.

➢ Providing energy to farmers during the day time would increase their efficiency and 
contribute to doubling farmers’

➢ Government should bring out a package to improve the income of fa
energy power supply in the lines of solar pumps.

➢ Enabling cold storages using solar energy to store farmers produce is another way to help 
farmers. 

➢ In solar, discovered price is fixed for 25 years. Differential pricing models can be tri
tested rather than having a uniform pricing model for 25 years. In Madhya Pradesh, 3% tariff 
is added every year to solar energy prices in 

➢ In Andhra Pradesh, 2500 pumps were given free of cost to the farmers. The state govt. fo
that it saved the net present value of future subsidies and the cost of 5 pumps, which costed 
an average of ₹50000. Also, the waiting period for electricity connectivity of one year is cut 
down. 

➢ India’s national grid, Chief Minister’s grid based on sol
International Airport being the only international airport in the world to be powered fully 
by solar energy can be taken as models in achieving the global electricity grid.

➢ Energy policy imperatives like safeguard duty on solar
economy policy imperative of Make in India to achieve the larger goal of global energy grid.
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generating solar energy have been created; in Australia, 3D printing of solar panels have 

Economy policy imperative of Make in India and energy policy imperative of solar energy 
acquiring 40% of the energy share by 2022 is running in conflict with each other.
The translation of solar energy into income for farmers is also another challenge.
The cost of solar hardware is an issue. 

wer cost of solar energy may question the viability of the programme.

The consumption in terms of energy of the population should move towards electricity 
instead of fossil fuels which in turn can increase the share of solar energy.

good sources of solar energy. These uninhabitable areas of the world can be used 
to generate solar energy which can then be distributed worldwide. 
Wastelands, hilly regions and other such geographically unusable land can be used for the 

r power. 
An alternative for storage of solar energy using batteries is ‘solar thermal’ where solar energy 
is focused using mirrors and stored in molten salt which in turn can be used to generate 

 
In Bangladesh, solar pumps are given by the government to entrepreneurs who sell water to 
the farmers, whose rate is charged according to the crops they grow. These models can be 
experimented in other countries. 
Germany has also been a model in generating renewable energy. Germany does not g
sunshine but Germany generated so much renewable energy during the days of good weather 
that it had to pay people to consume electricity.   
India has six lakh villages. If solar panels are provided to each village to generate at least 1 

energy, it would amount to 6 lakh MW or 600 GW of energy.
Providing energy to farmers during the day time would increase their efficiency and 

farmers’ income by 2022. 
Government should bring out a package to improve the income of fa
energy power supply in the lines of solar pumps. 
Enabling cold storages using solar energy to store farmers produce is another way to help 

In solar, discovered price is fixed for 25 years. Differential pricing models can be tri
tested rather than having a uniform pricing model for 25 years. In Madhya Pradesh, 3% tariff 
is added every year to solar energy prices in rooftop solar program 
In Andhra Pradesh, 2500 pumps were given free of cost to the farmers. The state govt. fo
that it saved the net present value of future subsidies and the cost of 5 pumps, which costed 

₹50000. Also, the waiting period for electricity connectivity of one year is cut 

India’s national grid, Chief Minister’s grid based on solar in Maharashtra and Cochin 
being the only international airport in the world to be powered fully 

by solar energy can be taken as models in achieving the global electricity grid.
Energy policy imperatives like safeguard duty on solar panels etc. should coalesce with 
economy policy imperative of Make in India to achieve the larger goal of global energy grid.
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generating solar energy have been created; in Australia, 3D printing of solar panels have 

and energy policy imperative of solar energy 
acquiring 40% of the energy share by 2022 is running in conflict with each other. 
The translation of solar energy into income for farmers is also another challenge. 

wer cost of solar energy may question the viability of the programme. 

The consumption in terms of energy of the population should move towards electricity 
instead of fossil fuels which in turn can increase the share of solar energy. 

good sources of solar energy. These uninhabitable areas of the world can be used 

Wastelands, hilly regions and other such geographically unusable land can be used for the 

An alternative for storage of solar energy using batteries is ‘solar thermal’ where solar energy 
is focused using mirrors and stored in molten salt which in turn can be used to generate 

by the government to entrepreneurs who sell water to 
the farmers, whose rate is charged according to the crops they grow. These models can be 

Germany has also been a model in generating renewable energy. Germany does not get good 
sunshine but Germany generated so much renewable energy during the days of good weather 

India has six lakh villages. If solar panels are provided to each village to generate at least 1 
energy, it would amount to 6 lakh MW or 600 GW of energy. 

Providing energy to farmers during the day time would increase their efficiency and 

Government should bring out a package to improve the income of farmers through solar 

Enabling cold storages using solar energy to store farmers produce is another way to help 

In solar, discovered price is fixed for 25 years. Differential pricing models can be tried and 
tested rather than having a uniform pricing model for 25 years. In Madhya Pradesh, 3% tariff 

In Andhra Pradesh, 2500 pumps were given free of cost to the farmers. The state govt. found 
that it saved the net present value of future subsidies and the cost of 5 pumps, which costed 

₹50000. Also, the waiting period for electricity connectivity of one year is cut 

Maharashtra and Cochin 
being the only international airport in the world to be powered fully 

by solar energy can be taken as models in achieving the global electricity grid. 
panels etc. should coalesce with 

economy policy imperative of Make in India to achieve the larger goal of global energy grid. 
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➢ India should scale up its Make in India initiative and acquire enough mineral resources from 
Africa and around the world to produ

➢ The R&D programme from each country can be pooled and used for implementation in other 
countries. 

➢ ISA should act as a facilitator in transitioning from fossil fuel energy to solar energy and not 
➢  

as a cartel like OPEC to e
financial problems like NPAs arising due to the use of fossil fuels.

4. DIRECT TAX PAYS 

News: The Central Board of Direct Taxes has released the latest data on income tax collections. 

Facts 

➢ The number of tax returns filed has surged to 6.85 crore in FY 2017
FY 2013-14.  

➢ The number of taxpayers
rupees during this period, has also increased by approximately 
60%.  

➢ The data also shows an improve
salaried and non-salaried taxpayers by 37% and 19% 
respectively.  

➢ The net direct tax collection in the country has also grown by 
15.7% on year on year basis to reach 4.89 lakh crore in the 
current fiscal till 3rd week of October. 

➢ The income tax department has issued about 2 crore refunds so 
far this year amounting to approximately 1.09 lakh crore 
rupees.  

➢ Amongst the states, Maharashtra continues to be the biggest 
contributor to the overall tax kitty with 38.3% share which 
combined with 13.7% of Delhi is more than all the other states 
put together. 

➢ There is a rise in taxes in almost all states.

Fluctuations in tax-GDP Ratio

➢ In 2001, the tax-GDP ratio was 3.25% which went up to 6.30% in 2008. 
➢ Then it went down to 5.53% in FY 2013 a

5.55% in 2015, 5.47% in 2016, 
➢ The tax-GDP ratio is 5.98% of the GDP in 2018. 
➢ There is a 0.4% jump in 2018 (data until now) when compared to 2017. 
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Direct and Indirect taxes:

Direct taxes are progressiv
and create more equity in the 
society which is not the case 
with indirect taxes. Indirect 
taxes are paid by everyone 
irrespective of the income of 
the individual. Thus, direct 
taxes are monitored more by 
the concerned authorities to 
see how highly paid 
individuals are able to 
contribute more to the 
society.

India should scale up its Make in India initiative and acquire enough mineral resources from 
Africa and around the world to produce efficient storage batteries.  
The R&D programme from each country can be pooled and used for implementation in other 

ISA should act as a facilitator in transitioning from fossil fuel energy to solar energy and not 

as a cartel like OPEC to encourage countries to move towards solar energy and prevent 
financial problems like NPAs arising due to the use of fossil fuels. 

The Central Board of Direct Taxes has released the latest data on income tax collections. 

umber of tax returns filed has surged to 6.85 crore in FY 2017-18, an 80% growth since 

taxpayers disclosing income above 1 crore 
rupees during this period, has also increased by approximately 

The data also shows an improvement in the compliance of 
salaried taxpayers by 37% and 19% 

The net direct tax collection in the country has also grown by 
15.7% on year on year basis to reach 4.89 lakh crore in the 

week of October.  
The income tax department has issued about 2 crore refunds so 
far this year amounting to approximately 1.09 lakh crore 

Amongst the states, Maharashtra continues to be the biggest 
contributor to the overall tax kitty with 38.3% share which 

d with 13.7% of Delhi is more than all the other states 

There is a rise in taxes in almost all states. 

GDP Ratio 

GDP ratio was 3.25% which went up to 6.30% in 2008. 
Then it went down to 5.53% in FY 2013 after which it started increasing to 5.62% in 2014, 
5.55% in 2015, 5.47% in 2016, and 5.57% in 2017. 

GDP ratio is 5.98% of the GDP in 2018.  
There is a 0.4% jump in 2018 (data until now) when compared to 2017. 
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Direct and Indirect taxes: 

Direct taxes are progressive 
and create more equity in the 
society which is not the case 
with indirect taxes. Indirect 
taxes are paid by everyone 
irrespective of the income of 
the individual. Thus, direct 
taxes are monitored more by 
the concerned authorities to 
see how highly paid 
ndividuals are able to 

contribute more to the 
society. 

India should scale up its Make in India initiative and acquire enough mineral resources from 

The R&D programme from each country can be pooled and used for implementation in other 

ISA should act as a facilitator in transitioning from fossil fuel energy to solar energy and not  

ncourage countries to move towards solar energy and prevent 

The Central Board of Direct Taxes has released the latest data on income tax collections.  

18, an 80% growth since 

GDP ratio was 3.25% which went up to 6.30% in 2008.  
fter which it started increasing to 5.62% in 2014, 

There is a 0.4% jump in 2018 (data until now) when compared to 2017.  
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Ayushman Bharat for a new India 
announced Rs. 1200 Crore allocated for 1.5 Lakh health and wellness Centers; National health 
protection Scheme to provide Hospitalization cover to over 10 Crore poor and vulnerable families.

Background 

➢ In the 1990s, direct tax reforms were introduced to make it easier for people to pay taxes and 
comply with tax laws. This combined with the extension of TDS led to a huge increase in 
direct-indirect tax ratio.  

➢ But it stagnated after that. This is a kind of second wave of reforms
due to digitization and formalization of the economy.

➢ There was a quantum jump in India’s holding of currency after demonetization in 2016.
➢ The interconnection of UID with PAN and other reforms made it necessary for people to file 

taxes. 
➢ Non-salaried persons could be brought into the tax net due to the introduction of GST

Significance 

➢ Experts point out that the increase has been a major contribution of the direct taxes than the 
indirect taxes.  

➢ It has policy implications for the 
➢ The increase in tax kitty is an indication of the right direction in which the govt. is 

proceeding with its policies.
 

➢ It would give a surplus for the government to spend more on social welfare schemes namel
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Ayushman Bharat for a new India -2022, announced Two major initiatives
announced Rs. 1200 Crore allocated for 1.5 Lakh health and wellness Centers; National health 

o provide Hospitalization cover to over 10 Crore poor and vulnerable families.

reforms were introduced to make it easier for people to pay taxes and 
comply with tax laws. This combined with the extension of TDS led to a huge increase in 

But it stagnated after that. This is a kind of second wave of reforms, where tax has increased 
due to digitization and formalization of the economy. 
There was a quantum jump in India’s holding of currency after demonetization in 2016.
The interconnection of UID with PAN and other reforms made it necessary for people to file 

salaried persons could be brought into the tax net due to the introduction of GST

Experts point out that the increase has been a major contribution of the direct taxes than the 

It has policy implications for the government. 
The increase in tax kitty is an indication of the right direction in which the govt. is 
proceeding with its policies. 

It would give a surplus for the government to spend more on social welfare schemes namel
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Two major initiatives in health sector 
announced Rs. 1200 Crore allocated for 1.5 Lakh health and wellness Centers; National health 

o provide Hospitalization cover to over 10 Crore poor and vulnerable families. 

reforms were introduced to make it easier for people to pay taxes and 
comply with tax laws. This combined with the extension of TDS led to a huge increase in 

where tax has increased 

There was a quantum jump in India’s holding of currency after demonetization in 2016. 
The interconnection of UID with PAN and other reforms made it necessary for people to file 

salaried persons could be brought into the tax net due to the introduction of GST 

Experts point out that the increase has been a major contribution of the direct taxes than the 

The increase in tax kitty is an indication of the right direction in which the govt. is 

It would give a surplus for the government to spend more on social welfare schemes namely  
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➢ Ayushman Bharat, loan waivers annou

 The data is also an indication of how well the government is able to track the non
persons as it is difficult to track the income received by them.

➢ Ensuring the increase in taxes from direct taxes is significant as i
➢ It indicates that people are finding it difficult to evade taxes now with strict monitoring 

mechanisms. 

Findings 

➢ Tax collections have not shown a commensurate increase.
➢ Collections have grown at a decent compound rate of about
➢ The average income reported by rich Indians (those in the highest tax slab) has decreased. 
➢ In fact, over the last five years, the share of the richest top 1% in the total tax collected has 

decreased by almost four percentage points. 
➢ The same is the case with the top 5% income earners. 
➢ In contrast, relatively low

paying a larger proportion of the tax collected.
➢ After 2016, the average income reported by 

those in the highest tax slab is 13% less than 
their average just before 2016.

➢ According to Global Wealth Report 2018, by 
Credit Suisse, at least 3,400 Indians have an 
annual income of more than 
But only 179 of them reported this level of 
income to the taxman in AY 2017
Similarly, out of more than 1,500 Indians wi
an expected annual income of more than 
crore each, only 61 reported to the taxman.

➢ The share of reported non
the gross income of individuals has declined 
over the years, to 43% in 2017
in AY 2012-13. 

➢ In AY 2017-18, a mere 7% of corporates 
reported profit before tax of more than 
crore. 

Challenges 

➢ A number of high-income individuals (HIIs) grossly under
Declaration Scheme of 2016 and other official measures announced to stem tax evasion 
the rich have failed to achieve the desired results.

➢ The tax base has not deepened among professionals such as lawyers, doctors, accountants 
and those running private educational institutes, who continue to under
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, loan waivers announced by the government, etc. 

The data is also an indication of how well the government is able to track the non
persons as it is difficult to track the income received by them. 
Ensuring the increase in taxes from direct taxes is significant as it leads to equity in society.
It indicates that people are finding it difficult to evade taxes now with strict monitoring 

Tax collections have not shown a commensurate increase. 
Collections have grown at a decent compound rate of about 13% per annum. 
The average income reported by rich Indians (those in the highest tax slab) has decreased. 
In fact, over the last five years, the share of the richest top 1% in the total tax collected has 
decreased by almost four percentage points.  

same is the case with the top 5% income earners.  
In contrast, relatively low-income groups are 
paying a larger proportion of the tax collected. 
After 2016, the average income reported by 
those in the highest tax slab is 13% less than 

efore 2016. 
According to Global Wealth Report 2018, by 
Credit Suisse, at least 3,400 Indians have an 
annual income of more than ₹50 crore each. 
But only 179 of them reported this level of 
income to the taxman in AY 2017-18. 
Similarly, out of more than 1,500 Indians with 
an expected annual income of more than ₹100 
crore each, only 61 reported to the taxman. 
The share of reported non-salary income in 
the gross income of individuals has declined 
over the years, to 43% in 2017-18 from 48% 

re 7% of corporates 
reported profit before tax of more than ₹1 

income individuals (HIIs) grossly under-report their income. The Income 
Declaration Scheme of 2016 and other official measures announced to stem tax evasion 
the rich have failed to achieve the desired results. 
The tax base has not deepened among professionals such as lawyers, doctors, accountants 
and those running private educational institutes, who continue to under
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The data is also an indication of how well the government is able to track the non-salaried 

t leads to equity in society. 
It indicates that people are finding it difficult to evade taxes now with strict monitoring 

13% per annum.  
The average income reported by rich Indians (those in the highest tax slab) has decreased.  
In fact, over the last five years, the share of the richest top 1% in the total tax collected has 

report their income. The Income 
Declaration Scheme of 2016 and other official measures announced to stem tax evasion by 

The tax base has not deepened among professionals such as lawyers, doctors, accountants 
and those running private educational institutes, who continue to under-report their income. 

Image Credit: The Hindu 
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➢ There are states like UP where tax collections have decreased significantly which point to 
people finding productive ways to evade taxes

➢ Tax avoidance/evasion by companies also remains an area of serious concern.
➢ The problem of under-reporting is serious with professional an

entities, which account for more than one
of direct taxes in the total tax collection has remained low.

➢ When the threshold under Presumptive Taxation Scheme was increased from 
crore, the number of filers under the scheme shot up to 1.17 crore on August 31, 2018, from 
14.93 lakh on August 31, 2017 

➢ The numerous tax exemptions benefit big corporates and make smaller companies pay higher
effective tax rate. This makes the tax regime regressive. Going by the Budget papers 2018, 
the effective tax rate of companies with profit greater than 
while it was higher at 29.43% for companies with profits less than 

➢ GST cannot address tax evasion and avoidance by HIIs and big corporates.

Way forward 

➢ The law should mandate filing of returns by all professionals and proprietorship businesses 
regardless of their profit. This will increase compliance by enabling the tax
suspicious cases. 

➢ The provisions which allow companies to offset past losses against future profits and 
admissible expenditures not being defined, needs 
misused by corporates by claiming bogus expe
hence their tax liability. 

➢ There is also a need to enhance the deterrence power of the law, which depends on the 
likelihood of punishing tax evaders along with imposing a fine.

➢ The cases of tax evasion can be i
higher judiciary by integrating the GST, income tax and the Ministry of Corporate Affairs’ 
databases. 

➢ Integration between direct and indirect tax authorities and the databases are required to better 
track people staying away from the tax net.

➢ Digitization and interconnection of Aadhaar and PAN should be further pushed to bring more 
non-salaried people into the tax net.

➢ The tax system should be further reformed and simplified to bring more professional
the tax net. 

5. UN MODEL ON CROSS

News: The Insolvency Law Committee (ILC) constituted by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs to 
recommend amendments to Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code of India, 2016, has submitted its 
2nd Report to the Government, which deals with cross border insolvency.

Recommendations 

➢ Adoption of the UNCITRAL Model Law of Cross Border Insolvency, 1997, as it provides 
for a comprehensive framework to deal with cross border insolvency issues.
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ke UP where tax collections have decreased significantly which point to 
people finding productive ways to evade taxes 
Tax avoidance/evasion by companies also remains an area of serious concern.

reporting is serious with professional and the other service sector 
entities, which account for more than one-third of all corporates. As a consequence, the share 
of direct taxes in the total tax collection has remained low. 
When the threshold under Presumptive Taxation Scheme was increased from 
crore, the number of filers under the scheme shot up to 1.17 crore on August 31, 2018, from 
14.93 lakh on August 31, 2017 — a stupendous growth of 681%. 
The numerous tax exemptions benefit big corporates and make smaller companies pay higher
effective tax rate. This makes the tax regime regressive. Going by the Budget papers 2018, 
the effective tax rate of companies with profit greater than ₹500 crore was only 23.94%, 
while it was higher at 29.43% for companies with profits less than ₹1 crore
GST cannot address tax evasion and avoidance by HIIs and big corporates.

The law should mandate filing of returns by all professionals and proprietorship businesses 
regardless of their profit. This will increase compliance by enabling the tax

The provisions which allow companies to offset past losses against future profits and 
admissible expenditures not being defined, needs re-examining. These provisions are widely 
misused by corporates by claiming bogus expenses, to artificially reduce their profit and 

There is also a need to enhance the deterrence power of the law, which depends on the 
likelihood of punishing tax evaders along with imposing a fine. 
The cases of tax evasion can be increasingly proved before the appellate tribunal and the 
higher judiciary by integrating the GST, income tax and the Ministry of Corporate Affairs’ 

Integration between direct and indirect tax authorities and the databases are required to better 
track people staying away from the tax net. 
Digitization and interconnection of Aadhaar and PAN should be further pushed to bring more 

salaried people into the tax net. 
The tax system should be further reformed and simplified to bring more professional

5. UN MODEL ON CROSS-BORDER INSOLVENCY 

The Insolvency Law Committee (ILC) constituted by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs to 
recommend amendments to Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code of India, 2016, has submitted its 

he Government, which deals with cross border insolvency. 

Adoption of the UNCITRAL Model Law of Cross Border Insolvency, 1997, as it provides 
for a comprehensive framework to deal with cross border insolvency issues.
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ke UP where tax collections have decreased significantly which point to 

Tax avoidance/evasion by companies also remains an area of serious concern. 
d the other service sector 

third of all corporates. As a consequence, the share 

When the threshold under Presumptive Taxation Scheme was increased from ₹1 crore to ₹2 
crore, the number of filers under the scheme shot up to 1.17 crore on August 31, 2018, from 

The numerous tax exemptions benefit big corporates and make smaller companies pay higher 
effective tax rate. This makes the tax regime regressive. Going by the Budget papers 2018, 

₹500 crore was only 23.94%, 
₹1 crore. 

GST cannot address tax evasion and avoidance by HIIs and big corporates. 

The law should mandate filing of returns by all professionals and proprietorship businesses 
regardless of their profit. This will increase compliance by enabling the taxman to scrutinize 

The provisions which allow companies to offset past losses against future profits and 
. These provisions are widely 

nses, to artificially reduce their profit and 

There is also a need to enhance the deterrence power of the law, which depends on the 

ncreasingly proved before the appellate tribunal and the 
higher judiciary by integrating the GST, income tax and the Ministry of Corporate Affairs’ 

Integration between direct and indirect tax authorities and the databases are required to better 

Digitization and interconnection of Aadhaar and PAN should be further pushed to bring more 

The tax system should be further reformed and simplified to bring more professionals into 

The Insolvency Law Committee (ILC) constituted by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs to 
recommend amendments to Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code of India, 2016, has submitted its 

 

Adoption of the UNCITRAL Model Law of Cross Border Insolvency, 1997, as it provides 
for a comprehensive framework to deal with cross border insolvency issues. 
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➢ A few carve outs to ensu
framework and the proposed Cross Border Insolvency Framework.

UNCITRAL Model Law of Cross Border Insolvency

➢ The UNCITRAL Model Law has been adopted in as many as 44 countries and, therefore,
forms part of international best practices in dealing with cross border insolvency issues.

➢ The model law deals with 
1) direct access to foreign insolvency professionals and foreign creditors to particip

commence domestic insolvency proceedings against a defaulting debtor; 
2) recognition of foreign proceedings & provision of remedies; 
3) cooperation between domestic and foreign courts & domestic and foreign insolvency 

practitioners;  
4) Coordination between two or more concurrent insolvency proceedings in different 

countries.   
 

➢ The main proceeding is determined by the concept of centre of main interest (“COMI”).

Benefits 

➢ Precedence given to domestic proceeding.
➢ Protection of public interest.
➢ Greater confidence generation among foreign investors.
➢ Adequate flexibility for seamless integration with the domestic Insolvency Law.
➢ A robust mechanism for international cooperation

Need for Cross Border Insolvency Framework

➢ It arises from the fact that many Indian
companies have presence in multiple countries including India.  

➢ Although the proposed Framework for Cross Border Insolvency will enable us to deal with 
Indian companies having foreign assets and vice ver
framework for dealing with enterprise groups, which is still work in progress with 
UNCITRAL and other international bodies.  

➢ The inclusion of the Cross
Code of India, 2016, will be a major step forward and will bring Indian Insolvency Law on a 
par with that of matured jurisdictions.

6. PANEL ONSDGS 

News 

➢ The Union Cabinet has approved the constitution of a High
periodically reviewing and refining the National Indicator Framework (NIF) for monitoring 
of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with associated targets.

➢ The High-Level Steering Committee will be chaired by Chief Statistician of India and 
Secretary, Ministry of Statistics and Pr
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A few carve outs to ensure that there is no inconsistency between the domestic insolvency 
framework and the proposed Cross Border Insolvency Framework. 

UNCITRAL Model Law of Cross Border Insolvency 

The UNCITRAL Model Law has been adopted in as many as 44 countries and, therefore,
forms part of international best practices in dealing with cross border insolvency issues.
The model law deals with 4 major principles of cross-border insolvency, namely  

direct access to foreign insolvency professionals and foreign creditors to particip
commence domestic insolvency proceedings against a defaulting debtor; 
recognition of foreign proceedings & provision of remedies;  
cooperation between domestic and foreign courts & domestic and foreign insolvency 

ween two or more concurrent insolvency proceedings in different 

The main proceeding is determined by the concept of centre of main interest (“COMI”).

Precedence given to domestic proceeding. 
Protection of public interest. 

fidence generation among foreign investors. 
Adequate flexibility for seamless integration with the domestic Insolvency Law.
A robust mechanism for international cooperation 

Need for Cross Border Insolvency Framework 

It arises from the fact that many Indian companies have a global footprint and many foreign 
companies have presence in multiple countries including India.   
Although the proposed Framework for Cross Border Insolvency will enable us to deal with 
Indian companies having foreign assets and vice versa, it still does not provide for a 
framework for dealing with enterprise groups, which is still work in progress with 
UNCITRAL and other international bodies.   
The inclusion of the Cross-Border Insolvency Chapter in the Insolvency and Bankruptcy 

India, 2016, will be a major step forward and will bring Indian Insolvency Law on a 
par with that of matured jurisdictions. 

The Union Cabinet has approved the constitution of a High-Level Steering Committee for 
nd refining the National Indicator Framework (NIF) for monitoring 

of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with associated targets. 
Level Steering Committee will be chaired by Chief Statistician of India and 

Secretary, Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation (MoSPI)
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re that there is no inconsistency between the domestic insolvency 

The UNCITRAL Model Law has been adopted in as many as 44 countries and, therefore, 
forms part of international best practices in dealing with cross border insolvency issues. 

border insolvency, namely   
direct access to foreign insolvency professionals and foreign creditors to participate in or 
commence domestic insolvency proceedings against a defaulting debtor;  

cooperation between domestic and foreign courts & domestic and foreign insolvency 

ween two or more concurrent insolvency proceedings in different 

The main proceeding is determined by the concept of centre of main interest (“COMI”). 

Adequate flexibility for seamless integration with the domestic Insolvency Law. 

companies have a global footprint and many foreign 

Although the proposed Framework for Cross Border Insolvency will enable us to deal with 
sa, it still does not provide for a 

framework for dealing with enterprise groups, which is still work in progress with 

Border Insolvency Chapter in the Insolvency and Bankruptcy 
India, 2016, will be a major step forward and will bring Indian Insolvency Law on a 

Level Steering Committee for 
nd refining the National Indicator Framework (NIF) for monitoring 

Level Steering Committee will be chaired by Chief Statistician of India and 
ogramme Implementation (MoSPI) 
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Targets: 

➢ Measures to mainstream SDGs into on
action plans to address the developmental challenges.

➢ Statistical indicators of NIF will be the backbone of monitoring of SDGs at 
state level and will scientifically measure the outcomes of the policies to achieve the targets 
under different SDGs. 

➢ Based on statistical indicator, the MoSPI will bring out national reports on implementation of 
SDGs. The Report will faci
recommendations for follow up at the national level.

➢ High Level Steering Committee will review the National Indicator Framework on regular 
basis for its improvement.

➢ Data source Ministries/Departm
MoSPI on these indicators at required intervals and disaggregation for national and sub
national reporting of SDGs.

➢ Advanced IT tools will be used for close and effective monitoring.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)

➢ At the Millennium Summit held in 2000 at the UN Headquarters in New York, eight 
development goals known as the 'Millennium Development Goals' (MDGs) were adopted, 
which formed the blueprint for countries to pursue their national de
2000 to 2015.  

➢ The UN General Assembly considered and adopted the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) for the next 15 years. The 17 SDGs came into force with effect from 2016.

➢ Though not legally binding, the SDGs have become de f
have potential to reorient domestic spending priorities of the countries during the next 
years.  

➢ Countries are expected to take ownership and establish a national framework for achieving 
these Goals.  

➢ Implementation and success will rely on countries' own sustainable development policies, 
plans and programmes.  

➢ Countries would be responsible for follow
the progress made in implementing the Goals and targets. 

➢ Actions at the national level to monitor progress under SDGs will require quality, accessible 
and timely data. 

7. FISHERIES FUND 

➢ It has an estimated fund size of 
Nodal Loaning Entities (NLEs), 
budgetary support from the Government of India.  

➢ National Bank for Agriculture and 
Development Corporation (NCDC) and all scheduled Banks (hereinafter referred as Banks) 
shall be the nodal Loaning Entities.
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Measures to mainstream SDGs into on-going national policies, programmes and strategic 
action plans to address the developmental challenges. 
Statistical indicators of NIF will be the backbone of monitoring of SDGs at 
state level and will scientifically measure the outcomes of the policies to achieve the targets 

Based on statistical indicator, the MoSPI will bring out national reports on implementation of 
SDGs. The Report will facilitate assessment of progress, identify challenges and give 
recommendations for follow up at the national level. 
High Level Steering Committee will review the National Indicator Framework on regular 
basis for its improvement. 
Data source Ministries/Departments will be responsible for providing regular information to 
MoSPI on these indicators at required intervals and disaggregation for national and sub
national reporting of SDGs. 
Advanced IT tools will be used for close and effective monitoring. 

Development Goals (SDG) 

At the Millennium Summit held in 2000 at the UN Headquarters in New York, eight 
development goals known as the 'Millennium Development Goals' (MDGs) were adopted, 
which formed the blueprint for countries to pursue their national development strategies from 

The UN General Assembly considered and adopted the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) for the next 15 years. The 17 SDGs came into force with effect from 2016.
Though not legally binding, the SDGs have become de facto international obligations and 
have potential to reorient domestic spending priorities of the countries during the next 

Countries are expected to take ownership and establish a national framework for achieving 

d success will rely on countries' own sustainable development policies, 

Countries would be responsible for follow-up and review at the national level, with regard to 
the progress made in implementing the Goals and targets.  

t the national level to monitor progress under SDGs will require quality, accessible 

mated fund size of ₹7,522 crore, comprising ₹5,266.40 crore to be raised by the 
Nodal Loaning Entities (NLEs), ₹1,316.6 crore beneficiaries’ contribution and ₹939.48 crore 
budgetary support from the Government of India.   
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD), National Cooperatives 
Development Corporation (NCDC) and all scheduled Banks (hereinafter referred as Banks) 
shall be the nodal Loaning Entities. 
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going national policies, programmes and strategic 

Statistical indicators of NIF will be the backbone of monitoring of SDGs at the national and 
state level and will scientifically measure the outcomes of the policies to achieve the targets 

Based on statistical indicator, the MoSPI will bring out national reports on implementation of 
litate assessment of progress, identify challenges and give 

High Level Steering Committee will review the National Indicator Framework on regular 

ents will be responsible for providing regular information to 
MoSPI on these indicators at required intervals and disaggregation for national and sub-

At the Millennium Summit held in 2000 at the UN Headquarters in New York, eight 
development goals known as the 'Millennium Development Goals' (MDGs) were adopted, 

velopment strategies from 

The UN General Assembly considered and adopted the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) for the next 15 years. The 17 SDGs came into force with effect from 2016. 

acto international obligations and 
have potential to reorient domestic spending priorities of the countries during the next 15 

Countries are expected to take ownership and establish a national framework for achieving 

d success will rely on countries' own sustainable development policies, 

up and review at the national level, with regard to 

t the national level to monitor progress under SDGs will require quality, accessible 

₹7,522 crore, comprising ₹5,266.40 crore to be raised by the 
₹1,316.6 crore beneficiaries’ contribution and ₹939.48 crore 

Rural Development (NABARD), National Cooperatives 
Development Corporation (NCDC) and all scheduled Banks (hereinafter referred as Banks) 
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Blue Revolution scheme has following components: 

 National Fisheries Development Board (NFDB) and its activities.
 Development of Inland Fisheries and Aquaculture.
 Development of Marine Fisheries, Infrastructure and Post
 Strengthening of Database & Geographical Information System of the Fisheries Sector.
 Institutional Arrangement for Fisheries Sector.
 Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS) and other need
 National Scheme on Welfare of Fishermen.

 

➢ FIDF would provide concessional finance to State Governments / UTs and State entit
cooperatives, individuals and entrepreneurs etc., for taking up of the identified investment 
activities of fisheries development.

➢ Under FIDF, loan lending will be over a period of five years from 2018
maximum repayment will be ove
on repayment of principal.

Benefits 

➢ Creation of fisheries infrastructure facilities both in marine and Inland fisheries sectors.
➢ To augment fish production to achieve its target of 15 million tons

Blue Revolution; and to achieve a sustainable growth of 8%
production to the level of about 20 MMT by 2022

➢ Employment opportunities to over 9.40 lakh fishers/fishermen/fisherfolk and other 
entrepreneurs in fishing and allied activities.

➢ To attract private investment in creation and management of fisheries infrastructure facilities.
➢ Adoption of new technologies.

8. EASE OF DOING BUS

News: In its latest Doing Business Report (DBR, 2019) 
released by the World Bank, 
positions against its rank of 100 in 2017 to be placed 
77th rank among 190 countries assessed by the World Bank.
 
Details 

 India has improved its rank in 6 out of 10 indicators and has 
moved closer to international best practices (Distance to 
Frontier score) on 7 out of the 10 indicators.
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Blue Revolution scheme has following components:  

National Fisheries Development Board (NFDB) and its activities. 
of Inland Fisheries and Aquaculture. 

Development of Marine Fisheries, Infrastructure and Post-Harvest Operations.
Strengthening of Database & Geographical Information System of the Fisheries Sector.
Institutional Arrangement for Fisheries Sector. 

g, Control and Surveillance (MCS) and other need-based Interventions.
National Scheme on Welfare of Fishermen. 

The Doing Business assessment 
provides objective measures of 
business regulations and their 
enforcement across 190 economies 
on ten parameters affecting a 
business through its life cycle. The 
DBR ranks countries on the basis of 
Distance to Frontier (DTF), 
that shows the gap of an economy 
to the global best practice.

FIDF would provide concessional finance to State Governments / UTs and State entit
cooperatives, individuals and entrepreneurs etc., for taking up of the identified investment 
activities of fisheries development.   
Under FIDF, loan lending will be over a period of five years from 2018
maximum repayment will be over a period of 12 years inclusive of moratorium of two years 
on repayment of principal. 

Creation of fisheries infrastructure facilities both in marine and Inland fisheries sectors.
To augment fish production to achieve its target of 15 million tons 

; and to achieve a sustainable growth of 8%-9% thereafter to reach the fish 
production to the level of about 20 MMT by 2022-23. 
Employment opportunities to over 9.40 lakh fishers/fishermen/fisherfolk and other 

neurs in fishing and allied activities. 
To attract private investment in creation and management of fisheries infrastructure facilities.
Adoption of new technologies. 

8. EASE OF DOING BUSINESS 

Doing Business Report (DBR, 2019) 
by the World Bank, India has recorded a jump of 23 

positions against its rank of 100 in 2017 to be placed now at 
rank among 190 countries assessed by the World Bank. 

India has improved its rank in 6 out of 10 indicators and has 
to international best practices (Distance to 

Frontier score) on 7 out of the 10 indicators. 
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Harvest Operations. 
Strengthening of Database & Geographical Information System of the Fisheries Sector. 

based Interventions. 

The Doing Business assessment 
provides objective measures of 
business regulations and their 
enforcement across 190 economies 
on ten parameters affecting a 
business through its life cycle. The 
DBR ranks countries on the basis of 
Distance to Frontier (DTF), a score 
that shows the gap of an economy 
to the global best practice. 

FIDF would provide concessional finance to State Governments / UTs and State entities, 
cooperatives, individuals and entrepreneurs etc., for taking up of the identified investment 

Under FIDF, loan lending will be over a period of five years from 2018-19 to 2022-23 and 
r a period of 12 years inclusive of moratorium of two years 

Creation of fisheries infrastructure facilities both in marine and Inland fisheries sectors. 
 by 2020 set under the 

9% thereafter to reach the fish 

Employment opportunities to over 9.40 lakh fishers/fishermen/fisherfolk and other 

To attract private investment in creation and management of fisheries infrastructure facilities. 
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 But, the most dramatic improvements have been registered in the indicators related to 
'Construction Permits' and '

 This year, India’s DTF score improved to 67.23 from 60.76 in the previous year.

                                                                                     

Significance 

Initiatives taken by the government
 National Trade Facilitation Action Plan 

cross-border trade. Launched in 2017, it is putting in place the architecture for decreasing 
border and documentary compliance time, permitting exporters to electronically seal their 
containers at their own facilities, and reducing physical inspections to up to only 5% of all 
shipments. 

 The implementation of the single
and the online building permit approval system in Mumbai are important.

World Bank has recognized India as one of the top improvers for the year.

India has been recognized as one of the top improvers for the second consecutive year.

India is the first BRICS and South Asian country to be recognized as top improvers in 
consecutive years.

India has recorded the highest improvement in two years by any large country since 2011 by 
improving its rank by 53 positions.

India is now placed at first position among South Asian countries as against 6th in 2014.

                                                                                                             https://w

But, the most dramatic improvements have been registered in the indicators related to 
'Construction Permits' and 'trading across Borders'. 

ore improved to 67.23 from 60.76 in the previous year.

                                                                                     Image Credit: Live mint 

Initiatives taken by the government 
National Trade Facilitation Action Plan (NTFAP) 2017-2020 for increasing the efficiency of 

border trade. Launched in 2017, it is putting in place the architecture for decreasing 
border and documentary compliance time, permitting exporters to electronically seal their 

n facilities, and reducing physical inspections to up to only 5% of all 

The implementation of the single-window clearance system for construction permits in Delhi 
and the online building permit approval system in Mumbai are important.

World Bank has recognized India as one of the top improvers for the year.

India has been recognized as one of the top improvers for the second consecutive year.

India is the first BRICS and South Asian country to be recognized as top improvers in 

India has recorded the highest improvement in two years by any large country since 2011 by 
improving its rank by 53 positions.

India is now placed at first position among South Asian countries as against 6th in 2014.
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But, the most dramatic improvements have been registered in the indicators related to 

ore improved to 67.23 from 60.76 in the previous year. 

 

2020 for increasing the efficiency of 
border trade. Launched in 2017, it is putting in place the architecture for decreasing 

border and documentary compliance time, permitting exporters to electronically seal their 
n facilities, and reducing physical inspections to up to only 5% of all 

window clearance system for construction permits in Delhi 
and the online building permit approval system in Mumbai are important. 

World Bank has recognized India as one of the top improvers for the year.

India has been recognized as one of the top improvers for the second consecutive year.

India is the first BRICS and South Asian country to be recognized as top improvers in 

India has recorded the highest improvement in two years by any large country since 2011 by 

India is now placed at first position among South Asian countries as against 6th in 2014.
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Limitations of DB ranking

 They are restricted to findings in two cities
 It reflects only the de jure state

significantly different and vary across states depending on governance quality and state
capacity, among other factors.
 
Way forward 

 India needs to improve on insolvency front
and the small percentage of companies going the resolution way, imply kinks in the 
resolution process that need to be work

 India needs to improve on “
like the process of input tax credit refund being partly electronic and partly manual thereby 
delaying GST refunds. 
 

9. EASE OF DOING AGR

News:Union Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare is planning to launch its own 
index to rank states on ‘ease of doing agribusiness’. 
Details 

 It will broadly rank states on six major reform parameters related to the 
farming sector and have a total score o

 Meanwhile, in marketing reforms 
the following factors have been included: 

 adoption by states of the model Agriculture Produce and Livestock 
Marketing (Promotion and Facilitation) Act 

 the establishment of electronic national agriculture market network, 
 development of rural haats and 
 post-harvesting infrastructure

 In future, the Ministry may consider rewarding the higher performing 
States [both in absolute and incremental terms] by linking the 
performance with allocation from flexi funds made available in various 
flagship schemes of this Ministry
 
Background 

 NITI Aayog already brings out an Agricultural Marketing and Farm Friendly Reforms Index
which was launched in 2016.

 It rates States on their impl
market reforms, land lease reforms and reforms related to forestry on private land 
and transit of trees.  
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s of DB ranking 

They are restricted to findings in two cities—Mumbai and Delhi. 
de jure state of affairs and not the de facto reality which may be 

significantly different and vary across states depending on governance quality and state
capacity, among other factors. 

India needs to improve on insolvency front. Creditors choosing to take a deeper haircut, 
and the small percentage of companies going the resolution way, imply kinks in the 
resolution process that need to be worked out. 
India needs to improve on “paying taxes” score by plugging loopholes in the GST process 
like the process of input tax credit refund being partly electronic and partly manual thereby 

9. EASE OF DOING AGRI-BUSINESS INDEX 

nion Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare is planning to launch its own 
index to rank states on ‘ease of doing agribusiness’.  

It will broadly rank states on six major reform parameters related to the 
farming sector and have a total score of 100.  
Meanwhile, in marketing reforms - which has the highest weight of 25 
the following factors have been included:  

adoption by states of the model Agriculture Produce and Livestock 
Marketing (Promotion and Facilitation) Act – 2017,  

t of electronic national agriculture market network, 
development of rural haats and  

harvesting infrastructure 
In future, the Ministry may consider rewarding the higher performing 
States [both in absolute and incremental terms] by linking the 

ance with allocation from flexi funds made available in various 
flagship schemes of this Ministry. 

NITI Aayog already brings out an Agricultural Marketing and Farm Friendly Reforms Index
which was launched in 2016. 
It rates States on their implementation of three broad parameters that includes agricultural 

t reforms, land lease reforms and reforms related to forestry on private land 
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reality which may be 
significantly different and vary across states depending on governance quality and state 

. Creditors choosing to take a deeper haircut, 
and the small percentage of companies going the resolution way, imply kinks in the 

score by plugging loopholes in the GST process 
like the process of input tax credit refund being partly electronic and partly manual thereby 

nion Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare is planning to launch its own 

It will broadly rank states on six major reform parameters related to the 

which has the highest weight of 25 - 

adoption by states of the model Agriculture Produce and Livestock 

t of electronic national agriculture market network,  

In future, the Ministry may consider rewarding the higher performing 
States [both in absolute and incremental terms] by linking the 

ance with allocation from flexi funds made available in various 

NITI Aayog already brings out an Agricultural Marketing and Farm Friendly Reforms Index 

ementation of three broad parameters that includes agricultural 
t reforms, land lease reforms and reforms related to forestry on private land -- felling 
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 Maharashtra, with a score of 81.7 out of 100, topped the rankings followed 
and Rajasthan at 70. 

 Bihar and Kerala were not included in the rankings as they revoked their agricultural produce 
marketing Acts. 

10. SUPPORT AND OUTR

News: It has been launched by the PM for the MSMSE sector
As part of this programme, the Prime Minister unveiled12 key initiatives which will help the 
growth, expansion and facilitation of MSMEs across the country.
There are five key aspects for facilitating the MSME sector. The 12 initiatives will address 
each of the 5 categories. 
1. Access to Credit 
 59-minute loan portal to enable easy access to credit for MSMEs
 2 percent interest subvention for all GST registered MSMEs, on fresh or incremental 

loans 
 All companies with a turnover more than Rs. 500 crore, must now compulsor

brought on the Trade Receivables e
2. Access to Markets 
 Public sector companies have now been asked to compulsorily procure 25 percent, 

instead of 20 percent of their total purchases, from MSMEs.
 Out of the 25 percent proc

reserved for women entrepreneurs.
 All public sector undertakings must now compulsorily be a part of GeM and that they 

should also get all their vendors registered on GeM.
3. Technology Upgradation
 20 hubs will be formed across the country, and 100 spokes in the form of tool rooms will 

be established. 
4. Ease of Doing Business
 70 percent cost of establishing clusters of pharma MSMEs will be borne by the govt.
 The return under 8 labour laws and 10 Union regul

year. 
 The establishments to be visited by an Inspector will be decided through a computerized 

random allotment. 
 environmental clearance and consent to establish have been merged as a single consent

 
5. Social Security for MSME Sector Employees
 A mission will be launched to ensure that they have Jan Dhan Accounts, provident fund 

and insurance. 
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Maharashtra, with a score of 81.7 out of 100, topped the rankings followed 

Bihar and Kerala were not included in the rankings as they revoked their agricultural produce 

10. SUPPORT AND OUTREACH INITIATIVE 

It has been launched by the PM for the MSMSE sector. 
this programme, the Prime Minister unveiled12 key initiatives which will help the 

growth, expansion and facilitation of MSMEs across the country. 
There are five key aspects for facilitating the MSME sector. The 12 initiatives will address 

minute loan portal to enable easy access to credit for MSMEs 
2 percent interest subvention for all GST registered MSMEs, on fresh or incremental 

All companies with a turnover more than Rs. 500 crore, must now compulsor
brought on the Trade Receivables e-Discounting System (TReDS) 

sector companies have now been asked to compulsorily procure 25 percent, 
instead of 20 percent of their total purchases, from MSMEs. 

of the 25 percent procurement mandated from MSMEs, 3 percent must now be 
reserved for women entrepreneurs. 

public sector undertakings must now compulsorily be a part of GeM and that they 
should also get all their vendors registered on GeM. 

3. Technology Upgradation 
will be formed across the country, and 100 spokes in the form of tool rooms will 

4. Ease of Doing Business 
70 percent cost of establishing clusters of pharma MSMEs will be borne by the govt.

return under 8 labour laws and 10 Union regulations must now be filed only once a 

establishments to be visited by an Inspector will be decided through a computerized 

environmental clearance and consent to establish have been merged as a single consent

or MSME Sector Employees 
A mission will be launched to ensure that they have Jan Dhan Accounts, provident fund 
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Maharashtra, with a score of 81.7 out of 100, topped the rankings followed by Gujarat at 71.5 

Bihar and Kerala were not included in the rankings as they revoked their agricultural produce 

this programme, the Prime Minister unveiled12 key initiatives which will help the 

There are five key aspects for facilitating the MSME sector. The 12 initiatives will address 

2 percent interest subvention for all GST registered MSMEs, on fresh or incremental 

All companies with a turnover more than Rs. 500 crore, must now compulsorily be 
 

sector companies have now been asked to compulsorily procure 25 percent, 

urement mandated from MSMEs, 3 percent must now be 

public sector undertakings must now compulsorily be a part of GeM and that they 

will be formed across the country, and 100 spokes in the form of tool rooms will 

70 percent cost of establishing clusters of pharma MSMEs will be borne by the govt. 
ations must now be filed only once a 

establishments to be visited by an Inspector will be decided through a computerized 

environmental clearance and consent to establish have been merged as a single consent 

A mission will be launched to ensure that they have Jan Dhan Accounts, provident fund 
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Background 
 MSME sector has not been doing very well in the last few years. 
 Demonetisation and GST hit the MSME sector harder tha
 The Income Tax data released show that the MSME companies showing profit less than 1.5 

lakh have declined in the last four years whereas the companies having more than 1 crore 
income have had an average annual growth rate of 13%

 Companies with income below 50 lakhs have been growing at a lower rate than companies 
higher than that. 

 MSMEs were hit by the economic climate of last 2
 MSMEs were suffering from trade availability, procedural framework that they were 

subjected to and they were denied facilities which startups were getting
About technology upgradation

 It is a visionary step as it is through technology only that MSME sector can stay alive and 
grow and acquire a larger share in the market. 

 It will also help them undertake
conducive to trade. 

 MSME sector needs to be technologically on a par with other companies. The govt. has 
therefore given 6000 crores for technology upgradation measures.         

 MSMEs have a share of 29% in GDP and more than 48% in total exports. Globally exports 
are not growing due to various global factors like rising crude oil prices, protectionism etc.

 Technology and quality certification would equip MSMEs to increase build themselves up in 
the domestic sector and then increase exports.                                                                                 
About Access to Credit 

 It will ease the access of credit to MSMEs
 Clearance of loans within a time limit will benefit the lowest of the low MSMEs.
 But the govt. needs to be cautious on the fact that due diligence processes cannot be 

compromised in the desire to grant more loans to a greater num
out to be stressed loans for the banking sector in 2

 GST interest rate subvention will benefit the MSMEs as it will help them tide over the 
challenges that they had met in coping with the technology driven GST scheme wh
introduced. 

 Currently out of 1.14 crore GST assesses, almost 93% of the assesses are having turn over 
less than 5 crores. The interest subvention might increase the number of enterprises coming 
under the GST net. 

 GeM is platform where any produce
any person in any part of the world. It reduces the physical distance between the 
producer/seller and the consumer/buyer.

 MSMEs associating with GeM will open up a large number of market opportunitie
will increase competition, efficiency and productivity.
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MSME sector has not been doing very well in the last few years.  
Demonetisation and GST hit the MSME sector harder than the other sectors
The Income Tax data released show that the MSME companies showing profit less than 1.5 
lakh have declined in the last four years whereas the companies having more than 1 crore 
income have had an average annual growth rate of 13%. 

nies with income below 50 lakhs have been growing at a lower rate than companies 

MSMEs were hit by the economic climate of last 2-3 years 
MEs were suffering from trade availability, procedural framework that they were 

hey were denied facilities which startups were getting
About technology upgradation 

It is a visionary step as it is through technology only that MSME sector can stay alive and 
grow and acquire a larger share in the market.  
It will also help them undertake higher exports in the global environment which is not very 

MSME sector needs to be technologically on a par with other companies. The govt. has 
therefore given 6000 crores for technology upgradation measures.         

e of 29% in GDP and more than 48% in total exports. Globally exports 
are not growing due to various global factors like rising crude oil prices, protectionism etc.
Technology and quality certification would equip MSMEs to increase build themselves up in 

e domestic sector and then increase exports.                                                                                 

access of credit to MSMEs. 
Clearance of loans within a time limit will benefit the lowest of the low MSMEs.
But the govt. needs to be cautious on the fact that due diligence processes cannot be 
compromised in the desire to grant more loans to a greater number of MSMEs as it may turn 
out to be stressed loans for the banking sector in 2-3 years. 
GST interest rate subvention will benefit the MSMEs as it will help them tide over the 
challenges that they had met in coping with the technology driven GST scheme wh

Currently out of 1.14 crore GST assesses, almost 93% of the assesses are having turn over 
less than 5 crores. The interest subvention might increase the number of enterprises coming 

GeM is platform where any producer in any part of the country can sell his/her product to 
any person in any part of the world. It reduces the physical distance between the 
producer/seller and the consumer/buyer. 
MSMEs associating with GeM will open up a large number of market opportunitie
will increase competition, efficiency and productivity. 
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n the other sectors. 
The Income Tax data released show that the MSME companies showing profit less than 1.5 
lakh have declined in the last four years whereas the companies having more than 1 crore 

nies with income below 50 lakhs have been growing at a lower rate than companies 

MEs were suffering from trade availability, procedural framework that they were 
hey were denied facilities which startups were getting 

It is a visionary step as it is through technology only that MSME sector can stay alive and 

higher exports in the global environment which is not very 

MSME sector needs to be technologically on a par with other companies. The govt. has 
therefore given 6000 crores for technology upgradation measures.          

e of 29% in GDP and more than 48% in total exports. Globally exports 
are not growing due to various global factors like rising crude oil prices, protectionism etc. 
Technology and quality certification would equip MSMEs to increase build themselves up in 

e domestic sector and then increase exports.                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Clearance of loans within a time limit will benefit the lowest of the low MSMEs. 
But the govt. needs to be cautious on the fact that due diligence processes cannot be 

ber of MSMEs as it may turn 

GST interest rate subvention will benefit the MSMEs as it will help them tide over the 
challenges that they had met in coping with the technology driven GST scheme when it was 

Currently out of 1.14 crore GST assesses, almost 93% of the assesses are having turn over 
less than 5 crores. The interest subvention might increase the number of enterprises coming 

r in any part of the country can sell his/her product to 
any person in any part of the world. It reduces the physical distance between the 

MSMEs associating with GeM will open up a large number of market opportunities which 
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About Ease of doing business
 According to 73rd round of National Sample Survey, MSME sector comprises 633.8 lakh 

units and have created 11.10 crore jobs. 
 There are computer systems which all

inspector has to file the report within 48 hours and put it on the website.
 This is a big step against corruption which is promoted by Inspector Raj.
 Under Inspector Raj, inspectors decide which un
 When computerized allocations of inspectors are done, human interface is avoided which 

will contribute to reduction and elimination of corruption.
 Online inspection and assessment process, if introduced, would g

reducing corruption as it totally avoids the need for an inspector to visit the premises itself.
Challenges 

 Currently, turnover based MSMEs are used for defining MSMEs which is a kind of 
penalization for growth. 

 Limiting the benefits to MSMEs based on limits will force MSMEs to remain within limits 
so that they can access the benefits. 

11. BLUE BONDS 

News: The Republic of Seychelles
The bond, which raised US$15 million from intern
potential for countries to harness capital markets for financing the sustainable use of marine 
resources. 
 
Blue bonds 

 The blue bond is a debt instrument issued by governments, development banks or others to 
raise capital from impact investors to finance marine and ocean
positive environmental, economic and climate benefits. 

 The blue bond is inspired by the green bond concept, which people are more familiar with.
Benefits 

 It is part of an initiative that combines public and private investment to mobilize resources 
for empowering local communities and businesses

 It will greatly assist Seychelles in achieving a transition to sustainable fisheries and 
safeguarding their oceans while sustainably develo

 It will strengthen Seychelles’ resilience to the impacts of climate change.
 
Why Seychelles issued blue bonds?

 Seychelles is an archipelagic nation consisting of 115 granite and coral islands.
 It is one of the world’s biodiversity hotspo
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About Ease of doing business 
round of National Sample Survey, MSME sector comprises 633.8 lakh 

units and have created 11.10 crore jobs.  
There are computer systems which allocate the inspectors to visit the premises. The particular 
inspector has to file the report within 48 hours and put it on the website.
This is a big step against corruption which is promoted by Inspector Raj.
Under Inspector Raj, inspectors decide which units are to be targeted, harassed or favored.
When computerized allocations of inspectors are done, human interface is avoided which 
will contribute to reduction and elimination of corruption. 
Online inspection and assessment process, if introduced, would go a long way in further 
reducing corruption as it totally avoids the need for an inspector to visit the premises itself.

Currently, turnover based MSMEs are used for defining MSMEs which is a kind of 

s to MSMEs based on limits will force MSMEs to remain within limits 
so that they can access the benefits.  ` 

Republic of Seychelles has launched the world’s first sovereign blue bond.
The bond, which raised US$15 million from international investors, demonstrated the 
potential for countries to harness capital markets for financing the sustainable use of marine 

The blue bond is a debt instrument issued by governments, development banks or others to 
from impact investors to finance marine and ocean-based projects that have 

positive environmental, economic and climate benefits.  
The blue bond is inspired by the green bond concept, which people are more familiar with.

ve that combines public and private investment to mobilize resources 
for empowering local communities and businesses 
It will greatly assist Seychelles in achieving a transition to sustainable fisheries and 
safeguarding their oceans while sustainably developing blue economy. 
It will strengthen Seychelles’ resilience to the impacts of climate change.

Why Seychelles issued blue bonds? 
Seychelles is an archipelagic nation consisting of 115 granite and coral islands.
It is one of the world’s biodiversity hotspots. 
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round of National Sample Survey, MSME sector comprises 633.8 lakh 

ocate the inspectors to visit the premises. The particular 
inspector has to file the report within 48 hours and put it on the website. 
This is a big step against corruption which is promoted by Inspector Raj. 

its are to be targeted, harassed or favored. 
When computerized allocations of inspectors are done, human interface is avoided which 

o a long way in further 
reducing corruption as it totally avoids the need for an inspector to visit the premises itself. 

Currently, turnover based MSMEs are used for defining MSMEs which is a kind of 

s to MSMEs based on limits will force MSMEs to remain within limits 

has launched the world’s first sovereign blue bond. 
ational investors, demonstrated the 

potential for countries to harness capital markets for financing the sustainable use of marine 

The blue bond is a debt instrument issued by governments, development banks or others to 
based projects that have 

The blue bond is inspired by the green bond concept, which people are more familiar with. 

ve that combines public and private investment to mobilize resources 

It will greatly assist Seychelles in achieving a transition to sustainable fisheries and 
 

It will strengthen Seychelles’ resilience to the impacts of climate change. 

Seychelles is an archipelagic nation consisting of 115 granite and coral islands. 
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 The archipelago (group of islands) of fewer than 1,00,000 people mainly relies on tourism 
and fishing for revenue, but in recent years oil and gas companies have been exploring its 
turquoise waters, home to dugongs, turtles and tuna.

 After tourism, the fisheries sector is the country’s most important industry, contributing 
significantly to annual GDP and employing 17% of the population. 

 Fish products make up around 95% of the total value of domestic exports.
 
Features of the Seychelles blue bond

 The sovereign blue bond was issued with a ceiling value of US$15 million, with a maturity 
of 10 years. 

 It was prepared with assistance from the World Bank and the Global Environment 
Facility. 

 These credit enhancement instruments allow for a reduction of the pric
by partially derisking the investment of the impact investors, but also by reducing the 
effective interest rate for Seychelles by subsidizing the coupons.

12. COMPANIES AMENDM

News: The recommendation of the Unio
Amendment (Ordinance), 2018 has been assented to by the President of India.  
The Ordinance, which has been 
Committee appointed by the Government to review offen
Objectives 
It has two objectives 
1. Promotion of ease of doing business
2. Better Corporate compliance
 
Main amendments 

 Shifting of jurisdiction of 16 types of corporate offences from the special courts to in
adjudication, which is expected to reduce the case load of Special Courts by over 60%, 
thereby enabling them to concentrate on serious corporate offences.

 The penalty for small companies and one
applicable to normal companies.

 Instituting a transparent and technology driven in
online platform and publication of the orders on the website.

 Strengthening in-house adjudication mechanism by necessitating a concomitant order for 
making good the default at the time of levying penalty, to achieve the ultimate aim of 
achieving better compliance.

 De-clogging the NCLT by:
1. Enlarging the pecuniary jurisdiction of Regional Director
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The archipelago (group of islands) of fewer than 1,00,000 people mainly relies on tourism 
and fishing for revenue, but in recent years oil and gas companies have been exploring its 
turquoise waters, home to dugongs, turtles and tuna. 

fisheries sector is the country’s most important industry, contributing 
significantly to annual GDP and employing 17% of the population.  
Fish products make up around 95% of the total value of domestic exports.

Features of the Seychelles blue bond 
vereign blue bond was issued with a ceiling value of US$15 million, with a maturity 

It was prepared with assistance from the World Bank and the Global Environment 

These credit enhancement instruments allow for a reduction of the pric
by partially derisking the investment of the impact investors, but also by reducing the 
effective interest rate for Seychelles by subsidizing the coupons. 

12. COMPANIES AMENDMENT (ORDINANCE), 2018 

The recommendation of the Union Cabinet for promulgation of the Companies 
Amendment (Ordinance), 2018 has been assented to by the President of India.  
The Ordinance, which has been promulgated, is based on the recommendations of the 
Committee appointed by the Government to review offences under the Companies Act, 2013.

1. Promotion of ease of doing business 
2. Better Corporate compliance 

Shifting of jurisdiction of 16 types of corporate offences from the special courts to in
cation, which is expected to reduce the case load of Special Courts by over 60%, 

thereby enabling them to concentrate on serious corporate offences. 
The penalty for small companies and one-person companies has been reduced to half of that 

mal companies. 
Instituting a transparent and technology driven in-house adjudication mechanism on an 
online platform and publication of the orders on the website. 

house adjudication mechanism by necessitating a concomitant order for 
good the default at the time of levying penalty, to achieve the ultimate aim of 

achieving better compliance. 
clogging the NCLT by: 

nlarging the pecuniary jurisdiction of Regional Director. 
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The archipelago (group of islands) of fewer than 1,00,000 people mainly relies on tourism 
and fishing for revenue, but in recent years oil and gas companies have been exploring its 

fisheries sector is the country’s most important industry, contributing 

Fish products make up around 95% of the total value of domestic exports. 

vereign blue bond was issued with a ceiling value of US$15 million, with a maturity 

It was prepared with assistance from the World Bank and the Global Environment 

These credit enhancement instruments allow for a reduction of the price of the bond not only 
by partially derisking the investment of the impact investors, but also by reducing the 

n Cabinet for promulgation of the Companies 
Amendment (Ordinance), 2018 has been assented to by the President of India.   

is based on the recommendations of the 
ces under the Companies Act, 2013. 

Shifting of jurisdiction of 16 types of corporate offences from the special courts to in-house 
cation, which is expected to reduce the case load of Special Courts by over 60%, 

person companies has been reduced to half of that 

house adjudication mechanism on an 

house adjudication mechanism by necessitating a concomitant order for 
good the default at the time of levying penalty, to achieve the ultimate aim of 
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2. Vesting in the Central Government the power to approve the alt
year of a company. 

3. Vesting the Central Government, the power to approve cases of conversion of public 
companies into private companies.
 

 Corporate compliance and corporate governance include
 re-introduction of declaration of commen

menace of ‘shell companies’
 greater disclosures with respect to public deposits
 greater accountability with respect to filing documents related to creation, modification 

and satisfaction of charges
 non-maintenance of registered office to trigger de
 holding of directorships beyond permissible limits to trigger disqualification of such 

directors. 
Benefits 

 It will make it easier for companies to solve cases
 It will increase of doing busine
 Foreign companies who come to India with only business purpose will feel more confident 

with the new promulgation and about the Indian system
 99% companies are MSMEs. There are 64.38 million MSMEs in our country as per the 

National Small Industries Co
the expertise. Neither do they have the ability to hire counsels to hire their cases. So, 
reduction of penalties for MSMEs will promote them and increase of doing business.

 Presently, India FY runs from April to March unlike global FY which starts from Jan. The 
power to amend the FY will align the Indian companies with global standards and increase 
the ease of doing business

 Reintroduction of declaration of commencement of business will help in c
money. 

 Greater disclosure will help enable transparency
 

13. BACK SERIES GDP 

News: The government released the GDP growth 
estimates for previous years based on the new method of 
calculation and base year it had adopted in 2015.
 
Background 

 The methodology for computing GDP data was revamped 
in 2015 and the base year was shifted to 2011 from the 
earlier base year of 2004-05. 
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MCA-21, an e
Ministry of Company Affairs was 
launched in 2006, to allow firms to 
electronically file their financial results. 

The MCA-
from 2011

esting in the Central Government the power to approve the alteration in the financial 

esting the Central Government, the power to approve cases of conversion of public 
companies into private companies. 

Corporate compliance and corporate governance include 
introduction of declaration of commencement of business provision to better tackle the 

menace of ‘shell companies’ 
greater disclosures with respect to public deposits 
greater accountability with respect to filing documents related to creation, modification 
and satisfaction of charges 

tenance of registered office to trigger de-registration process
holding of directorships beyond permissible limits to trigger disqualification of such 

It will make it easier for companies to solve cases. 
It will increase of doing business. 
Foreign companies who come to India with only business purpose will feel more confident 
with the new promulgation and about the Indian system. 
99% companies are MSMEs. There are 64.38 million MSMEs in our country as per the 
National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) data. MSMEs do not have financial back up or 
the expertise. Neither do they have the ability to hire counsels to hire their cases. So, 
reduction of penalties for MSMEs will promote them and increase of doing business.

uns from April to March unlike global FY which starts from Jan. The 
power to amend the FY will align the Indian companies with global standards and increase 
the ease of doing business 
Reintroduction of declaration of commencement of business will help in c

Greater disclosure will help enable transparency 

13. BACK SERIES GDP DATA 

The government released the GDP growth 
estimates for previous years based on the new method of 
calculation and base year it had adopted in 2015. 

The methodology for computing GDP data was revamped 
in 2015 and the base year was shifted to 2011 from the 

05.  
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21, an e-governance initiative of the 
Ministry of Company Affairs was 
launched in 2006, to allow firms to 
electronically file their financial results.  

-21 database became available 
2011-12. 

eration in the financial 

esting the Central Government, the power to approve cases of conversion of public 

cement of business provision to better tackle the 

greater accountability with respect to filing documents related to creation, modification 

registration process 
holding of directorships beyond permissible limits to trigger disqualification of such 

Foreign companies who come to India with only business purpose will feel more confident 

99% companies are MSMEs. There are 64.38 million MSMEs in our country as per the 
rporation (NSIC) data. MSMEs do not have financial back up or 

the expertise. Neither do they have the ability to hire counsels to hire their cases. So, 
reduction of penalties for MSMEs will promote them and increase of doing business. 

uns from April to March unlike global FY which starts from Jan. The 
power to amend the FY will align the Indian companies with global standards and increase 

Reintroduction of declaration of commencement of business will help in curbing black 
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 In the new series, the Central Statistics Office (CSO) did away with Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) at factor cost, and adopted the international practice of valuing industry
estimates as gross value added (GVA) at basic prices. 

 However, this had led to the problem of not being able to compare recent data with the years 
preceding 2011-12 due to lack of availabilit
database. 
 
NSC Committee report 

 Recently, a Committee on Real Sector Statistics had submitted its 
report to the NSC prior to the newly released back series data by 
CSO. 

 According to the report, the economy grew at a faster pace under 
the UPA government from 2004
average growth during the first four years of the current 
government. 

 The Committee noted that the difference between the rates of economic growth in the old 
series (2004-05 base) and the new 
back series (2011-12 base) was 
minimal. 

 The data also show the GDP and GVA 
series to be broadly in tandem. GDP, 
which incorporates indirect tax 
collections net of subsidies, should 
normally be higher than GVA. But if 
net indirect tax collections grow 
slower than subsidies, GVA could be 
higher than GDP. 
 
 

Revised Back series data highlights
 The back series has trimmed the 

growth numbers for the UPA government’s nine years (2005
 The Indian economy is shown to be growing at an average 6.7% in four yea

first term (2005-06 to 2008
which are lower than the earlier estimates of 8.1% and 7.0% (2004

 These growth rates compare with an average 7.4% growth rate (20
during the first four years of the present NDA government.

 Barring two of the years, 2012
preceding 2011-12 scaled down growth rates for 2005
points. For 2012-13, the back series based on the new base year (2011
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In the new series, the Central Statistics Office (CSO) did away with Gross Domestic Product 
nd adopted the international practice of valuing industry

estimates as gross value added (GVA) at basic prices.  
However, this had led to the problem of not being able to compare recent data with the years 

12 due to lack of availability of the MCA-21 

 
Recently, a Committee on Real Sector Statistics had submitted its 
report to the NSC prior to the newly released back series data by 

According to the report, the economy grew at a faster pace under 
A government from 2004-05 to 2013-14, compared with the 

average growth during the first four years of the current 

The Committee noted that the difference between the rates of economic growth in the old 
05 base) and the new 

12 base) was 

The data also show the GDP and GVA 
series to be broadly in tandem. GDP, 
which incorporates indirect tax 
collections net of subsidies, should 
normally be higher than GVA. But if 
net indirect tax collections grow 

subsidies, GVA could be 

Revised Back series data highlights 
The back series has trimmed the 
growth numbers for the UPA government’s nine years (2005-06 to 2013
The Indian economy is shown to be growing at an average 6.7% in four yea

06 to 2008-09) as well as the UPA’s second term (2009
which are lower than the earlier estimates of 8.1% and 7.0% (2004-05 base) respectively. 
These growth rates compare with an average 7.4% growth rate (2011
during the first four years of the present NDA government. 
Barring two of the years, 2012-13 and 2013-14, the back-series data released for years 

12 scaled down growth rates for 2005-06 to 2013-14 by 0.8 to 2.1 percenta
13, the back series based on the new base year (2011

Image credit: The Indian Express
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National Statistical 
Commission (NSC) 

It is an autonomous body that 
helps in collection of data by 
India’s statistical agencies. 

In the new series, the Central Statistics Office (CSO) did away with Gross Domestic Product 
nd adopted the international practice of valuing industry-wise 

However, this had led to the problem of not being able to compare recent data with the years 

The Committee noted that the difference between the rates of economic growth in the old 

06 to 2013-14) 
The Indian economy is shown to be growing at an average 6.7% in four years of the UPA’s 

09) as well as the UPA’s second term (2009-10 to 2013-14), 
05 base) respectively.  

11-12 base year) seen 

series data released for years 
14 by 0.8 to 2.1 percentage 

13, the back series based on the new base year (2011-12) revised the GDP 

Image credit: The Indian Express 
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growth rate upwards to 5.5% from 4.7% estimated earlier (2004
2013-14, the GDP growth rate was revised up to 6.4% from 5.0% estimated earl

 Sharp downward revisions were seen particularly for two years, 2007
2010-11, the growth got revised downwards from a double
8.5% cent growth in 2010
2005-06. 
 
Questions raised in the new data

 The investment rate — defined as gross fixed capital formation over GDP 
from a high of around 36% in 2007
to 2013-14) to a low of 28.5% in 2017
(2014-15 to 2017-18). But the lower investment rate has come with higher GDP growth 
during the NDA period compared to the UPA period.

 The rebased series does not match other indices like corp
numbers, direct tax revenue, credit growth, exports and imports where the performance 
during the UPA period was much better than in the NDA period and reflective of a much 
faster-growing economy.  

 GDP growth rate is highe
lower in every year prior to that in the rebased series compared to the old series. GoI’s press 
release does not provide the GDP growth rates under the old series after 2011
are readily available. Also, the differences are not so big in the nominal data but in the real 
GDP data, suggesting something odd with the deflators. 

 The big differences in the growth rates are mainly in the tertiary sector, not so much in 
agriculture or in manufacturing. The service sector real GDP growth rates are 2
percentage points lower for every year since 2005
 
Way forward 
An independent panel may be appointed to review the entire exercise. It would also help in 
re-establishing the credibility

14. RBI BOARD MEETIN

News: RBI Board meetings are being held amidst the tension between the government and 
the RBI. 
RBI Board 
The RBI Board is a body comprising officials from the central bank and the Government of 
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growth rate upwards to 5.5% from 4.7% estimated earlier (2004-05 base year), while for 
14, the GDP growth rate was revised up to 6.4% from 5.0% estimated earl

Sharp downward revisions were seen particularly for two years, 2007
11, the growth got revised downwards from a double-digit rate of 10.3% to 8.5%. The 

8.5% cent growth in 2010-11 is the highest growth rate in the back series 

Questions raised in the new data 
defined as gross fixed capital formation over GDP 

from a high of around 36% in 2007-08 and averaging 33.4% during the UPA period (2004
28.5% in 2017-18 and averaging around 29% during the NDA period 

18). But the lower investment rate has come with higher GDP growth 
during the NDA period compared to the UPA period. 
The rebased series does not match other indices like corporate sales, profit and investment 
numbers, direct tax revenue, credit growth, exports and imports where the performance 
during the UPA period was much better than in the NDA period and reflective of a much 

 
GDP growth rate is higher in 2011-12 — the base year, and every year after that 
lower in every year prior to that in the rebased series compared to the old series. GoI’s press 
release does not provide the GDP growth rates under the old series after 2011

readily available. Also, the differences are not so big in the nominal data but in the real 
GDP data, suggesting something odd with the deflators.  
The big differences in the growth rates are mainly in the tertiary sector, not so much in 

manufacturing. The service sector real GDP growth rates are 2
percentage points lower for every year since 2005-06.  

An independent panel may be appointed to review the entire exercise. It would also help in 
establishing the credibility of CSO and India’s statistics.  

14. RBI BOARD MEETING 

RBI Board meetings are being held amidst the tension between the government and 

The RBI Board is a body comprising officials from the central bank and the Government of 
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05 base year), while for 
14, the GDP growth rate was revised up to 6.4% from 5.0% estimated earlier. 

Sharp downward revisions were seen particularly for two years, 2007-08 and 2010-11. For 
digit rate of 10.3% to 8.5%. The 

11 is the highest growth rate in the back series dating back to 

defined as gross fixed capital formation over GDP — has declined 
08 and averaging 33.4% during the UPA period (2004-05 

18 and averaging around 29% during the NDA period 
18). But the lower investment rate has come with higher GDP growth 

orate sales, profit and investment 
numbers, direct tax revenue, credit growth, exports and imports where the performance 
during the UPA period was much better than in the NDA period and reflective of a much 

the base year, and every year after that — and is 
lower in every year prior to that in the rebased series compared to the old series. GoI’s press 
release does not provide the GDP growth rates under the old series after 2011-12, but these 

readily available. Also, the differences are not so big in the nominal data but in the real 

The big differences in the growth rates are mainly in the tertiary sector, not so much in 
manufacturing. The service sector real GDP growth rates are 2-3% 

An independent panel may be appointed to review the entire exercise. It would also help in 

RBI Board meetings are being held amidst the tension between the government and 

The RBI Board is a body comprising officials from the central bank and the Government of  
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India, including officials nominated by the government.
Tenure 

 The Governor and Deputy Governors hold office for not more than five years 
 The ten directors nominated by the government hold office for four years
 The government officials are to hold a term on th

fit 
 
Conditions of office 
According to the RBI Act, the director of the RBI Board cannot be 

 a salaried government official (except for the ones specifically nominated by the 
government),  

 be adjudicated as insolvent or have suspended payments to creditors, 
 an officer or interestingly, “is found lunatic or becomes of unsound mind”

employee of any bank (again, this does not include the government nominee), or, 
 According to the RBI, the “general superinten

of the RBI is entrusted to the Central Board” 
 The Board exercises all powers and does all acts and things that are exercised by the RBI. 
 The Board is also to recommend to the government the design, form and

notes and also when and where they can serve as legal tender.
Board meetings 

 The Governor has to call a Board meeting at least six times in a year, and at least once each 
quarter.  

 A meeting can be called if a minimum of four Directors as
 The Governor or, if for any reason unable to attend, the Deputy Governor authorized by the

to vote for him, presides the Board meetings. 
 In the event of split votes, the Governor has a second or deciding vote

 
Significance of the present meeting
Though the RBI Board meets every month, presents meetings assume significance in the 
backdrop of tensions between the government and the RBI on several issues.

Official directors

Governor up to four 
Deputy 

Governor
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, including officials nominated by the government. 

The Governor and Deputy Governors hold office for not more than five years 
The ten directors nominated by the government hold office for four years
The government officials are to hold a term on the RBI Board as long as the government sees 

According to the RBI Act, the director of the RBI Board cannot be  
a salaried government official (except for the ones specifically nominated by the 

ent or have suspended payments to creditors,  
an officer or interestingly, “is found lunatic or becomes of unsound mind”
employee of any bank (again, this does not include the government nominee), or, 
According to the RBI, the “general superintendence and direction of the affairs and business 
of the RBI is entrusted to the Central Board”  
The Board exercises all powers and does all acts and things that are exercised by the RBI. 
The Board is also to recommend to the government the design, form and
notes and also when and where they can serve as legal tender. 

The Governor has to call a Board meeting at least six times in a year, and at least once each 

A meeting can be called if a minimum of four Directors ask the Governor to call a meeting. 
The Governor or, if for any reason unable to attend, the Deputy Governor authorized by the
to vote for him, presides the Board meetings.  
In the event of split votes, the Governor has a second or deciding vote. 

ance of the present meeting 
Though the RBI Board meets every month, presents meetings assume significance in the 
backdrop of tensions between the government and the RBI on several issues.

RBI Board composition

Non-official directors

Eightdirectors from 
various fields

two 
government 

officials
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The Governor and Deputy Governors hold office for not more than five years  
The ten directors nominated by the government hold office for four years 

e RBI Board as long as the government sees 

a salaried government official (except for the ones specifically nominated by the 

an officer or interestingly, “is found lunatic or becomes of unsound mind” 
employee of any bank (again, this does not include the government nominee), or, Functions 

he affairs and business 

The Board exercises all powers and does all acts and things that are exercised by the RBI.  
The Board is also to recommend to the government the design, form and material of bank 

The Governor has to call a Board meeting at least six times in a year, and at least once each 

k the Governor to call a meeting.  
The Governor or, if for any reason unable to attend, the Deputy Governor authorized by them 

 

Though the RBI Board meets every month, presents meetings assume significance in the 
backdrop of tensions between the government and the RBI on several issues. 

government 
officials

one director 
from each of 

four local 
boards of the 

RBI
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[Refer to October magazine issue for details on issues between Governme

15. EXTERNAL COMMERC

News:The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on relaxed external commercial borrowing (ECB) norms 
for infrastructure companies and tweaked certain hedging provisions.

 
About ECB norms 

 External commercial borrowings (ECBs) are
foreign currency to Indian borrowers. 

 They are used widely in India to facilitate access to foreign money by Indian corporations 
and PSUs (public sector undertakings). 

 ECBs include commercial bank loans, buyers' credit, suppliers' credit, securitised instruments 
such as floating rate notes and fixed rate bonds etc., credit from official export credit 
agencies and commercial borrowings from the private sector window of multilateral fin
Institutions such as International Finance Corporation (Washington), ADB, AFIC, CDC, etc. 

 ECBs cannot be used for investment in stock market or speculation in real estate. 
 The DEA (Department of Economic Affairs), Ministry of Finance, Government o

along with Reserve Bank of India, monitors and regulates ECB guidelines and policies.
 
Changes done by RBI  

 The central bank has reduced the minimum average maturity requirement for ECBs in the 
infrastructure space to 3 years from 5 years at presen

 RBI also reducing the average maturity period requirement for eligible borrowers exempted 
from hedging their exposure fully to 5 years from 10 years currently.

 ECBs with a minimum average maturity period of 3 to 5 years in the infrastructure space will 
also have to meet a 100% 

 

16. UNLISTED INDIAN 
 
What is the news? 
 A committee appointed by SEBI has recommended allowing unlisted Indian companies to 

directly list their shares on specified
 It also suggested allowing unlisted companies from such countries to list their shares on Indian 

bourses. 
 The current regulatory regime does not allow unlisted Indian companies to have a direct 

overseas equity listing. Though such entities could list their depository receipts, which many 
companies have done. 

 Also, overseas companies can currently list here only by way of issuing 
Receipts (IDRs), a framework that has proved to be a non
2010. 
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15. EXTERNAL COMMERCIAL BORROWING (ECB) NORMS

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on relaxed external commercial borrowing (ECB) norms 
for infrastructure companies and tweaked certain hedging provisions. 

borrowings (ECBs) are loans in India made by non
foreign currency to Indian borrowers.  
They are used widely in India to facilitate access to foreign money by Indian corporations 
and PSUs (public sector undertakings).  

ommercial bank loans, buyers' credit, suppliers' credit, securitised instruments 
such as floating rate notes and fixed rate bonds etc., credit from official export credit 
agencies and commercial borrowings from the private sector window of multilateral fin
Institutions such as International Finance Corporation (Washington), ADB, AFIC, CDC, etc. 
ECBs cannot be used for investment in stock market or speculation in real estate. 
The DEA (Department of Economic Affairs), Ministry of Finance, Government o
along with Reserve Bank of India, monitors and regulates ECB guidelines and policies.

The central bank has reduced the minimum average maturity requirement for ECBs in the 
infrastructure space to 3 years from 5 years at present 

also reducing the average maturity period requirement for eligible borrowers exempted 
from hedging their exposure fully to 5 years from 10 years currently. 
ECBs with a minimum average maturity period of 3 to 5 years in the infrastructure space will 

 mandatory hedging requirement. 

16. UNLISTED INDIAN COMPANIES TO LIST IN OVERSEAS MARKETS

A committee appointed by SEBI has recommended allowing unlisted Indian companies to 
directly list their shares on specified overseas exchanges in at least 10 countries.
It also suggested allowing unlisted companies from such countries to list their shares on Indian 

The current regulatory regime does not allow unlisted Indian companies to have a direct 
listing. Though such entities could list their depository receipts, which many 

Also, overseas companies can currently list here only by way of issuing 
(IDRs), a framework that has proved to be a non-starter with just one issuance in 
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magazine issue for details on issues between Government and the RBI]  

NORMS 
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on relaxed external commercial borrowing (ECB) norms 

loans in India made by non-resident lenders in 

They are used widely in India to facilitate access to foreign money by Indian corporations 

ommercial bank loans, buyers' credit, suppliers' credit, securitised instruments 
such as floating rate notes and fixed rate bonds etc., credit from official export credit 
agencies and commercial borrowings from the private sector window of multilateral financial 
Institutions such as International Finance Corporation (Washington), ADB, AFIC, CDC, etc.  
ECBs cannot be used for investment in stock market or speculation in real estate.  
The DEA (Department of Economic Affairs), Ministry of Finance, Government of India 
along with Reserve Bank of India, monitors and regulates ECB guidelines and policies. 

The central bank has reduced the minimum average maturity requirement for ECBs in the 

also reducing the average maturity period requirement for eligible borrowers exempted 

ECBs with a minimum average maturity period of 3 to 5 years in the infrastructure space will 

OVERSEAS MARKETS 

A committee appointed by SEBI has recommended allowing unlisted Indian companies to 
overseas exchanges in at least 10 countries. 

It also suggested allowing unlisted companies from such countries to list their shares on Indian 

The current regulatory regime does not allow unlisted Indian companies to have a direct 
listing. Though such entities could list their depository receipts, which many 

Also, overseas companies can currently list here only by way of issuing Indian Depository 
ith just one issuance in 
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What are the amendments required?
 While the committee has put forth its set of recommendations, the listing framework would 

only be possible after amendments to two key laws 
(FEMA) and Companies Act, which can be done through issuing a circular. 

 
Permissible Jurisdictions:  
 The SEBI panel has been quite choosy in terms of the countries and the exchanges that have 

been included as ‘Permissible Jurisdictions,’ where unlisted Indian companies c
equity listing. 

 While the starting point was IOSCO 
signatories, the SEBI panel only chose those jurisdictions that are part of the IOSCO board and 
not just ordinary members of the glob

 The permissible jurisdictions have been identified as U.S., China, Japan, United Kingdom, 
Hong Kong, South Korea, France, Germany, Canada and Switzerland. Thereafter, the 
exchanges were zeroed in on the basis of liquidity by referring to the data 
Federation of Exchanges (WFE).

 In 2014, the almost $22-billion public issue of Chinese major Alibaba on the NYSE was the 
largest such offering in U.S. history. Further, MakeMyTrip formed a company overseas to 
make it easier to list on NASDA

 
Benefits of such listing: 
Benefits for companies:  
 Alternative source of capital
 Broader investor base  
 Better valuation  
 Companies incorporated in India can 

increase their global competitiveness 
by having access to capital at low cost 
from advanced economies.  

Benefits for Indian investors: 
 Enhanced diversification of portfolios.
 Participation in the wealth created by 

global companies. 
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What are the amendments required? 
While the committee has put forth its set of recommendations, the listing framework would 
only be possible after amendments to two key laws — Foreign Exchange Management Act 

nies Act, which can be done through issuing a circular. 

The SEBI panel has been quite choosy in terms of the countries and the exchanges that have 
been included as ‘Permissible Jurisdictions,’ where unlisted Indian companies c

While the starting point was IOSCO - International Organization of Securities Commissions 
signatories, the SEBI panel only chose those jurisdictions that are part of the IOSCO board and 
not just ordinary members of the global body. 
The permissible jurisdictions have been identified as U.S., China, Japan, United Kingdom, 
Hong Kong, South Korea, France, Germany, Canada and Switzerland. Thereafter, the 
exchanges were zeroed in on the basis of liquidity by referring to the data 
Federation of Exchanges (WFE). 

billion public issue of Chinese major Alibaba on the NYSE was the 
largest such offering in U.S. history. Further, MakeMyTrip formed a company overseas to 
make it easier to list on NASDAQ. 

Alternative source of capital 

Companies incorporated in India can 
increase their global competitiveness 
by having access to capital at low cost 

 
Benefits for Indian investors:  

d diversification of portfolios. 
Participation in the wealth created by 
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While the committee has put forth its set of recommendations, the listing framework would 
Foreign Exchange Management Act 

nies Act, which can be done through issuing a circular.  

The SEBI panel has been quite choosy in terms of the countries and the exchanges that have 
been included as ‘Permissible Jurisdictions,’ where unlisted Indian companies can do a direct 

International Organization of Securities Commissions – 
signatories, the SEBI panel only chose those jurisdictions that are part of the IOSCO board and 

The permissible jurisdictions have been identified as U.S., China, Japan, United Kingdom, 
Hong Kong, South Korea, France, Germany, Canada and Switzerland. Thereafter, the 
exchanges were zeroed in on the basis of liquidity by referring to the data from the World 

billion public issue of Chinese major Alibaba on the NYSE was the 
largest such offering in U.S. history. Further, MakeMyTrip formed a company overseas to 
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17. RBI KEEPS THE REPO

 
What is the news?  
 The RBI has left the key interest rate or the repo ra

5thbimonthly monetary policy review for the year on 
lines. 

 It also maintained the ‘calibrated tightening’ 
projection sharply. 

 All the 6 members of the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) voted in favour of status quo on 
repo rate while only 1 member voted for change in the stance to neutral.

 RBI Governor said the central bank was ready to take policy action 
inflation did not materialise

 CPI-based inflation is projected at 2.7
and 3.8-4.2% in the first half of the next financial year.

 The sharp fall in inflation 
prices in November compared with October.

 The RBI decided to retain GDP growth rate for 2018
7.5% for the first half of the next financial year.

 In a move to boost credit flows, the central bank has decided to reduce the 
ratio (SLR) requirement for banks to 18%
over the next 6 quarters, by 25 bps each in every quarter. The first reduction of 25 basis 
points will take effect in the quarter starting in January 2019.

 
Lower projection for price gains
 There was an unexpected and quick softening in food inflation 
 The price of India’s crude basket tumbled to below $60 by end

October.  
 The monetary policy committee (MPC) 

fiscal year to slow to 2.7%-3.2%, lower than its
 MPC foresees the softness in prices to continue 

year. 
 The findings in the RBI’s November 

expectations softened by 40 basis points from September.
 
GDP Growth - 
 There are both external and domestic risks to momentum.
 Among the positives, beyond a likely boost to 

from softer fuel costs are two key data poi
 Capacity utilisation rose to 76.1% in Q2, higher than the long
 Also, industrial firms reported an improvement in the demand outlook for Q4. 
 Still, the forecast for full-year GDP growth has been retained at 7.4%, on the back of an 

expected 7.2%-7.3% second
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. RBI KEEPS THE REPO RATE UNCHANGED 

The RBI has left the key interest rate or the repo rate unchanged at 6.5% during the 
bimonthly monetary policy review for the year on 5th December, which was on expected 

‘calibrated tightening’ stance though it reduced the inflation 

e Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) voted in favour of status quo on 
member voted for change in the stance to neutral.

RBI Governor said the central bank was ready to take policy action 
inflation did not materialise. 

based inflation is projected at 2.7-3.2% for the second half of the current financial year 
4.2% in the first half of the next financial year. 

The sharp fall in inflation compared to previous year is due to30% decline in crude oil 
ember compared with October. 

retain GDP growth rate for 2018-19 at 7.4% and estimated growth at 
7.5% for the first half of the next financial year. 
In a move to boost credit flows, the central bank has decided to reduce the 
ratio (SLR) requirement for banks to 18% of net demand and time liabilities from 19.5% 

, by 25 bps each in every quarter. The first reduction of 25 basis 
points will take effect in the quarter starting in January 2019. 

projection for price gains- 
unexpected and quick softening in food inflation and a collapse in oil prices

The price of India’s crude basket tumbled to below $60 by end-November from $85 in early 

The monetary policy committee (MPC) now estimates retail inflation in the second half of the 
3.2%, lower than its October forecast of 3.9%

softness in prices to continue through the April-September half of next 

s November survey of households’ 3 month ahead inflation 
softened by 40 basis points from September. 

There are both external and domestic risks to momentum. 
Among the positives, beyond a likely boost to consumption demand and 

are two key data points from the RBI’s own surveys.
Capacity utilisation rose to 76.1% in Q2, higher than the long-term average of 74.9%. 
Also, industrial firms reported an improvement in the demand outlook for Q4. 

year GDP growth has been retained at 7.4%, on the back of an 
7.3% second-half expansion, with the risks weighted to the downside.
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te unchanged at 6.5% during the 
which was on expected 

stance though it reduced the inflation 

e Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) voted in favour of status quo on 
member voted for change in the stance to neutral. 

RBI Governor said the central bank was ready to take policy action if upside risks to 

3.2% for the second half of the current financial year 

30% decline in crude oil 

and estimated growth at 

In a move to boost credit flows, the central bank has decided to reduce the statutory liquidity 
of net demand and time liabilities from 19.5% 

, by 25 bps each in every quarter. The first reduction of 25 basis 

collapse in oil prices. 
November from $85 in early 

in the second half of the 
October forecast of 3.9%-4.5%. 

September half of next 

survey of households’ 3 month ahead inflation 

and corporate earnings 
nts from the RBI’s own surveys. 

term average of 74.9%.  
Also, industrial firms reported an improvement in the demand outlook for Q4.  

year GDP growth has been retained at 7.4%, on the back of an 
half expansion, with the risks weighted to the downside. 
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Why ‘calibrated tightening’?
 The prices of several food items are at “unusually 

perishable items might see a sudden reversal.
 The crude oil prices might climb up in case of geopolitical tensions or any decis

impacting supplies. 
 Households’ one-year-ahead inflation expectations remain e

September. 
 
Way ahead: 
 Fiscal slippages risk impacting the 

crowding out private investment
 Instead, this may be an opportune time to bolster macroeconomic fundamentals through

prudence. 
 

18. CENTRE SEEKS ADDITIONAL 

 
What is the news? 
 The govt has moved a proposal in Parliament for an 

public sector banks, over and above the already budgeted 
 If approved by the House, 

financial year to ₹1,06,000 crore, of which the govt plans to utilise ₹83,000 crore over the 
remaining portion of the year.

 

Use of the enhanced provision 
 Help banks meet the regulatory 
 Helping banks currently under the 

Corrective Action(PCA) framework to 
by improving their capital to 
ratios (CRAR) to 9%, their capital conservation 
buffers to 1.875% and reduce their net NPAs to 6%.

 Help the non-PCA banks 
crossing the threshold into the PCA framework. 

 Provide regulatory and growth capital
are undergoing mergers. (Example: 
DenaBank, and the Bank of Baroda
into a single entity) 

 
The Recapitalisation plan - 
 The govt had announced a ₹2.11 lakh crore capitalisation plan in October 2017, of which ₹1.35 

lakh was to be raised through recapitalisation bonds and the remaining was to be raised by the 
banks either through the market or 
₹24,400 crore and have received all approvals to raise more from the market.

 

Conclusion -Recapitalization will 
going into an election year. The government is keen to free up the banks from restrictions on 
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Why ‘calibrated tightening’? 
The prices of several food items are at “unusually low levels” and the prices of volatile 
perishable items might see a sudden reversal. 
The crude oil prices might climb up in case of geopolitical tensions or any decis

ahead inflation expectations remain elevated and unchanged from 

Fiscal slippages risk impacting the inflation outlook, heightening market volatility
crowding out private investment. 
Instead, this may be an opportune time to bolster macroeconomic fundamentals through

ADDITIONAL ₹41,000 CRORE TO RECAPITALISE

The govt has moved a proposal in Parliament for an additional ₹41,000 crore to recapitalise 
, over and above the already budgeted ₹65,000 crore. 

If approved by the House, this would take the total recapitalisation package for the current 
₹1,06,000 crore, of which the govt plans to utilise ₹83,000 crore over the 

remaining portion of the year. 

Use of the enhanced provision - 
regulatory capital norms. 

Helping banks currently under the Prompt 
(PCA) framework to come out of it 

by improving their capital to risk-weighted asset 
to 9%, their capital conservation 

buffers to 1.875% and reduce their net NPAs to 6%. 
PCA banks that are in danger of 

into the PCA framework.  
regulatory and growth capital to banks that 

. (Example: VijayaBank, 
Bank of Baroda to be merged 

 
₹2.11 lakh crore capitalisation plan in October 2017, of which ₹1.35 

lakh was to be raised through recapitalisation bonds and the remaining was to be raised by the 
banks either through the market or the sale of non-core assets. So far, the banks have raised 
₹24,400 crore and have received all approvals to raise more from the market.

Recapitalization will help banks boost lending and stimulate economic activity 
The government is keen to free up the banks from restrictions on 
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low levels” and the prices of volatile 

The crude oil prices might climb up in case of geopolitical tensions or any decision by OPEC 

d and unchanged from 

heightening market volatility and 

Instead, this may be an opportune time to bolster macroeconomic fundamentals through fiscal 

RORE TO RECAPITALISE BANKS 

₹41,000 crore to recapitalise 
 

this would take the total recapitalisation package for the current 
₹1,06,000 crore, of which the govt plans to utilise ₹83,000 crore over the 

₹2.11 lakh crore capitalisation plan in October 2017, of which ₹1.35 
lakh was to be raised through recapitalisation bonds and the remaining was to be raised by the 

core assets. So far, the banks have raised 
₹24,400 crore and have received all approvals to raise more from the market. 

help banks boost lending and stimulate economic activity 
The government is keen to free up the banks from restrictions on 
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lending. However, the government should rather prudently support the ones that are on the 
recovery path.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19. WIDENING CURRENT A
 

What is the news?  
 Current account deficit (CAD) widened to 2.9% of GDP for the July

higher trade deficit compared with 1.1% during the same period of the previous year.
 The deficit for the second quarter was $19.1 billion compared with $6.9 billion in the year

earlier period.  
 The CAD for the April-June quarter wa
 

Reasons for the widening CAD 
 Increase in the trade deficit, which jumped to $50

$32.5bn a year ago, due to a higher import bill. 
 Sharp rise in oil prices. (Now prices have corrected 31% from peak levels.) 
 Exports picked up after rupee weakened against the 

dollar.  
Arresting rupee fall - 
 The RBI had intervened in the currency market by selling 

dollars to arrest the sharp fall in r
 In 2018 till October, the 

against the dollar but reversed trend in Novem
prices softened. 

 Latest data showed foreign exchange reserves increased
by  
$ 932.8mn to $393.718bn in the week to November 30.

 Overall, the country’s balance of payments was a 
depletion of $1.9 billion in the July
billion in the year ago period.

 
India’s heavy import dependence: 
There is the threat of price volatility faced by heavy importers of oil.

Image source: the Hindu

Government’s comprehensive 4R’s approach
banking: 
 Recognition of restructured standard assets as NPAs was initiated with Asset Quality Review in 2015 and with 

discontinuation of restructuring schemes this year, the recognition exercise is nearly over with such
the peak of 7.0% in March 2015 to 0.59% as of September 2018.

 Resolution process has been strengthened by changing the creditor
of wilful defaulters and connected persons, which has r

 Recapitalisation, under which, with today’s decision, total mobilisation of capital in PSBs since commencement of 
clean-up in 2015-16 is slated to be over Rs. 3,00,000 crore.

 Reforms have accompanied recapitalisation i
root causes of poor asset quality and commits banks to clean lending and rolling out of next
by leveraging benefits of technology and formalisation of the econo
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lending. However, the government should rather prudently support the ones that are on the 

. WIDENING CURRENT ACCOUNT DEFICIT 

unt deficit (CAD) widened to 2.9% of GDP for the July-September quarter due to 
higher trade deficit compared with 1.1% during the same period of the previous year.
The deficit for the second quarter was $19.1 billion compared with $6.9 billion in the year

June quarter was 2.4% of GDP or $15.9 bn. 

Reasons for the widening CAD - 
, which jumped to $50bn in the September quarter as compared to 

bn a year ago, due to a higher import bill.  
. (Now prices have corrected 31% from peak levels.) 

after rupee weakened against the 

The RBI had intervened in the currency market by selling 
dollars to arrest the sharp fall in rupee.  
In 2018 till October, the rupee had weakened15% 
against the dollar but reversed trend in November as oil 

foreign exchange reserves increased 

bn in the week to November 30. 
balance of payments was a 

of $1.9 billion in the July-September quarter as compared with an accretion of $9.5 
billion in the year ago period. 

India’s heavy import dependence: Medium to long-term risks to the external sector remain. 
is the threat of price volatility faced by heavy importers of oil. Unless India manages to 

Image source: the Hindu 

Government’s comprehensive 4R’s approach to strengthen PSBs and foster a culture of clean and responsible 

of restructured standard assets as NPAs was initiated with Asset Quality Review in 2015 and with 
discontinuation of restructuring schemes this year, the recognition exercise is nearly over with such
the peak of 7.0% in March 2015 to 0.59% as of September 2018. 

process has been strengthened by changing the creditor-debtor relationship through the 
of wilful defaulters and connected persons, which has resulted in record recovery this year.

, under which, with today’s decision, total mobilisation of capital in PSBs since commencement of 
16 is slated to be over Rs. 3,00,000 crore. 

have accompanied recapitalisation in the form of a comprehensive PSB Reforms Agenda that addresses the 
root causes of poor asset quality and commits banks to clean lending and rolling out of next
by leveraging benefits of technology and formalisation of the economy. 
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lending. However, the government should rather prudently support the ones that are on the 

September quarter due to 
higher trade deficit compared with 1.1% during the same period of the previous year. 
The deficit for the second quarter was $19.1 billion compared with $6.9 billion in the year-

er quarter as compared to 

. (Now prices have corrected 31% from peak levels.)  

September quarter as compared with an accretion of $9.5 

term risks to the external sector remain. 
Unless India manages to 

r a culture of clean and responsible 

of restructured standard assets as NPAs was initiated with Asset Quality Review in 2015 and with 
discontinuation of restructuring schemes this year, the recognition exercise is nearly over with such assets declining from 

debtor relationship through the IBC and debarment 
esulted in record recovery this year. 

, under which, with today’s decision, total mobilisation of capital in PSBs since commencement of 

n the form of a comprehensive PSB Reforms Agenda that addresses the 
root causes of poor asset quality and commits banks to clean lending and rolling out of next-generation banking services 
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diversify its energy base by tapping into local sources of energy
threat to economic stability. 
 
Concerns about the foreign capital inf
world: 
A widening CAD per se should not be a cause for worry as long as foreign capital inflows into 
the economy are brisk enough to fund its huge import needs. The trouble arises when foreign 
inflows dry up and restrict the ability to purchase essential imports. So as liquidity conditions 
continue to tighten across the world, India’s heavy import dep
Following global cue, the RBI will be forced to tighten its own policy sta
investment capital and defend the rupee. This will impact domes
 
What lies ahead?   
The major factor that was behind the phenomenon has abated; global oil prices have dropped 
sharply since early October. Brent crude is down almost 30% from the high it reached in early 
October. So the size of the deficit is likely to come down 
What are the long term solutions? 
 Govt should implement proper structural reforms to boost export

through means other than capital inflows.
 Ending the over-reliance on imported oil.

 
20. CENTRE TIGHTENS RU

 
What is the news?  
 The DIPP’s clarification on the 

Policy Circular 2017has barr
companiesfrom selling products sourced from firms in 
which they have stake in or control over.

 The rules, from February 1, 2019
retailers from selling goods exclusively on their 
platforms.  

 100% FDI under automatic route is p
marketplace model of e-commerce.

 FDI is not permitted in inventory
commerce. 

 E-commerce entity providing a marketplace will not 
exercise ownership or control over
be sold. 

 Such an ownership or control over th
model. 

 Any vendor who purchases 25% or more of its inventory from an e
will be considered to be controlled by that e
selling on its portal. The provision seeks to deny control by the marketplace entity over 
vendors.  
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diversify its energy base by tapping into local sources of energy, this will remain a perennial 

Concerns about the foreign capital inflows amid tightening liquidity conditions across the 

per se should not be a cause for worry as long as foreign capital inflows into 
the economy are brisk enough to fund its huge import needs. The trouble arises when foreign 

y up and restrict the ability to purchase essential imports. So as liquidity conditions 
continue to tighten across the world, India’s heavy import dependence is a cause for concern.
Following global cue, the RBI will be forced to tighten its own policy sta
investment capital and defend the rupee. This will impact domestic economic growth negatively.

The major factor that was behind the phenomenon has abated; global oil prices have dropped 
. Brent crude is down almost 30% from the high it reached in early 

October. So the size of the deficit is likely to come down in the quarter ending December.
What are the long term solutions?  

Govt should implement proper structural reforms to boost exports, thus helping fund imports 
ans other than capital inflows. 

reliance on imported oil. 

. CENTRE TIGHTENS RULES FOR SELLING ONLINE 

clarification on the Consolidated FDI 
has barred e-commerce 

companiesfrom selling products sourced from firms in 
which they have stake in or control over. 

February 1, 2019, also bar online 
retailers from selling goods exclusively on their 

100% FDI under automatic route is permitted in 
commerce. 

FDI is not permitted in inventory-based model of e-

commerce entity providing a marketplace will not 
exercise ownership or control over goods purported to 

Such an ownership or control over the inventory will render the business into inventory

Any vendor who purchases 25% or more of its inventory from an e-commerce group company 
will be considered to be controlled by that e-commerce company, and thereby barred from 

ortal. The provision seeks to deny control by the marketplace entity over 

What is the inventory
model of e-
inventory of goods and services is 
owned by the e
and sold to consumers directly. 
 
What is the marketplace model 
of e-commerce? 
commerce comp
provides an information 
technology platform 
as a facilitator bet
and the seller.
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, this will remain a perennial 

ty conditions across the 

per se should not be a cause for worry as long as foreign capital inflows into 
the economy are brisk enough to fund its huge import needs. The trouble arises when foreign 

y up and restrict the ability to purchase essential imports. So as liquidity conditions 
endence is a cause for concern. 

Following global cue, the RBI will be forced to tighten its own policy stance in order to retain 
tic economic growth negatively. 

The major factor that was behind the phenomenon has abated; global oil prices have dropped 
. Brent crude is down almost 30% from the high it reached in early 

in the quarter ending December. 

s, thus helping fund imports 

ess into inventory-based 

commerce group company 
commerce company, and thereby barred from 

ortal. The provision seeks to deny control by the marketplace entity over 

What is the inventory-based 
-commerce? when the 

inventory of goods and services is 
owned by the e-commerce entity 
and sold to consumers directly.  

What is the marketplace model 
commerce? when an e-

commerce company simply 
provides an information 
technology platform in order to act 
as a facilitator between the buyer 
and the seller. 
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 From the point of view of the vendor too, an entity with equity stake owned by an e
marketplace entity or its group companies, or having control on its inventory b
marketplace entity or its group companies, will not be permitted to sell its products on the 
platform run by such marketplace entity.

What led to the clarification?
 The large e-commerce companies such as Amazon and Flipkart, while not owning i

themselves, have been providing a platform for their group companies such as CloudTail and 
WS Retail respectively.  

 Some see this as skewing the playing field, especially if these vendors enjoyed special 
incentives from the e-commerce firm, over o

 These controlled or owned vendors may then be able to offer discounts to customers that 
competitors may not be able to match.

 
The impact of the clarification
 The group companies and affiliates of the biggest e

Flipkart. 
 These include Cloud Tail, WS Retail, Myntra and private label brands such as Amazon Basics 

and Flipkart’s MarQ and to some extent the private label business of online marketplace 
operator ShopClues will be affected.

 The shareholding structures 
soon have to change. Compliance with the rules would mean a change in the 
marketplaces invest in.  

 Both online and offline traders in the country will now be able to sell their goods on
commerce platforms in a transparent manner. Small vendors on e
be discriminated against in favour of vendors in which e

 The Govt’s move is seen as a strategy to give large and small local reta
country a leg up, ahead of the genera

 Industry watchers say that the norms, which are seen as helping protect domestic players, 
would not only help online marketplace players such as Snapdeal, and Pay
large local companies such as Reliance that are eyeing a share of the e
country. 

 The provision might hurt start
minor equity stakes being held by the e

 
 
 

 Cloudtail India is an example of a seller in which a marketplace platf
 Among the largest sellers on the Amazon India online platform, the entity is owned by Prione Business Services, which is a 

JV between Amazon and Infosys co-founder Narayana Murthy’s Catamaran Ventures.
₹7,150 revenue for the financial year 2017

 Amazon also has investments in offline retailer Shoppers Stop and was in talks t
 WS Retail, which was initially controlled by Flipkart founde

seller for Flipkart. But in August, it reportedly stopped selling on the platform.
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From the point of view of the vendor too, an entity with equity stake owned by an e
marketplace entity or its group companies, or having control on its inventory b
marketplace entity or its group companies, will not be permitted to sell its products on the 
platform run by such marketplace entity. 

What led to the clarification? 
commerce companies such as Amazon and Flipkart, while not owning i

themselves, have been providing a platform for their group companies such as CloudTail and 

Some see this as skewing the playing field, especially if these vendors enjoyed special 
commerce firm, over others. 

These controlled or owned vendors may then be able to offer discounts to customers that 
competitors may not be able to match. 

the clarification- 
The group companies and affiliates of the biggest e-commerce platforms, Amazon and 

, WS Retail, Myntra and private label brands such as Amazon Basics 
and Flipkart’s MarQ and to some extent the private label business of online marketplace 
operator ShopClues will be affected. 

shareholding structures as well as business models of entities that sell goods online may 
soon have to change. Compliance with the rules would mean a change in the 

Both online and offline traders in the country will now be able to sell their goods on
commerce platforms in a transparent manner. Small vendors on e-commerce websites will not 
be discriminated against in favour of vendors in which e-commerce companies have a stake. 
The Govt’s move is seen as a strategy to give large and small local reta
country a leg up, ahead of the general elections scheduled for 2019. 
Industry watchers say that the norms, which are seen as helping protect domestic players, 
would not only help online marketplace players such as Snapdeal, and Pay
large local companies such as Reliance that are eyeing a share of the e-commerce market in the 

The provision might hurt start-ups, since many of these will be barred from selling due to 
minor equity stakes being held by the e-commerce companies. 

Cases 
Cloudtail India is an example of a seller in which a marketplace platform has an investment interest.

on the Amazon India online platform, the entity is owned by Prione Business Services, which is a 
founder Narayana Murthy’s Catamaran Ventures. Cloudtail reported revenue of about 

₹7,150 revenue for the financial year 2017-2018. 
Amazon also has investments in offline retailer Shoppers Stop and was in talks to buy a stake in Future Retail.
WS Retail, which was initially controlled by Flipkart founders Binny Bansal and Sachin Bansal, was also an exclusive 
seller for Flipkart. But in August, it reportedly stopped selling on the platform. 
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From the point of view of the vendor too, an entity with equity stake owned by an e-commerce 
marketplace entity or its group companies, or having control on its inventory by e-commerce 
marketplace entity or its group companies, will not be permitted to sell its products on the 

commerce companies such as Amazon and Flipkart, while not owning inventory 
themselves, have been providing a platform for their group companies such as CloudTail and 

Some see this as skewing the playing field, especially if these vendors enjoyed special 

These controlled or owned vendors may then be able to offer discounts to customers that 

commerce platforms, Amazon and 

, WS Retail, Myntra and private label brands such as Amazon Basics 
and Flipkart’s MarQ and to some extent the private label business of online marketplace 

of entities that sell goods online may 
soon have to change. Compliance with the rules would mean a change in the channels that 

Both online and offline traders in the country will now be able to sell their goods on e-
commerce websites will not 

commerce companies have a stake.  
The Govt’s move is seen as a strategy to give large and small local retailers and traders in the 

Industry watchers say that the norms, which are seen as helping protect domestic players, 
would not only help online marketplace players such as Snapdeal, and Paytm Mall but also 

commerce market in the 

ups, since many of these will be barred from selling due to 

orm has an investment interest. 
on the Amazon India online platform, the entity is owned by Prione Business Services, which is a 

loudtail reported revenue of about 

o buy a stake in Future Retail. 
rs Binny Bansal and Sachin Bansal, was also an exclusive 
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21. BOGIBEEL BRIDGE 

 
What is the news?  
 PM inaugurated the 4.94 km 

India’s longest rail-cum-road span, across the 
Brahmaputra. 

 The ₹5,920 crore bridge 
district on the river’s south bank in Assam to 
Dhemaji district on the north bank.

 PMalso flagged off the Intercity Express 
between Tinsukia in Assam and Naharlagun in 
Arunachal Pradesh, the first train across the 
bridge. 

 The project was conceived by the 
Technical Economic Services in 1973
Deve Gowda in January 1997.

 However, the actual work was initi
Vajpayee. 

 
Features of the bridge -  
 Unlike a normal steel bridge, it 

that are normally used in a steel bridge require periodic replacement due to shear failure over 
traffic loads. In the Bogibeel bridge, 
connection between componen
is India’s first fully
bridge.  

 120 engineers and 300 welders were 
mobilised from different parts of 
India to build India’s longest rail
cum-road bridge across the 
Brahmaputra in Assam
challenge with getting welders was 
that they had to be qualified as per 
European codes and welding 
standards. 

 
Benefits of the bridge – 
 The structure will help the Indian 

armed forces move men and 
material to Arunachal Pradesh in a 
faster manner.  

 It will improve the livelihoods of 
millions of people in Assam and 
Arunachal Pradesh 
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inaugurated the 4.94 km Bogibeel Bridge, 
road span, across the 

bridge connects Dibrugarh 
district on the river’s south bank in Assam to 

aji district on the north bank. 
also flagged off the Intercity Express 

between Tinsukia in Assam and Naharlagun in 
first train across the 

The project was conceived by the Rail India 
Technical Economic Services in 1973, and the foundation stone was laid by former 
Deve Gowda in January 1997.  
However, the actual work was initiated only in 2002 by the NDA, headed by Atal Bihari 

nlike a normal steel bridge, it did not require the use of a single nut or bolt
that are normally used in a steel bridge require periodic replacement due to shear failure over 
traffic loads. In the Bogibeel bridge, construction of trusses using welding 
connection between components a permanent one, eliminating the above failures. The structure 

India’s first fully-welded 

120 engineers and 300 welders were 
mobilised from different parts of 

India’s longest rail-
road bridge across the 

am. The 
challenge with getting welders was 
that they had to be qualified as per 
European codes and welding 

help the Indian 
move men and 

material to Arunachal Pradesh in a 

It will improve the livelihoods of 
millions of people in Assam and 
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the foundation stone was laid by former PM H.D. 

headed by Atal Bihari 

of a single nut or bolt. Bolts and rivets 
that are normally used in a steel bridge require periodic replacement due to shear failure over 

construction of trusses using welding has made the 
ts a permanent one, eliminating the above failures. The structure 
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 It will also benefit the Indian Railways
Arunachal Pradesh by 600 km.

 
22. EASING COASTAL REG

 
What is the news?  
 The Union Cabinet has approved the 

various norms including the clearance of projects or activities falling in the Coastal Regulation 
Zone, allowing for greater use of coastal areas for 

 The Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change constituted a Committee in June 2014 
under the Chairmanship of 
Coastal States/UTs and other stakeholders f
Notification, 2011. 

 The Shailesh Nayak Committee
recommendations were further examined in consultation with MPs of Coastal States and UTs 
and other concerned Ministri
After receiving public comment, the govt approved the 
Coastal Regulation Zone Notification 2018

 
What are the changes? 
(i) Allowing FSI as per current norms in CRZ areas:

per CRZ 2011 Notification
Space Index (FSI) or the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) had 
been frozen as per 1991 Development Control Regulation 
(DCR) levels. In the CRZ, 2018 Notification, it has been 
decided to de-freeze the same and permit FSI for 
construction projects, as prevailing on the date of the new 
Notification. This will enable redevelopment of these 
areas to meet the emerging needs.

(ii) Densely populated rural areas to be afforded greater 
opportunity for development:
areas, two separate categories have now been stipulated 
as below: 
a. CRZ-III A - These are densely populated rural areas 

with a population density of 2161 per square 
kilometre as per 2011 Census. Such areas shall have a 
No Development Zone (NDZ) of 50 meters
HTL as against 200 meters from the High Tide Line 
stipulated in the CRZ Notification 
areas have similar characteristics as urban areas.

(b)  CRZ-III B - Rural areas with population density of 
below 2161 per square kilometre as per 2011 Census. Such 
areas shall continue to have an NDZ of 200 mete
HTL. 
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benefit the Indian Railways, as it will help reduce the distance between Assam and 
Arunachal Pradesh by 600 km. 

. EASING COASTAL REGULATION ZONE NORMS 

The Union Cabinet has approved the CRZ Notification 2018,aimed at providing relaxation in 
various norms including the clearance of projects or activities falling in the Coastal Regulation 

allowing for greater use of coastal areas for tourism and industrial growth
The Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change constituted a Committee in June 2014 
under the Chairmanship of Dr. Shailesh Nayak to examine the various issues and concerns of 
Coastal States/UTs and other stakeholders for recommending appropriate changes in the CRZ 

The Shailesh Nayak Committee submitted its recommendations in 2015. The 
recommendations were further examined in consultation with MPs of Coastal States and UTs 
and other concerned Ministries of Govt. 
After receiving public comment, the govt approved the 
Coastal Regulation Zone Notification 2018. 

Allowing FSI as per current norms in CRZ areas: As 
per CRZ 2011 Notification for CRZ-II Urban areas, Floor 

or the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) had 
been frozen as per 1991 Development Control Regulation 
(DCR) levels. In the CRZ, 2018 Notification, it has been 

the same and permit FSI for 
construction projects, as prevailing on the date of the new 
Notification. This will enable redevelopment of these 
areas to meet the emerging needs. 
Densely populated rural areas to be afforded greater 
opportunity for development: For CRZ-III (Rural) 
areas, two separate categories have now been stipulated 

These are densely populated rural areas 
with a population density of 2161 per square 
kilometre as per 2011 Census. Such areas shall have a 
No Development Zone (NDZ) of 50 meters from the 
HTL as against 200 meters from the High Tide Line 

ated in the CRZ Notification 2011 since such 
areas have similar characteristics as urban areas. 

Rural areas with population density of 
below 2161 per square kilometre as per 2011 Census. Such 
areas shall continue to have an NDZ of 200 meters from the 

  

CRZ-I: 
areas and are essential in 
maintaining the ecosystem of the 
coast. They lie between 
high tide line. Exploration of 
natural gas and extraction of salt 
are permitted

CRZ-II: 
developed u
shoreline. 
structures are not allowed to 
construct in this zone.

CRZ-III: 
undisturbed and include rural 
and urban localities which fall 
outside the 1 and 2. Only certain 
activities related to agriculture 
even some public facilities are 
allowed in this zone

CRZ-IV: 
Low Tide Line and 12 nautical 
miles seaward. Fishing and 
allied activities are permitted in 
this zone. Solid waste should be 
let off in this zone. This zone 
has been changed from 1991 
notification, which covered 
coastal stretches in islands of 
Andaman & Nicobar and 
Lakshadweep
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, as it will help reduce the distance between Assam and 

,aimed at providing relaxation in 
various norms including the clearance of projects or activities falling in the Coastal Regulation 

tourism and industrial growth.  
The Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change constituted a Committee in June 2014 

to examine the various issues and concerns of 
or recommending appropriate changes in the CRZ 

submitted its recommendations in 2015. The 
recommendations were further examined in consultation with MPs of Coastal States and UTs 

I: Ecologically sensitive 
areas and are essential in 
maintaining the ecosystem of the 
coast. They lie between low and 
high tide line. Exploration of 
natural gas and extraction of salt 
are permitted. 

II: the areas that have been 
developed up to or close to the 
shoreline. Unauthorised 
structures are not allowed to 
construct in this zone. 

III: Areas that are relatively 
undisturbed and include rural 
and urban localities which fall 
outside the 1 and 2. Only certain 
activities related to agriculture 
even some public facilities are 
allowed in this zone 

IV: area covered between 
Low Tide Line and 12 nautical 

es seaward. Fishing and 
allied activities are permitted in 
this zone. Solid waste should be 
let off in this zone. This zone 
has been changed from 1991 
notification, which covered 
coastal stretches in islands of 
Andaman & Nicobar and 
Lakshadweep. 
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(iii) Tourism infrastructure for basic amenities to be promoted:
such as shacks, toilet blocks, change rooms, drinking water facilities etc. have now been 
permitted in Beaches. Such temporary tourism facilities are
Development Zone" (NDZ) of the CRZ
minimum distance of 10m from HTL should be maintained for setting up of such facilities.

(iv) CRZ Clearances streamlined:
Only such projects/activities, which are located in the 
and CRZ IV (area covered between Low Tide Line and 12 Nautical Miles seaward) shall be 
dealt with for CRZ clearance by the Ministry of
The powers for clearances with respect to CRZ
level with necessary guidance.

(v) A No Development Zone
islands close to the main land coast and for all Backwater Islands in the main land, in wake 
of space limitations and unique geography of such regions, bringing uniformity in treatment 
of such regions, NDZ of 20 m

(vi) All Ecologically Sensitive Areas 
guidelines related to their conservation and management plans have been drawn up as a part 
of the CRZ Notification. 

(vii) Pollution 
abatement 
has been 
accorded 
special 
focus: In 
order to 
address 
pollution in 
Coastal 
areas 
treatment 
facilities 
have been 
made 
permissible 
activities in 
CRZ-I B 
area subject 
to necessary safeguards. 

(viii) Defence and strategic projects have been accorded necessary dispensation.
 
Benefits - 
 The proposed CRZ Notification

thereby promoting economic growth while also respecting the conservation principles of 
coastal regions.  
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Tourism infrastructure for basic amenities to be promoted: Temporary tourism facilities
such as shacks, toilet blocks, change rooms, drinking water facilities etc. have now been 
permitted in Beaches. Such temporary tourism facilities are also now permissible in the "

" (NDZ) of the CRZ-III areasas per the Notification. However, a 
minimum distance of 10m from HTL should be maintained for setting up of such facilities.
CRZ Clearances streamlined: The procedure for CRZ clearances has been streamlined. 
Only such projects/activities, which are located in the CRZ-I (Ecologically Sensitive Areas) 

(area covered between Low Tide Line and 12 Nautical Miles seaward) shall be 
dealt with for CRZ clearance by the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change. 
The powers for clearances with respect to CRZ-II and III have been delegated at the State 
level with necessary guidance. 
A No Development Zone (NDZ) of 20 meters has been stipulated for all Islands:

e to the main land coast and for all Backwater Islands in the main land, in wake 
of space limitations and unique geography of such regions, bringing uniformity in treatment 

NDZ of 20 m has been stipulated. 
All Ecologically Sensitive Areas have been accorded special importance:
guidelines related to their conservation and management plans have been drawn up as a part 

Defence and strategic projects have been accorded necessary dispensation.

The proposed CRZ Notification 2018 will lead to enhanced activities in the coastal regions
thereby promoting economic growth while also respecting the conservation principles of 
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Temporary tourism facilities 
such as shacks, toilet blocks, change rooms, drinking water facilities etc. have now been 

also now permissible in the "No 
as per the Notification. However, a 

minimum distance of 10m from HTL should be maintained for setting up of such facilities. 
rances has been streamlined. 

(Ecologically Sensitive Areas) 
(area covered between Low Tide Line and 12 Nautical Miles seaward) shall be 

Environment, Forest and Climate Change. 
II and III have been delegated at the State 

of 20 meters has been stipulated for all Islands: For 
e to the main land coast and for all Backwater Islands in the main land, in wake 

of space limitations and unique geography of such regions, bringing uniformity in treatment 

have been accorded special importance: Specific 
guidelines related to their conservation and management plans have been drawn up as a part 

Defence and strategic projects have been accorded necessary dispensation.   

anced activities in the coastal regions 
thereby promoting economic growth while also respecting the conservation principles of 
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 The changes brought about in the CRZ Notification will further add to creating additional 
opportunities for affordable housing
people at large looking for shelter. 

 It will not only result in significant employment
value to the economy of India.

 The new Notification will boost tourism
activities, more infrastructure
will certainly go a long way in creating employment 
opportunities in various aspects of tourism.

 The new notification is expected to 
coastal areas while reducing their vulnerabilities

 
 
22. GST RATE CUTS 

 
What is the news?  
 The GST Council cut rates on 17 items and 

services during its 31st meeting on 
leaving only 28 item in the 28% bracket (sin goods rate 
bracket), which include cement and auto components. 
(Cement yields ₹13,000 crore in GST and auto parts 
another ₹20,000 crore). 

 7 items that saw tax rates being slashed from the 28% 
bracket are certain vehicle parts used in agriculture, 
monitors and TVs up to 32 inches, ret
banks, digital cameras, videogame consoles (all from 28% 
to 18%), and parts and accessories for the carriages for 
disabled persons (from 28% to 5%).

 GST rate on cinema ticketsabove 
to 18% and on tickets up to ₹100 

 Four items, mainly to do with cork, saw their tax rates cut 
from 18% to 12% and 5%. Another four items saw rates 
cut from 12%, to 5%. 

 A Group of Ministers, in consultation with the National 
Institute of Public Finance and Policy (NIPFP), w
the revenue data from the available portions of the first 
two years of GST and submit its analysis to the Council. 

 Services supplied by banks to 
Deposit account holders under the Jan Dhan Yojana will 
not attract GST.  

 Air travel of pilgrims by non
being facilitated by the govt under bilateral arrangements 
will attract a lower GST rate of 5

 5% would be levied on renewable energy devices and 
parts for their manufacture. 
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The changes brought about in the CRZ Notification will further add to creating additional 
ordable housing. This will benefit not only the housing sector but the 

people at large looking for shelter.  
significant employment generation but also to 

to the economy of India.  
boost tourism in terms of more 

infrastructure and more opportunities and 
will certainly go a long way in creating employment 
opportunities in various aspects of tourism. 
The new notification is expected to rejuvenate the 

while reducing their vulnerabilities. 

Council cut rates on 17 items and 6 types of 
services during its 31st meeting on 22nd December, 
leaving only 28 item in the 28% bracket (sin goods rate 

nclude cement and auto components. 
₹13,000 crore in GST and auto parts 

items that saw tax rates being slashed from the 28% 
certain vehicle parts used in agriculture, 

monitors and TVs up to 32 inches, retreated tyres, power 
banks, digital cameras, videogame consoles (all from 28% 
to 18%), and parts and accessories for the carriages for 
disabled persons (from 28% to 5%). 

above ₹100 was cut from 28% 
₹100 from 18% to 12%. 

Four items, mainly to do with cork, saw their tax rates cut 
from 18% to 12% and 5%. Another four items saw rates 

, in consultation with the National 
Institute of Public Finance and Policy (NIPFP), will study 
the revenue data from the available portions of the first 
two years of GST and submit its analysis to the Council.  
Services supplied by banks to Basic Savings Bank 

account holders under the Jan Dhan Yojana will 

l of pilgrims by non-scheduled/charter operations 
being facilitated by the govt under bilateral arrangements 
will attract a lower GST rate of 5%. 
5% would be levied on renewable energy devices and 

 

Background of GST 
 The GST

July 2017.
 It came after 17 years of gruelling 

negotiations between political 
parties and states and industry.

 However, the GST is far from 
perfect and much more complex 
compared to
of the c
most two rates. In contrast, the 
Indian GST has 

 Any revision in GST rates will have 
to be approved by the
Council, comprising central and 
state finance ministers and finance 
ministry officials.

 
GST Council 
 The GST Council is a joint forum 

of the Centre and the States, and 
consists of the following members

 Union Finance Minister
Chairperson

 Union Minister of State
of Revenue, 
Member

 The Minister In
Finance or Taxat
Minister 
Government

 The Constitution 101
Act2016
decision of the GST Council shall 
be taken at its meeting by a 
majority of not less than 3/4th of 
the weighted votes of 
present and voting.

 The vote of the Central Govt shall 
have a weightage of 1/3rd of the 
votes cast. The
Govts taken together shall have a 
weightage of 2/3rd of the total 
votes cast in that meeting.

 1/2 of the total number of me
of the GST Council shall constitute 
the quorum at its meeting.
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The changes brought about in the CRZ Notification will further add to creating additional 
. This will benefit not only the housing sector but the 

but also to better life and add 

und of GST - 
The GST was implemented on 1st 

2017. 
It came after 17 years of gruelling 
negotiations between political 
parties and states and industry. 
However, the GST is far from 
perfect and much more complex 
compared to other countries. Most 

ountries have a single or at 
most two rates. In contrast, the 
Indian GST has 6 rates of taxation. 
Any revision in GST rates will have 
to be approved by the GST 
Council, comprising central and 
state finance ministers and finance 
ministry officials. 

ncil - 
The GST Council is a joint forum 
of the Centre and the States, and 
consists of the following members- 
Union Finance Minister-
Chairperson 
Union Minister of State, in-charge 
of Revenue, Min. of Finance-
Member 

Minister In-charge of 
Finance or Taxation or any other 
Minister nominated by each State 
Government- Members 
The Constitution 101st Amendment 
Act2016 provides that every 
decision of the GST Council shall 
be taken at its meeting by a 
majority of not less than 3/4th of 
the weighted votes of the Members 
present and voting. 
The vote of the Central Govt shall 
have a weightage of 1/3rd of the 

cast. The votes of all the State 
Govts taken together shall have a 
weightage of 2/3rd of the total 
votes cast in that meeting. 

of the total number of members 
of the GST Council shall constitute 
the quorum at its meeting. 
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 A single, fungible e-cash ledg
credits available under Central GST can

 The Council also decided to 
30, 2019. 

 
Setting up of Centralised ARA:
 The GST Council has decided to create a 

will provide a ruling in such cases.
 At the moment, each State has an ARA that can issue a ruling on any issue pertaining to GST

rates and their applicability. 
 Often, different ARAs deliver conflicting judgements.
 The Centralized Appellate Authority would aid in resolving the worries of taxpayers present 

pan-India in cases of varied rulings in different states.
 
Why GST rationalisation is needed?
 Traders need a simpler filing system

flows.  
 Consumers are yet to get a 

category.  
 The original rates were neither thought

Council’s decision to reduce the 28% levied on disabled persons’ carriage parts and accessories 
to 5%.  

 
Conclusion:  
 GST has been India’s biggest indirect tax overhaul.

rates as well as slabs, will increase the total volume of tax collected significantly by taking 
measures against tax evasion and expanding the tax net. Hence, it is a step in the right 
direction. 

 However, revenue and optics considerations ahead of the elect
in rate setting than the nature of the goods or services to be taxed. The pressure groups should 
not get the impression that the rates can be altered by lobbying and efforts should be made to 
create a predictable, simple an

 
23. GOVT. UNEARTHS GST

 
What is the news?  
 The govt has detected 3,196 cases of 

financial year up to November 2018.
 Of this, an amount of ₹7,909.96 crore has been recovered between Apr
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cash ledger has been proposed to replace the present system in which 
credits available under Central GST can’t be set off against State GST dues.
The Council also decided to extend the due date for the filing of the GST annual returns to June 

of Centralised ARA: 
The GST Council has decided to create a Centralised Advance Ruling Authority
will provide a ruling in such cases. 
At the moment, each State has an ARA that can issue a ruling on any issue pertaining to GST

 
deliver conflicting judgements. 

The Centralized Appellate Authority would aid in resolving the worries of taxpayers present 
India in cases of varied rulings in different states. 

Why GST rationalisation is needed? 
simpler filing system, faster refunds and other mechanisms to ease their cash 

Consumers are yet to get a clear definition of what qualifies as a good or service for the ‘sin’ 

neither thought-through nor reviewed prudently
Council’s decision to reduce the 28% levied on disabled persons’ carriage parts and accessories 

India’s biggest indirect tax overhaul. GST Council’s capacity to rationalise tax 
ates as well as slabs, will increase the total volume of tax collected significantly by taking 

measures against tax evasion and expanding the tax net. Hence, it is a step in the right 

However, revenue and optics considerations ahead of the elections seem to have a greater role 
in rate setting than the nature of the goods or services to be taxed. The pressure groups should 
not get the impression that the rates can be altered by lobbying and efforts should be made to 
create a predictable, simple and stable tax regime. 

. GOVT. UNEARTHS GST EVASIONS OF ₹12,766 CR. 

The govt has detected 3,196 cases of GST evasion amounting to ₹12,766.85 crore in this 
financial year up to November 2018. 

₹7,909.96 crore has been recovered between April and November 2018.
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er has been proposed to replace the present system in which 
set off against State GST dues. 

extend the due date for the filing of the GST annual returns to June 

Centralised Advance Ruling Authority (ARAs) that 

At the moment, each State has an ARA that can issue a ruling on any issue pertaining to GST 

The Centralized Appellate Authority would aid in resolving the worries of taxpayers present 

, faster refunds and other mechanisms to ease their cash 

of what qualifies as a good or service for the ‘sin’ 

r reviewed prudently, is apparent with the 
Council’s decision to reduce the 28% levied on disabled persons’ carriage parts and accessories 

GST Council’s capacity to rationalise tax 
ates as well as slabs, will increase the total volume of tax collected significantly by taking 

measures against tax evasion and expanding the tax net. Hence, it is a step in the right 

ions seem to have a greater role 
in rate setting than the nature of the goods or services to be taxed. The pressure groups should 
not get the impression that the rates can be altered by lobbying and efforts should be made to 

₹12,766.85 crore in this 

il and November 2018. 
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Steps taken by the government to detect evasion:
 E-waybills system 
 Systematic data analysis 
 Setting up of the Directorate General (Analytics and Risk Management).
 
This could be the reason for the spurt in cases detected in this 
year. 
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he government to detect evasion: 

Setting up of the Directorate General (Analytics and Risk Management). 

This could be the reason for the spurt in cases detected in this financial year compared with last 
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financial year compared with last 
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1,205 cases of evasion, involving 
was implemented) and July 2018.
 

24. RBI RESERVES RAT

News: A report by consultancy firm Quantum Advisors found
percentage of its balance 
highest in comparison to that
of 10 comparable economies
 
Details 

 The analysis compared the balance sheets of the 
central banks of BRICS countries, Fragile Five 
nations and three developed economies

 It found that the RBI’s reserves form
balance sheet. Only two central banks 
South Africa and Russia 
higher than this. 

 However, the bulk of these reserves are arising 
out of the revaluation of its assets

 For example, 100 billion 
70, will show a valuation gain when reported in INR terms. 

 All such gains are non-cash, notional and are shown 
as higher asset values and as revaluation reserves on 
the liabilities side. 

 These gains from the currency exchange movement will be booked and the cash realised only 
when the assets are sold. 

 Thus the RBI does not have very high free cash reserves that it can give back to the 
government. 
 
Suggested options for RBI
The report has suggested the following options for RBI if the government insists on transfers 
of reserves 

1. Sell its foreign bonds or government bonds, depending on how much the Centre asks for
This is risky as RBI’s remaining foreign exchange assets might not be enough to hand
next financial crisis and will be viewed 

2. Waive its rights over those bonds, thus reducing its asset holdings and reducing the 
government’s liabilities. Thus 
benefit of lower outstanding debt to that extent
 
RBI’s reserves 
RBI maintains two major types of reserves.

1. A revaluation fund  
 It has to be adjusted depending on the changes in the value of the dollar and gold 

portfolios. This is a standard accounting r
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Image Credit: The Hindu 

1,205 cases of evasion, involving ₹3,026 crore, were detected between July 2017 (when GST 
was implemented) and July 2018. 

24. RBI RESERVES RATIO 

report by consultancy firm Quantum Advisors found that 
percentage of its balance sheet is among the 

in comparison to that of the central banks 
of 10 comparable economies. 

The analysis compared the balance sheets of the 
BRICS countries, Fragile Five 

nations and three developed economies. 
reserves form 26.2% its 

two central banks — those of 
South Africa and Russia — have a reserve ratio 

However, the bulk of these reserves are arising 
out of the revaluation of its assets. 

 invested in 2010 at USD/INR of 45, valued today at USD/INR of 
gain when reported in INR terms.  

cash, notional and are shown 
as higher asset values and as revaluation reserves on 

gains from the currency exchange movement will be booked and the cash realised only 

the RBI does not have very high free cash reserves that it can give back to the 

Suggested options for RBI 
ted the following options for RBI if the government insists on transfers 

ell its foreign bonds or government bonds, depending on how much the Centre asks for
RBI’s remaining foreign exchange assets might not be enough to hand

and will be viewed negatively by foreign investors.
aive its rights over those bonds, thus reducing its asset holdings and reducing the 

Thus markets don’t get disrupted and the government gets a fisca
benefit of lower outstanding debt to that extent 

RBI maintains two major types of reserves. 

as to be adjusted depending on the changes in the value of the dollar and gold 
portfolios. This is a standard accounting requirement.  
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Image Credit: The Hindu  

₹3,026 crore, were detected between July 2017 (when GST 

that RBI's reserves as a 

invested in 2010 at USD/INR of 45, valued today at USD/INR of 

gains from the currency exchange movement will be booked and the cash realised only 

the RBI does not have very high free cash reserves that it can give back to the 

ted the following options for RBI if the government insists on transfers 

ell its foreign bonds or government bonds, depending on how much the Centre asks for. 
RBI’s remaining foreign exchange assets might not be enough to handle the 

. 
aive its rights over those bonds, thus reducing its asset holdings and reducing the 

markets don’t get disrupted and the government gets a fiscal 

as to be adjusted depending on the changes in the value of the dollar and gold 
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 A sharp depreciation of the rupee or a fall in international gold prices will eat into these 
reserves.  

 Most of the reserves that RBI holds are in the form of revaluation reserves. 
 They have moved in tandem with the increase in foreign exchan
 As a share of the RBI’s forex and gold reserves, revaluation reserves have declined 

slightly in recent years.
2. Contingency reserves 
 It is needed for the Indian central bank to conduct its usual functions.
 RBI's contingency funds have 

 Almost all the increase in RBI’s capital base in the post
fund rather than contingency reserves.

25. U K SINHA COMMIT

News: The RBI has appointed an eight
chairman U.K. Sinha to suggest long
sustainability of the MSME sector

 
Agenda of the committee

 Review the current institutional framework in p
 Study the impact of the recent economic reforms on the sector 
 Identify the structural problems affecting its growth
 Examine the factors affecting the timely and adequate availability of finance to the sector
 Study the global best practices with respect to MSMEs and rec
 Review the existing MSME focused policies and its impact on the sector 
 Propose measures for leveraging technology in ac
 The expert committee will submit its report by the end of June, 2019

 
MSME sector 

 They are called the “engines of growth” in India.
 Such enterprises contribute about 40% to India’s export and 45% in the manufacturing 

sector. 
 It also contributes around 8% to the GDP of India.
 It provides employment to a large number of people in 
 Support and Outreach initiative was one of the recent initiatives launched for the MSME 

sector. 

26. NANDAN NILEKANI 

News:The Reserve Bank of India has set up a committee headed by Nandan Nilekani, former 
chairman of the Unique Identificat
payments and enhance financial inclusion.
 
Details 

 The committee will review the existing status of digitisation of payments in the country, 
identify the current gaps in the ecosystem and suggest ways to

 It will also assess the current levels of digital payments in financial inclusion.
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A sharp depreciation of the rupee or a fall in international gold prices will eat into these 

Most of the reserves that RBI holds are in the form of revaluation reserves. 
They have moved in tandem with the increase in foreign exchange plus gold holdings. 
As a share of the RBI’s forex and gold reserves, revaluation reserves have declined 
slightly in recent years. 

needed for the Indian central bank to conduct its usual functions.
RBI's contingency funds have barely grown over the past years. 

lmost all the increase in RBI’s capital base in the post-crisis era is because of revaluation 
rather than contingency reserves. 

25. U K SINHA COMMITTEE 

RBI has appointed an eight-member expert committee hea
chairman U.K. Sinha to suggest long-term solutions for the economic and financial 

stainability of the MSME sector. 

Agenda of the committee 
eview the current institutional framework in place to support the MSME sector

t of the recent economic reforms on the sector  
l problems affecting its growth 

xamine the factors affecting the timely and adequate availability of finance to the sector
tudy the global best practices with respect to MSMEs and recommend its adoption in India
eview the existing MSME focused policies and its impact on the sector 
ropose measures for leveraging technology in accelerating growth of the sector

The expert committee will submit its report by the end of June, 2019. 

They are called the “engines of growth” in India. 
Such enterprises contribute about 40% to India’s export and 45% in the manufacturing 

It also contributes around 8% to the GDP of India. 
It provides employment to a large number of people in India. 
Support and Outreach initiative was one of the recent initiatives launched for the MSME 

26. NANDAN NILEKANI COMMITTEE 

The Reserve Bank of India has set up a committee headed by Nandan Nilekani, former 
chairman of the Unique Identification Authority of India, to encourage digitisation of 
payments and enhance financial inclusion. 

he committee will review the existing status of digitisation of payments in the country, 
identify the current gaps in the ecosystem and suggest ways to bridge them. 
It will also assess the current levels of digital payments in financial inclusion.
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A sharp depreciation of the rupee or a fall in international gold prices will eat into these 

Most of the reserves that RBI holds are in the form of revaluation reserves.  
ge plus gold holdings.  

As a share of the RBI’s forex and gold reserves, revaluation reserves have declined 

needed for the Indian central bank to conduct its usual functions. 

crisis era is because of revaluation 

member expert committee headed by former SEBI 
term solutions for the economic and financial 

lace to support the MSME sector 

xamine the factors affecting the timely and adequate availability of finance to the sector. 
ommend its adoption in India 

eview the existing MSME focused policies and its impact on the sector  
celerating growth of the sector 

Such enterprises contribute about 40% to India’s export and 45% in the manufacturing 

Support and Outreach initiative was one of the recent initiatives launched for the MSME 

The Reserve Bank of India has set up a committee headed by Nandan Nilekani, former 
ion Authority of India, to encourage digitisation of 

he committee will review the existing status of digitisation of payments in the country, 
bridge them.  

It will also assess the current levels of digital payments in financial inclusion. 
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 The five-member panel will also undertake cross
practices that can be adopted in our country to accelerate digitisation 
financial inclusion through greater use of digital payments.

 It will also suggest measures to strengthen the safety and security of digital payments as well 
as a medium term strategy for deepening of digital payments.

 The committee will submit its report within 90 days from the date of its first meeting.
 
Growth of digitalisation 

 India’s card payments increased 43% to 10.61 trillion rupees from the preceding year. 
 According to RBI data, (Unified Payments Interface) 

year-on-year to 1.01 trillion rupees
 Digital payments in India are expected to rise by five times to$1 trillion by 2023, according 

to Credit Suisse. 
 

Earlier committees 
 In 2016, a committee formed by the finance ministry under the chair

finance secretary Ratan Watal submitted its report on the status of digital payments and the 
way forward.  

 After demonetisation in November 2016, the government set up a panel to promote digital 
payments under the leadership of Andhra CM 

 An inter-ministerial committee for finalising amendments to the Payments and Settlement 
Systems Act submitted its report to the finance ministry in 2018.
 

27. TOKENISATION 

News:Reserve Bank of India released guidelines on tokenisation fo
transactions, including from debit and credit cards.
 
What is tokenisation? 

 It refers to replacement of actual card details with a unique alternate code called the ‘token’, 
which shall be unique for a combination of card, token requestor and

 Instead of using actual card details, this token is used to perform card transactions in 
contactless mode at point of sale(POS) terminals, quick response(QR) code payments.
 
Guidelines 

 Permission has been granted 
as near field communication (NFC), magnetic secure transmission (MST) based contactless 
transactions, in-app payments, QR code

 At present, tokenised card transaction facility would be offered thro
tablets only and will be extended to other devices later based on experience

 Tokenisation and de-tokenisation shall be performed only by the authorised card network and 
recovery of original Primary Account Number (PAN) should be feasi
card network only. 

 The request for tokenisation and de
available for retrieval. 

                                                                                                             https://w

member panel will also undertake cross-country analyses to identify the best 
practices that can be adopted in our country to accelerate digitisation 
financial inclusion through greater use of digital payments. 
It will also suggest measures to strengthen the safety and security of digital payments as well 
as a medium term strategy for deepening of digital payments. 

submit its report within 90 days from the date of its first meeting.

 
India’s card payments increased 43% to 10.61 trillion rupees from the preceding year. 

a, (Unified Payments Interface) UPI-based payments inc
year to 1.01 trillion rupees.  

Digital payments in India are expected to rise by five times to$1 trillion by 2023, according 

In 2016, a committee formed by the finance ministry under the chair
finance secretary Ratan Watal submitted its report on the status of digital payments and the 

After demonetisation in November 2016, the government set up a panel to promote digital 
payments under the leadership of Andhra CM Chandrababu Naidu. 

ministerial committee for finalising amendments to the Payments and Settlement 
Systems Act submitted its report to the finance ministry in 2018. 

Reserve Bank of India released guidelines on tokenisation fo
transactions, including from debit and credit cards. 

It refers to replacement of actual card details with a unique alternate code called the ‘token’, 
which shall be unique for a combination of card, token requestor and identified device.
Instead of using actual card details, this token is used to perform card transactions in 
contactless mode at point of sale(POS) terminals, quick response(QR) code payments.

has been granted to offer tokenised card transactions services to all channels such 
as near field communication (NFC), magnetic secure transmission (MST) based contactless 

ayments, QR code-based payments. 
At present, tokenised card transaction facility would be offered thro
tablets only and will be extended to other devices later based on experience

tokenisation shall be performed only by the authorised card network and 
recovery of original Primary Account Number (PAN) should be feasi

The request for tokenisation and de-tokenisation should be logged by the card network and 
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country analyses to identify the best 
practices that can be adopted in our country to accelerate digitisation of the economy and 

It will also suggest measures to strengthen the safety and security of digital payments as well 

submit its report within 90 days from the date of its first meeting. 

India’s card payments increased 43% to 10.61 trillion rupees from the preceding year.  
based payments increased 16 times 

Digital payments in India are expected to rise by five times to$1 trillion by 2023, according 

In 2016, a committee formed by the finance ministry under the chairmanship of former 
finance secretary Ratan Watal submitted its report on the status of digital payments and the 

After demonetisation in November 2016, the government set up a panel to promote digital 

ministerial committee for finalising amendments to the Payments and Settlement 

Reserve Bank of India released guidelines on tokenisation for various card 

It refers to replacement of actual card details with a unique alternate code called the ‘token’, 
identified device. 

Instead of using actual card details, this token is used to perform card transactions in 
contactless mode at point of sale(POS) terminals, quick response(QR) code payments. 

transactions services to all channels such 
as near field communication (NFC), magnetic secure transmission (MST) based contactless 

At present, tokenised card transaction facility would be offered through mobile phones or 
tablets only and will be extended to other devices later based on experience. 

tokenisation shall be performed only by the authorised card network and 
recovery of original Primary Account Number (PAN) should be feasible for the authorised 

tokenisation should be logged by the card network and 
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 A customer would not have to pay any charges for availing this service
 

Significance 
Providing card tokenisation services, authorised card payment networks shall put in place a 
mechanism for periodic system audit, at least annually, of all entities involved in providing 
card tokenisation services to customers.
 
Benefits 

 It increases safety and security of the payment system
to the website or merchant 

 Tokens are specific to a card, transaction and device.
merchant or anyone else fo

 Also more secure features 
and time of transactions to make it unusable for any purpose other than it is actually intended 
for. 
 

28. THE ECONOMIST’S DEMO

News: India was ranked at the 41
released recently. 
 
About the Index 

 The Economist’s Democracy Index 2018
(EIU). 

                                                                                                             https://w

A customer would not have to pay any charges for availing this service

Image Credit: Livemint 

roviding card tokenisation services, authorised card payment networks shall put in place a 
mechanism for periodic system audit, at least annually, of all entities involved in providing 
card tokenisation services to customers. 

safety and security of the payment system as the card information is not disclosed 
to the website or merchant being transacted with. 

okens are specific to a card, transaction and device. So, the token cannot be used by the 
merchant or anyone else for any other purpose than it was actually intended for
Also more secure features can be incorporated in a token to include other variables like value 
and time of transactions to make it unusable for any purpose other than it is actually intended 

THE ECONOMIST’S DEMOCRACY INDEX 2018 

was ranked at the 41st position in the Economist’s Democracy Index 2018

The Economist’s Democracy Index 2018 is released by the Economist Intelligence Unit 
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A customer would not have to pay any charges for availing this service. 

 

roviding card tokenisation services, authorised card payment networks shall put in place a 
mechanism for periodic system audit, at least annually, of all entities involved in providing 

card information is not disclosed 

the token cannot be used by the 
r any other purpose than it was actually intended for. 
can be incorporated in a token to include other variables like value 

and time of transactions to make it unusable for any purpose other than it is actually intended 

Economist’s Democracy Index 2018 

Economist Intelligence Unit 
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 The Economist Intelligence Unit operates as an independent research and analysis business 
within the London-based Economist Group, the media company that publishes The 
Economist. 

 Democracy Index is based on five categories: 
 electoral process and pluralism
 functioning of government
 political participation 
 political culture  
 civil liberties 

 Based on their scores on 60 indicators within these 
categories, each country is then itself classified as one 
of four types of regime:  
 full democracy 
 flawed democracy 
 hybrid regime 
 authoritarian regime 

 Each category gets a score ranging between 0 and 10, 
with the final score being the average.

 The report released recently had 
‘Democracy 2018: Me too? Political Participation, 
Protest & Democracy’ 
 
Rankings 

 India is ranked at 41. 
 It has been classified as a ‘flawed democracy’
 India achieved a score of 7.23 on the index to maintain its position 
 This is the lowest ever score attributed to India in the index ever since its p
 India ranks below the US (ranked 25th in the index) and other so called ‘flawed democracies’ 

like Italy, France, Botswana and South Africa.
 The countries at the top of the Democracy Index are Norway, Iceland, Sweden, New 

Zealand, and Denmark.  
 They are each declared as “full democracies.

 

29. HENLEY PASSPORT 

News: Indian passport was ranked to be the 79
Passport Index released recently.
 
About the Index 

 Henley & Partner's list is one of several i
passports according to the number of destinations their holders can access without a prior 
visa. 

 The Henley Passport Index is based on data provided by the International Air Transport 
Authority (IATA) and covers 199 passports and 227 travel destinations. 

                                                                                                             https://w

The report defines a flawed democracy as 
nations that “have free and fair elections 
and, even if there are problems (such as 
infringements on media freedom), b
civil liberties are 
there are significant weaknesses in other 
aspects of democracy, including problems 
in governance, an underdeveloped 
political culture and low levels of political 
participation.”

mist Intelligence Unit operates as an independent research and analysis business 
based Economist Group, the media company that publishes The 

Democracy Index is based on five categories:  
electoral process and pluralism 

ing of government 
 

Based on their scores on 60 indicators within these 
categories, each country is then itself classified as one 

Each category gets a score ranging between 0 and 10, 
with the final score being the average. 

released recently had the index titled 
‘Democracy 2018: Me too? Political Participation, 

classified as a ‘flawed democracy’ for four years. 
India achieved a score of 7.23 on the index to maintain its position – the same it did last year. 
This is the lowest ever score attributed to India in the index ever since its p
India ranks below the US (ranked 25th in the index) and other so called ‘flawed democracies’ 
like Italy, France, Botswana and South Africa. 
The countries at the top of the Democracy Index are Norway, Iceland, Sweden, New 

h declared as “full democracies.” 

29. HENLEY PASSPORT INDEX 

passport was ranked to be the 79th powerful passport according to the Henley 
Passport Index released recently. 

Henley & Partner's list is one of several indexes created by financial firms to rank global 
the number of destinations their holders can access without a prior 

The Henley Passport Index is based on data provided by the International Air Transport 
vers 199 passports and 227 travel destinations. 
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The report defines a flawed democracy as 
nations that “have free and fair elections 
and, even if there are problems (such as 
infringements on media freedom), basic 
civil liberties are respected. However, 
there are significant weaknesses in other 
aspects of democracy, including problems 
in governance, an underdeveloped 
political culture and low levels of political 
participation.” 

mist Intelligence Unit operates as an independent research and analysis business 
based Economist Group, the media company that publishes The 

the same it did last year.  
This is the lowest ever score attributed to India in the index ever since its publication. 
India ranks below the US (ranked 25th in the index) and other so called ‘flawed democracies’ 

The countries at the top of the Democracy Index are Norway, Iceland, Sweden, New 

powerful passport according to the Henley 

ndexes created by financial firms to rank global 
the number of destinations their holders can access without a prior 

The Henley Passport Index is based on data provided by the International Air Transport 
vers 199 passports and 227 travel destinations.  
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 It is updated in real time throughout the year, as and when visa policy changes come into 
effect. 
 
Rankings 

 India jumped two positions from 81st in 2018 to 79th 
 The country with the world's most pow
 Japan retained its top spot as the world's

document's access to 190 countries.
 China jumped almost 20 places in just two years, from 85th in 2017 to 69th this year.
 Afghanistan, Pakistan and Nepal ranked further low at 104, 102 and 94 respectively.
 Pakistani passport is better than only four other countries including Somalia, Syria, 

Afghanistan and Iraq. 
 

30. WORLD GOLD COUNC

News:The World Gold Council
financial market instability, monetary policy and the US dollar and structural economic 
reforms 
 
Details 

 WGC said increased market uncertainty and the expansion of protectionist economic policies 
will make gold increasingly attractive as a hedge in 2019

 While gold may face headwinds from higher interest rates and US dollar strength, these 
effects are expected to be limited. 

 Emerging markets like India and China, making up 70 per cent of global gold consumer 
demand, are very relevant to the long

 Structural economic reforms in 
jewellery, technology and as means of savings.
 
World Gold Council 

 It is an association whose members comprise 
 It is the market development organisation for the gold industry. 
 It helps to support its members to mine in a responsible way and developed the Conflict Free 

Gold Standard. 
 They also provide analysis of the indus
 Headquartered in London United Kingdom, they have offices in India, China, Singapore, 

Japan and the United States.
 

31. VISION 2040 IN AVIATION

News: The Ministry of Civil Aviation unveiled the Vision 
 
Details 
Vision 2040 highlights the growth potential in different sub
key action steps are required to be taken to achieve the desired objective.

                                                                                                             https://w

It is updated in real time throughout the year, as and when visa policy changes come into 

India jumped two positions from 81st in 2018 to 79th in 2019. 
The country with the world's most powerful passport in 2019 is Japan. 

its top spot as the world's most travel-friendly passport owing
document's access to 190 countries. 
China jumped almost 20 places in just two years, from 85th in 2017 to 69th this year.

kistan and Nepal ranked further low at 104, 102 and 94 respectively.
Pakistani passport is better than only four other countries including Somalia, Syria, 

30. WORLD GOLD COUNCIL REPORT  

Council predicted that Gold will shine better in 2019 due to global 
financial market instability, monetary policy and the US dollar and structural economic 

said increased market uncertainty and the expansion of protectionist economic policies 
gly attractive as a hedge in 2019.  

While gold may face headwinds from higher interest rates and US dollar strength, these 
effects are expected to be limited.  
Emerging markets like India and China, making up 70 per cent of global gold consumer 

are very relevant to the long-term performance of gold. 
Structural economic reforms in these markets will continue to support demand for gold in 
jewellery, technology and as means of savings. 

an association whose members comprise the world’s leading gold mining companies.
is the market development organisation for the gold industry.  

It helps to support its members to mine in a responsible way and developed the Conflict Free 

They also provide analysis of the industry, offering insights into the drivers of gold demand.
Headquartered in London United Kingdom, they have offices in India, China, Singapore, 
Japan and the United States. 

VIATION 

Ministry of Civil Aviation unveiled the Vision 2040 document

highlights the growth potential in different sub-sectors of Indian aviation and the 
key action steps are required to be taken to achieve the desired objective.
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It is updated in real time throughout the year, as and when visa policy changes come into 

 
friendly passport owing to the 

China jumped almost 20 places in just two years, from 85th in 2017 to 69th this year. 
kistan and Nepal ranked further low at 104, 102 and 94 respectively. 

Pakistani passport is better than only four other countries including Somalia, Syria, 

ill shine better in 2019 due to global 
financial market instability, monetary policy and the US dollar and structural economic 

said increased market uncertainty and the expansion of protectionist economic policies 

While gold may face headwinds from higher interest rates and US dollar strength, these 

Emerging markets like India and China, making up 70 per cent of global gold consumer 

markets will continue to support demand for gold in 

the world’s leading gold mining companies. 

It helps to support its members to mine in a responsible way and developed the Conflict Free 

try, offering insights into the drivers of gold demand. 
Headquartered in London United Kingdom, they have offices in India, China, Singapore, 

2040 document recently. 

sectors of Indian aviation and the 
key action steps are required to be taken to achieve the desired objective. 
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Vision 2040 
 Visions 
 The overall compound annual gr

and 7% in international traffic during FY 2018
 The CAGR has been calculated keeping in mind 

aircraft procurement, airport development, air navigation system changes
development should be done in a cohesive manner.

 The document talks about India having a robust 20
the path to get there along with time lines and clear accountability.

 With the right policies and a relent
by not just meeting but exceeding the Vision 2040 targets

 India’s aviation market 
 The Indian aviation market is on a high growth path. 
 Total passenger traffic to, from and within India, during Apr

15% year on year as compared to around 6% globally. 
 India is now the seventh largest aviation market with 187 million passengers (to, from 

and within India)inFY2017
 It is expected to be third largest by 2022

 Government initiatives that are bringing change
 Nabh Nirman - for airport capacity augmentation
 Digi Yatra - for paperless travel
 AirSewa  - for online passenger grievance redressal

 Way forward 
 The tax structure for Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF), Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 

(MRO) and aircraft leasing may be gradually aligned with leading global jurisdictions
 The government may consider establishing a Nabh Nirman Fund (NNF) with a starting 

corpus of around $2 billion to support low traffic airports in their initial phases
 

32.. DEBTS AND LIABIL

News: Centre’s debt-to-GDP ratio decreased while that 
of the states increased from 2013
 
Details 
Status Paper on Government Debt for 2017
released recently. 
The report says Centre is moving in the right direc
in terms of meeting the N.K. Singh Committee 
recommendations on public debt while the states are 
not. 
 
Debt 

 The Centre’s total debt as a percentage of GDP reduced 
to 46.5% in 2017-18 from 47.5% as of March 31, 2014. 

                                                                                                             https://w

N.K. Singh Committee
 The N.K. Sin

(Fiscal Responsibility and 
Budget Management) Review 
Committee report had 
recommended the ratio to be 
40% for the Centre and 20% for 
the States, respectively, by 
2023. 

 It said that the 60% 
consolidated Central and State 
debt lim
international best practices, 
and was an essential parameter 
to attract a better rating from 
the credit ratings agencies.

The overall compound annual growth rate (CAGR) works out to around 9% in domestic 
and 7% in international traffic during FY 2018-2040. 
The CAGR has been calculated keeping in mind aviation is a 
aircraft procurement, airport development, air navigation system changes
development should be done in a cohesive manner. 

he document talks about India having a robust 20-year plan that lays out the targets and 
the path to get there along with time lines and clear accountability. 

ith the right policies and a relentless focus on execution, India can surprise the world 
by not just meeting but exceeding the Vision 2040 targets 

The Indian aviation market is on a high growth path.  
Total passenger traffic to, from and within India, during Apr-Nov 2018 grew by around 
15% year on year as compared to around 6% globally.  
India is now the seventh largest aviation market with 187 million passengers (to, from 
and within India)inFY2017-18. 
It is expected to be third largest by 2022. 

that are bringing change 
for airport capacity augmentation 

for paperless travel 
for online passenger grievance redressal 

The tax structure for Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF), Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 
(MRO) and aircraft leasing may be gradually aligned with leading global jurisdictions

he government may consider establishing a Nabh Nirman Fund (NNF) with a starting 
corpus of around $2 billion to support low traffic airports in their initial phases

2.. DEBTS AND LIABILITIES 

GDP ratio decreased while that 
of the states increased from 2013-14 to 2017-18 

Status Paper on Government Debt for 2017-18 was 

Centre is moving in the right direction 
in terms of meeting the N.K. Singh Committee 
recommendations on public debt while the states are 

he Centre’s total debt as a percentage of GDP reduced 
18 from 47.5% as of March 31, 2014.  
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N.K. Singh Committee 
The N.K. Singh-headed FRBM 
(Fiscal Responsibility and 
Budget Management) Review 
Committee report had 
recommended the ratio to be 
40% for the Centre and 20% for 
the States, respectively, by 
2023.  
It said that the 60% 
consolidated Central and State 
debt limit was consistent with 
international best practices, 
and was an essential parameter 
to attract a better rating from 
the credit ratings agencies. 

works out to around 9% in domestic 

aviation is a long-term plan where 
aircraft procurement, airport development, air navigation system changes and skill 

year plan that lays out the targets and 
 

less focus on execution, India can surprise the world 

2018 grew by around 

India is now the seventh largest aviation market with 187 million passengers (to, from 

The tax structure for Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF), Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 
(MRO) and aircraft leasing may be gradually aligned with leading global jurisdictions. 

he government may consider establishing a Nabh Nirman Fund (NNF) with a starting 
corpus of around $2 billion to support low traffic airports in their initial phases. 
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 The total debt of the States, howe
and is estimated to be 24.3% in 2018
 
 

 Concern 
 The increase in the debt stock at the State level is worrying because they don’t have the 

wherewithal to service the debt if it goes beyond a certa
 They could then start getting into a debt trap situation.
 
State’s outstanding liability

 Outstanding liabilities of States have increased sharply during 2015
following the issuance of UDAY bonds in these two years

 It was reflected in an increase in liability
at end-March 2016 and further to 23.8% at end

 The total outstanding liabilities
2018 and are expected to mov

 It begins to look increasingly unlikely that the States will meet their 20% debt
target by 2023.  
 
Way forward 

 The report says that the States do have some fiscal space to reduce their borrowing in the 
coming years due to the large cash surpluses they hold.

 State governments as a group have exhibited a tendency to hold large cash 
surpluses/investments in Cash Balance Investment Account on a consistent basis while at the 
same time resorting to market borrowings 

 This indicates scope for reducing the quantum of market borrowings by State governments in 
case they bring down their cash surpluses (parked as investment in treasury bills of the 
Central government). 

 

33. TRAI’S NEW RULES

New Rules 
 The new rules aim to make child subscriptions more affordable
 The consumers are allowed to pay for the channels they see and not pay for the channels they 

don’t use. 
 The operators have also been mandated to reveal the prices of indiv

the bouquet of channels. 
 
Background 

 Before the implementation of these regulations there were lot of issues.
 Consumers did not have the choice in selecting their channels
 Broadcasters pushed their bouquet of channels to MSO or DT

pushed them to the consumers.
 This is called push model where broadcasters push the channels to the consumers.

                                                                                                             https://w

The total debt of the States, however, has been rising over this period, to 24% in 2017
and is estimated to be 24.3% in 2018-19. 

The increase in the debt stock at the State level is worrying because they don’t have the 
wherewithal to service the debt if it goes beyond a certain point.  
They could then start getting into a debt trap situation. 

State’s outstanding liability 
Outstanding liabilities of States have increased sharply during 2015
following the issuance of UDAY bonds in these two years 

d in an increase in liability-GDP ratio from 21.7% at end
March 2016 and further to 23.8% at end-March 2017. 

The total outstanding liabilities, as a percentage of GDP, stood at 24% at 
expected to move upward to 24.3% at end-March 2019. 

It begins to look increasingly unlikely that the States will meet their 20% debt

The report says that the States do have some fiscal space to reduce their borrowing in the 
years due to the large cash surpluses they hold. 

State governments as a group have exhibited a tendency to hold large cash 
surpluses/investments in Cash Balance Investment Account on a consistent basis while at the 
same time resorting to market borrowings to finance their GFD (Gross Fiscal Deficit).
This indicates scope for reducing the quantum of market borrowings by State governments in 
case they bring down their cash surpluses (parked as investment in treasury bills of the 

S NEW RULES 

The new rules aim to make child subscriptions more affordable. 
The consumers are allowed to pay for the channels they see and not pay for the channels they 

The operators have also been mandated to reveal the prices of individual channels as well as 

Before the implementation of these regulations there were lot of issues.
Consumers did not have the choice in selecting their channels 
Broadcasters pushed their bouquet of channels to MSO or DTH operators who in turn 
pushed them to the consumers. 
This is called push model where broadcasters push the channels to the consumers.
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ver, has been rising over this period, to 24% in 2017-18, 

The increase in the debt stock at the State level is worrying because they don’t have the 

Outstanding liabilities of States have increased sharply during 2015-16 and 2016-17, 

GDP ratio from 21.7% at end-March 2015 to 23.4% 

stood at 24% at the end of March 

It begins to look increasingly unlikely that the States will meet their 20% debt-GDP ratio 

The report says that the States do have some fiscal space to reduce their borrowing in the 

State governments as a group have exhibited a tendency to hold large cash 
surpluses/investments in Cash Balance Investment Account on a consistent basis while at the 

to finance their GFD (Gross Fiscal Deficit). 
This indicates scope for reducing the quantum of market borrowings by State governments in 
case they bring down their cash surpluses (parked as investment in treasury bills of the 

The consumers are allowed to pay for the channels they see and not pay for the channels they 

idual channels as well as 

Before the implementation of these regulations there were lot of issues. 

H operators who in turn 

This is called push model where broadcasters push the channels to the consumers. 
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 There were much litigation in the tribunal between broadcasters and the MSOs, DTH 
operators or between MSO, DTH operators

 Therefore TV sets asked TRAI to design a framework in which litigation can be minimised 
and consumers get their choice.

 After around 2 and a half years of consultation, a regulation was issued in March 2017. But it 
went into Madras High Court an

 The Court ruled the regulations as intra
notification was issued again in July 2018.

 From July 2018, there was six months preparation time, after which the regulations were 
implemented from December, 2018.

 Due to a difficulty in giving choice to the consumers, it was extended for one month for 
consumers to give their choice. Thus the regulations became fully effective from 1

February, 2018. 
 
The new scheme 

 The new scheme is similar to a la carte where the 
for what he wants and not like a buffet.

 The regulations empower the consumers completely giving them the 
channels of their choice. 

 The broadcasting services have been divid
 price of the broadcaster which is called channel

                                                                                                             https://w

There were much litigation in the tribunal between broadcasters and the MSOs, DTH 
operators or between MSO, DTH operators and NCOs. 
Therefore TV sets asked TRAI to design a framework in which litigation can be minimised 
and consumers get their choice. 
After around 2 and a half years of consultation, a regulation was issued in March 2017. But it 
went into Madras High Court and then to the Supreme Court. 
The Court ruled the regulations as intra-virus and good for the consumers. Therefore the 
notification was issued again in July 2018. 
From July 2018, there was six months preparation time, after which the regulations were 

ented from December, 2018. 
Due to a difficulty in giving choice to the consumers, it was extended for one month for 
consumers to give their choice. Thus the regulations became fully effective from 1

ilar to a la carte where the consumer chooses and is charged only 
for what he wants and not like a buffet. 
The regulations empower the consumers completely giving them the 

 
The broadcasting services have been divided into two parts 

price of the broadcaster which is called channel 

Image Credit: The Hindu 
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There were much litigation in the tribunal between broadcasters and the MSOs, DTH 

Therefore TV sets asked TRAI to design a framework in which litigation can be minimised 

After around 2 and a half years of consultation, a regulation was issued in March 2017. But it 

and good for the consumers. Therefore the 

From July 2018, there was six months preparation time, after which the regulations were 

Due to a difficulty in giving choice to the consumers, it was extended for one month for 
consumers to give their choice. Thus the regulations became fully effective from 1st 

consumer chooses and is charged only 

The regulations empower the consumers completely giving them the choice to choose 
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 the carriage price from the MSO or the DTH operator to the consumers
 Thus the price is also divided in the same scheme.
 There are a total of 882 channels in India out of which 550 channels 

332 channels are paid channels.
 So a consumer opting only for 100 free channels has to pay a price of Rs. 130 + GST and a 

consumer opting for paid channels has to pay Rs 130 + GST and the charge of the channel 
where Rs. 130 is the carriage price from the operator to the consumer.
 
Challenges 

 The carriage price has been fixed for the first 100 channels. But the same for the next set of 
channels have been left to the operator. Therefore multi
specified in the rules 

 Though the consumer has been given the choice of choosing 100 channels, TRAI does not 
mention a bouquet that can be provided to the consumers based on their preference of 
previous few years. 

 The charges chosen for the channels, in some cases, goes
bouquet of channels available to the consumers.

 The question of survivability of some channels may arise as those channels may not be in the 
list of the consumer. 

 The packs offered by the DTH operators have high end chan
then free to air channels 

 It is not clear whether a consumer can change his choice after selecting some channels 
initially. 
 
TRAI’s solution 

 TRAI is in negotiations with the DTH operators to waive off or discount prices to 
consumers in the case of a multi home TV

 Also, DTH operators have some packs similar to the customer’s choice which can be chosen 
for reduced prices 

 Suggested packs put forward by the DTH operator can be changed according to the 
consumer’s choice. 

 Grievance mechanisms are available for the consumers for redressal of their grievances
 
Conclusion 

 Regulation is a good step by TRAI but the best method is competition when market forces 
take over like that happened in Telecom.

 The scheme would prove good to t
channels and is paying lesser than what he used to pay.

 TRAI should also stimulate the channels as there is a chance for some channels to go out of 
business in case of losses. 
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the carriage price from the MSO or the DTH operator to the consumers
Thus the price is also divided in the same scheme. 
There are a total of 882 channels in India out of which 550 channels 
332 channels are paid channels. 
So a consumer opting only for 100 free channels has to pay a price of Rs. 130 + GST and a 
consumer opting for paid channels has to pay Rs 130 + GST and the charge of the channel 

riage price from the operator to the consumer. 

The carriage price has been fixed for the first 100 channels. But the same for the next set of 
channels have been left to the operator. Therefore multi-room connections have not been 

Though the consumer has been given the choice of choosing 100 channels, TRAI does not 
mention a bouquet that can be provided to the consumers based on their preference of 

The charges chosen for the channels, in some cases, goes higher than the previous scheme of 
bouquet of channels available to the consumers. 
The question of survivability of some channels may arise as those channels may not be in the 

The packs offered by the DTH operators have high end channels first, low end channels and 

It is not clear whether a consumer can change his choice after selecting some channels 

TRAI is in negotiations with the DTH operators to waive off or discount prices to 
consumers in the case of a multi home TV 
Also, DTH operators have some packs similar to the customer’s choice which can be chosen 

Suggested packs put forward by the DTH operator can be changed according to the 

vance mechanisms are available for the consumers for redressal of their grievances

Regulation is a good step by TRAI but the best method is competition when market forces 
take over like that happened in Telecom. 
The scheme would prove good to the consumers only when they are free to choose their 
channels and is paying lesser than what he used to pay. 
TRAI should also stimulate the channels as there is a chance for some channels to go out of 
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the carriage price from the MSO or the DTH operator to the consumers 

There are a total of 882 channels in India out of which 550 channels are free channels and 

So a consumer opting only for 100 free channels has to pay a price of Rs. 130 + GST and a 
consumer opting for paid channels has to pay Rs 130 + GST and the charge of the channel 

 

The carriage price has been fixed for the first 100 channels. But the same for the next set of 
room connections have not been 

Though the consumer has been given the choice of choosing 100 channels, TRAI does not 
mention a bouquet that can be provided to the consumers based on their preference of 

higher than the previous scheme of 

The question of survivability of some channels may arise as those channels may not be in the 

nels first, low end channels and 

It is not clear whether a consumer can change his choice after selecting some channels 

TRAI is in negotiations with the DTH operators to waive off or discount prices to the 

Also, DTH operators have some packs similar to the customer’s choice which can be chosen 

Suggested packs put forward by the DTH operator can be changed according to the 

vance mechanisms are available for the consumers for redressal of their grievances 

Regulation is a good step by TRAI but the best method is competition when market forces 

he consumers only when they are free to choose their 

TRAI should also stimulate the channels as there is a chance for some channels to go out of 
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34. ANGEL TAX ISSUE 

News: The government has eased rules for start
 
Earlier provision 

 Section 56(2)(viib) of the Income Tax Act provides the amount raised by a start
of its fair market value would be deemed as income from other sources and would be
30 per cent.  
 
New Rules 

 With the new notification, all investments made up to Rs 25 crore will be exempt from any 
form of scrutiny from the government. This move will encourage the angel investments in 
country that are crucial to catalyse the st

 An entity shall be considered a start
registration instead of the previous period of 7 years. 

 Similarly, an entity will be a start
registered/incorporated was below Rs 100 crore, in place of Rs 25 crore earlier.

 Investments from NRIs would also be exempted from tax.
 
Exceptions 

 A start-up cannot invest in a building or land unless it is for its business or used by it for 
purposes of renting or held by it as stock

 It also cannot offer loans or advances, other than those where lending money is part of its 
business. 

 A start-up also cannot make any capital contribution to any other entity or invest in shares, 
car, any vehicle or mode of transport that costs more than Rs 10 lakh. 

 Benefit: This ensures the CBDT's concerns that start
laundering or doesn't receive investment from shell companies for tax evasion.
 
What is angel tax? 

 A lot of shell companies were issuing share at the premium and then selling it back at the 
discounted prices which converted black money to white money. 

 In 2012, the then finance minister, Pranab Mukherjee introduced Section 56(2)(viib) of the 
Income Tax Act to curb the 

 Startups don’t have assets in the balance sheets and valuation is done based on the discounted 
cash flow method which are the future profits that the 

 When startup India started in 2015, the department star
the difference between the book value and share premium was taxed under section 56(2) 
(viib) of the Income Tax Act.
 
Why were the new provisions introduced?

 Of the 2500 surveyed start
 Thereafter the start-ups started registering overseas in Singapore and United States
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The government has eased rules for start-ups in the country.  

Section 56(2)(viib) of the Income Tax Act provides the amount raised by a start
of its fair market value would be deemed as income from other sources and would be

With the new notification, all investments made up to Rs 25 crore will be exempt from any 
form of scrutiny from the government. This move will encourage the angel investments in 
country that are crucial to catalyse the start-up ecosystem. 
An entity shall be considered a start-up up to 10 years from its date of incorporation/ 
registration instead of the previous period of 7 years.  
Similarly, an entity will be a start-up if its turnover for any of the fiscal years since it 
registered/incorporated was below Rs 100 crore, in place of Rs 25 crore earlier.
Investments from NRIs would also be exempted from tax. 

up cannot invest in a building or land unless it is for its business or used by it for 
of renting or held by it as stock-in-trade.  

It also cannot offer loans or advances, other than those where lending money is part of its 

up also cannot make any capital contribution to any other entity or invest in shares, 
e or mode of transport that costs more than Rs 10 lakh.  

Benefit: This ensures the CBDT's concerns that start-ups will not be used for money 
laundering or doesn't receive investment from shell companies for tax evasion.

ompanies were issuing share at the premium and then selling it back at the 
discounted prices which converted black money to white money.  
In 2012, the then finance minister, Pranab Mukherjee introduced Section 56(2)(viib) of the 
Income Tax Act to curb the minions of money laundering. 
Startups don’t have assets in the balance sheets and valuation is done based on the discounted 
cash flow method which are the future profits that the start-up will generate
When startup India started in 2015, the department started issuing notices to the start up as 
the difference between the book value and share premium was taxed under section 56(2) 
(viib) of the Income Tax Act. 

Why were the new provisions introduced? 
Of the 2500 surveyed start-ups, almost 73% of the start-ups had received notices.

ups started registering overseas in Singapore and United States
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Section 56(2)(viib) of the Income Tax Act provides the amount raised by a start-up in excess 
of its fair market value would be deemed as income from other sources and would be taxed at 

With the new notification, all investments made up to Rs 25 crore will be exempt from any 
form of scrutiny from the government. This move will encourage the angel investments in 

up up to 10 years from its date of incorporation/ 

up if its turnover for any of the fiscal years since it got 
registered/incorporated was below Rs 100 crore, in place of Rs 25 crore earlier. 

up cannot invest in a building or land unless it is for its business or used by it for 

It also cannot offer loans or advances, other than those where lending money is part of its 

up also cannot make any capital contribution to any other entity or invest in shares, 
 

ups will not be used for money 
laundering or doesn't receive investment from shell companies for tax evasion. 

ompanies were issuing share at the premium and then selling it back at the 

In 2012, the then finance minister, Pranab Mukherjee introduced Section 56(2)(viib) of the 

Startups don’t have assets in the balance sheets and valuation is done based on the discounted 
will generate 

ted issuing notices to the start up as 
the difference between the book value and share premium was taxed under section 56(2) 

had received notices. 
ups started registering overseas in Singapore and United States 
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 After the Vodafone case in India, the Supreme Court ruled that irrespective of the company 
being registered in any country, taxes would be applicable
within India.  

 The startup fever which had caught on in 2015
registration figures. The registrations came down from 1006 to 458 in 2018.
 
Benefits 

 It will unleash the next wave of entrepre
nation in the world. 

 There is no case by case clearance, which was time consuming and not practical.
 Valuation has been removed as criteria. This was a major concern as it needed certification 

by merchant bankers, who had no idea about it, as valuation is an art and a science and a 
result of the negotiations between the company and their investors.

 The Rs 25 crore thresholds
less than this number. 

 Listed companies will now be able to invest in start
 These relaxations are in line with the government's vision to promote the culture of 

entrepreneurship and ease of doing business in India.
 Earlier, to get the benefits under exemp

Inter Ministerial Board of Group which was difficult to obtain and fair market valuation was 
done from the merchant banker. Both the conditions have been done away with.

 It will increase employment in the 
 
Challenges 

 The provision seems irrelevant when norms like GAAR, Benami property Act, PMLA, 68 
provisions etc are already present to prevent money laundering.

 68 provisions refer to any unexplainable money
were required to give details of the investor, whether it was a tax paid money or not etc.
 
Way forward 

 Start-ups can flourish in India only if they are provided a level playing field with those in 
other countries. 

 Start-ups are based on innovative ideas which may or may not flourish. So it is necessary to 
encourage them to increase the chances of new innovations in the country.
 

35. WORLD COUNCIL OF CREDIT UN

 World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU), U.S
 Headquartered in Madison
 WOCCU is the leading international body representing 75,000 credit unions in 90 countries, 

serving 260 million people. 
 
Major challenges for credit cooperative societies in India and elsewhere

 Generally, credit cooperatives face
o Increased regulation and supervision that financial institutions have to comply with. 
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After the Vodafone case in India, the Supreme Court ruled that irrespective of the company 
being registered in any country, taxes would be applicable if the underlying assets were 

The startup fever which had caught on in 2015-16 had slowed down by 2016
registration figures. The registrations came down from 1006 to 458 in 2018.

It will unleash the next wave of entrepreneurship, making India the number one start

There is no case by case clearance, which was time consuming and not practical.
Valuation has been removed as criteria. This was a major concern as it needed certification 

ers, who had no idea about it, as valuation is an art and a science and a 
result of the negotiations between the company and their investors. 

thresholds is wide to cover almost all angel investments as most of them are 

Listed companies will now be able to invest in start-ups without angel tax.
These relaxations are in line with the government's vision to promote the culture of 
entrepreneurship and ease of doing business in India. 
Earlier, to get the benefits under exemption of taxes, permission were to be obtained from 
Inter Ministerial Board of Group which was difficult to obtain and fair market valuation was 
done from the merchant banker. Both the conditions have been done away with.
It will increase employment in the country with the establishment of more start

The provision seems irrelevant when norms like GAAR, Benami property Act, PMLA, 68 
provisions etc are already present to prevent money laundering. 
68 provisions refer to any unexplainable money in the account of start
were required to give details of the investor, whether it was a tax paid money or not etc.

ups can flourish in India only if they are provided a level playing field with those in 

ups are based on innovative ideas which may or may not flourish. So it is necessary to 
encourage them to increase the chances of new innovations in the country.

COUNCIL OF CREDIT UNIONS (WOCCU)  

World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU), U.S. 
Madison 

WOCCU is the leading international body representing 75,000 credit unions in 90 countries, 
serving 260 million people.  

Major challenges for credit cooperative societies in India and elsewhere
Generally, credit cooperatives face three challenges.  

regulation and supervision that financial institutions have to comply with. 
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After the Vodafone case in India, the Supreme Court ruled that irrespective of the company 
if the underlying assets were 

16 had slowed down by 2016-17 as per 
registration figures. The registrations came down from 1006 to 458 in 2018. 

neurship, making India the number one start-up 

There is no case by case clearance, which was time consuming and not practical. 
Valuation has been removed as criteria. This was a major concern as it needed certification 

ers, who had no idea about it, as valuation is an art and a science and a 

is wide to cover almost all angel investments as most of them are 

ups without angel tax. 
These relaxations are in line with the government's vision to promote the culture of 

tion of taxes, permission were to be obtained from 
Inter Ministerial Board of Group which was difficult to obtain and fair market valuation was 
done from the merchant banker. Both the conditions have been done away with. 

country with the establishment of more start-ups.  

The provision seems irrelevant when norms like GAAR, Benami property Act, PMLA, 68 

in the account of start-ups. The start-ups 
were required to give details of the investor, whether it was a tax paid money or not etc. 

ups can flourish in India only if they are provided a level playing field with those in 

ups are based on innovative ideas which may or may not flourish. So it is necessary to 
encourage them to increase the chances of new innovations in the country. 

WOCCU is the leading international body representing 75,000 credit unions in 90 countries, 

Major challenges for credit cooperative societies in India and elsewhere 

regulation and supervision that financial institutions have to comply with.  
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o Technological innovation. 
o Membership growth, particularly in the age group between 18 and 35 years. Regulation, 

technological disruptions and member
context of increased competition from banks in the globalised economy.

 
Measures to attract more youth to become members of cooperatives
Cooperatives need to adopt digital technologies and computerisation in
youth as well as reach out to marginalised and needy people.
 
Benefits of becoming a member of WOCCU

 Indian cooperative federation is not a member of WOCCU. The World Council represents 
credit cooperatives across the globe. Indian co
and address challenges they face.

 Unlike the banking system, in India, cooperatives in the government and private sector are 
not regulated properly. India has a large number of cooperatives. Regulation can cause 
confusion in market prices when some are regulated and some are not. There are a number of 
countries facing similar challenges and they have found solutions.

 Many government-run credit cooperatives have become financially unviable after waiver of 
farm loans by states. In other countries, farm loan waivers from cooperatives have destroyed 
cooperatives. This resulted in lack of access to credit. Lack of control over non
assets (NPAs) makes cooperatives or banks bankrupt.
 

36. GST ON UNDER-CONSTRUC

News: Financer Minister announced that the Goods and Services Tax Council has decided to 
reduce tax rates on the sale of under
 
Normal residences and affordable housing

 The Council decided that t
option of availing input tax credits.

 In the affordable housing segment, the rate has been reduced to a nominal 1% without input 
tax credits. The previous rates were 12% for the affordable h
normal housing segment, both with the option to avail input tax credits.
 
Affordable housing in metros and non

 In metros, affordable housing includes properties that have a carpet area of up to 60 sq m 
(646 sq feet) and cost up to 

 Metros include Delhi NCR, Mumbai MMR, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore and Hyderabad. 
 In non-metros, affordable housing includes properties with a carpet area of up to 90 sq m 

(969 sq feet) and that cost up to 
 
Need for the new GST rates

 Among the country’s largest employers in recent years, the realty sector has been marred by 
the debt overdose that has plagued much of corporate India; this has been compounded by 
high unsold inventory that hit cash flows. 
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innovation.  
growth, particularly in the age group between 18 and 35 years. Regulation, 

technological disruptions and membership are major challenges of cooperatives in the 
context of increased competition from banks in the globalised economy.

Measures to attract more youth to become members of cooperatives
Cooperatives need to adopt digital technologies and computerisation in
youth as well as reach out to marginalised and needy people. 

Benefits of becoming a member of WOCCU 
Indian cooperative federation is not a member of WOCCU. The World Council represents 
credit cooperatives across the globe. Indian cooperatives can exchange ideas for solutions 
and address challenges they face. 
Unlike the banking system, in India, cooperatives in the government and private sector are 
not regulated properly. India has a large number of cooperatives. Regulation can cause 
confusion in market prices when some are regulated and some are not. There are a number of 
countries facing similar challenges and they have found solutions. 

run credit cooperatives have become financially unviable after waiver of 
s by states. In other countries, farm loan waivers from cooperatives have destroyed 

cooperatives. This resulted in lack of access to credit. Lack of control over non
assets (NPAs) makes cooperatives or banks bankrupt. 

CONSTRUCTION HOUSES 

Minister announced that the Goods and Services Tax Council has decided to 
reduce tax rates on the sale of under-construction residential properties from April 1

Normal residences and affordable housing 
The Council decided that the rate for normal residential properties would be 
option of availing input tax credits. 
In the affordable housing segment, the rate has been reduced to a nominal 1% without input 
tax credits. The previous rates were 12% for the affordable housing segment and 18% for the 
normal housing segment, both with the option to avail input tax credits.

Affordable housing in metros and non-metros 
In metros, affordable housing includes properties that have a carpet area of up to 60 sq m 

d cost up to Rs. 45 lakh.  
Metros include Delhi NCR, Mumbai MMR, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore and Hyderabad. 

metros, affordable housing includes properties with a carpet area of up to 90 sq m 
(969 sq feet) and that cost up to Rs. 45 lakh. 

the new GST rates 
Among the country’s largest employers in recent years, the realty sector has been marred by 
the debt overdose that has plagued much of corporate India; this has been compounded by 
high unsold inventory that hit cash flows.  
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growth, particularly in the age group between 18 and 35 years. Regulation, 
ship are major challenges of cooperatives in the 

context of increased competition from banks in the globalised economy. 

Measures to attract more youth to become members of cooperatives 
Cooperatives need to adopt digital technologies and computerisation in a big way to attract 

Indian cooperative federation is not a member of WOCCU. The World Council represents 
operatives can exchange ideas for solutions 

Unlike the banking system, in India, cooperatives in the government and private sector are 
not regulated properly. India has a large number of cooperatives. Regulation can cause 
confusion in market prices when some are regulated and some are not. There are a number of 

run credit cooperatives have become financially unviable after waiver of 
s by states. In other countries, farm loan waivers from cooperatives have destroyed 

cooperatives. This resulted in lack of access to credit. Lack of control over non-performance 

Minister announced that the Goods and Services Tax Council has decided to 
construction residential properties from April 1. 

he rate for normal residential properties would be 5% without the 

In the affordable housing segment, the rate has been reduced to a nominal 1% without input 
ousing segment and 18% for the 

normal housing segment, both with the option to avail input tax credits. 

In metros, affordable housing includes properties that have a carpet area of up to 60 sq m 

Metros include Delhi NCR, Mumbai MMR, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore and Hyderabad.  
metros, affordable housing includes properties with a carpet area of up to 90 sq m 

Among the country’s largest employers in recent years, the realty sector has been marred by 
the debt overdose that has plagued much of corporate India; this has been compounded by 
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 Properties that were already complete at the time of the GST’s adoption were spared the tax. 
 But the introduction of 12% and 8% GST for under

affordable homes, respectively, had come as a dampener for fresh bookings.
 
Benefits 

 It will give an impetus to the affordable housing and enthuse homebuyers to close the sale 
deals 

 It will help to narrow down the demand mismatch gap
 It has a clear focus on demand stimulation
 This move will give the necessary fillip to the demand in under 

has been suffering from low sales levels for many quarters
 The elimination of input tax credit (ITC) benefit may hit profitability for the supply side. 

However, the potential demand generation as a result of this move will far out
aspects leading to greater sales numbers and revenues. 

 The reduction in GST rates can reduce the buyers’ payout by 6
depending on the category. The consequent accelerating sales will reduce the unsold 
inventory, which has been afflicting the sector.
 
Challenges 

 The decision to deny input tax credits to builders is a concern. 
 Developers may be forced to raise base prices as critical inputs, particularly cement (taxed at 

28%), entail high levies that can no longer 
 Buyers may still prefer to opt for unsold completed properties that don’t attract GST, instead 

of incomplete projects.  
 Compliance as well as material costs could go up too, as the Council is likely to mandate that 

around 80% of a project’s inpu
 It is difficult to determine to what extent a proposed tax exemption on development rights 

will offset these costs for developers.
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t were already complete at the time of the GST’s adoption were spared the tax. 
But the introduction of 12% and 8% GST for under-construction premier housing units and 
affordable homes, respectively, had come as a dampener for fresh bookings.

will give an impetus to the affordable housing and enthuse homebuyers to close the sale 

It will help to narrow down the demand mismatch gap 
It has a clear focus on demand stimulation 
This move will give the necessary fillip to the demand in under -construction segment, which 
has been suffering from low sales levels for many quarters 
The elimination of input tax credit (ITC) benefit may hit profitability for the supply side. 
However, the potential demand generation as a result of this move will far out
aspects leading to greater sales numbers and revenues.  
The reduction in GST rates can reduce the buyers’ payout by 6-7% on the overall purchase, 
depending on the category. The consequent accelerating sales will reduce the unsold 

which has been afflicting the sector. 

The decision to deny input tax credits to builders is a concern.  
Developers may be forced to raise base prices as critical inputs, particularly cement (taxed at 
28%), entail high levies that can no longer be offset. 
Buyers may still prefer to opt for unsold completed properties that don’t attract GST, instead 

Compliance as well as material costs could go up too, as the Council is likely to mandate that 
around 80% of a project’s inputs must come from formal sector vendors in the GST net. 
It is difficult to determine to what extent a proposed tax exemption on development rights 
will offset these costs for developers. 
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t were already complete at the time of the GST’s adoption were spared the tax.  
construction premier housing units and 

affordable homes, respectively, had come as a dampener for fresh bookings. 

will give an impetus to the affordable housing and enthuse homebuyers to close the sale 

nstruction segment, which 

The elimination of input tax credit (ITC) benefit may hit profitability for the supply side. 
However, the potential demand generation as a result of this move will far outweigh negative 

7% on the overall purchase, 
depending on the category. The consequent accelerating sales will reduce the unsold 

Developers may be forced to raise base prices as critical inputs, particularly cement (taxed at 

Buyers may still prefer to opt for unsold completed properties that don’t attract GST, instead 

Compliance as well as material costs could go up too, as the Council is likely to mandate that 
ts must come from formal sector vendors in the GST net.  

It is difficult to determine to what extent a proposed tax exemption on development rights 


